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A b stra ct
In th is thesis our investigation will follow two branches. We will study  Entanglem ent 
E ntropy in Q uantum  Field Theories and we will study  confinement in Holographic 
Field Theories. In the  study  of confinement we will m ainly focus on field theories 
dual to  a class of backgrounds in Type IIB  supergravity, th a t is obtained by wrapping 
D5 branes on a  two-cycle on th e  tip  of the conifold.
We s ta rt by calculating the  E ntanglem ent E ntropy for a H ilbert Space w ith a split 
in field theory  degrees of freedom. We apply this novel approach first on a Q uantum  
Field Theory w ith a light and a heavy scalar and a cubic interaction vertex. We 
observe divergences in the E ntanglem ent E ntropy where the field theory is unstable 
to  decay. We then  calculate the E ntanglem ent E ntropy for the  photon in Q uantum  
Electrodynam ics. W hile the entropy does require a UV-cutoff to  rem ain finite, it is 
free of singularities.
Then, we move on to  the  study  of Entanglem ent Entropy in the  context of the 
G auge/G rav ity  Correspondence. We establish a connection between the existence 
of a first-order phase transition  in Holographic Entanglem ent E ntropy and con­
finement of the dual field theory. We notice th a t  non-localities in the UV of the 
confining field theory  can m ask the  phase transition . We show two m ethods to  re­
solve this discrepancy. F irst, we show how novel configurations th a t show Volume 
Law divergences ra ther th an  the typical Area law divergences, recover the  phase 
transition . Second, we show how a suitable UV completion removing the  nonlo­
calities also leads to  discovery. We then  provide a Taxonomy of behaviours of the 
E ntanglem ent Entropy in different confining backgrounds and hint a t Invariances 
of Holographic Entanglem ent Entropy
T hird , we study  the  W ilson Loop for the confining field theories dual to  D5 on 
S 2. We notice, th a t the  W ilson Loop also adm its phase transitions. We in terpret 
the  reason why these phase transitions occur and test our assum ptions by creating 
background w ith m ultiple phase transitions.
Last, we notice the m athem atical sim ilarity  between Holographic Entanglem ent E n­
tropy  and the  W ilson Loop. We establish and com pare the conditions on bo th  quan­
tities to  probe confinement. We test these conditions on a selection of backgrounds. 
W hile also note the  source for the  difference in their behaviour and establish the 
precise term  responsible. We conclude by analysing w hether it m ight be possible 
a t all to  find backgrounds th a t have the  exact same qualitative behaviour of the  
W ilson Loop and the  Entanglem ent Entropy.
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Inform ally speaking, Entanglem ent E ntropy  (EE) is a m easure of how much inform ation one 
subsystem  has of another. We will quickly introduce th is quantity  in Q uantum  Mechanics and 
then  discuss how it generalises to  Q uantum  Field Theory as well as G auge/G ravity . In order to  
formally define it, we first need a b ipartite  system. This is a  H ilbert space th a t can be w ritten  
as the  direct product of two subsystem s,
H AB — H a x H b . (1.0 .1)
Given a quantum  sta te  p  =  ^ i a>i\(pi) {(pi |, we can define the  reduced density m atrix  of a 
subspace A  by
pA = T v B p. (1.0.2)
T he Entanglem ent Entropy is then  given by the  von N eum ann entropy,
S A = - T r  pA \ o g p A . (1.0.3)
Often, A  will represent a subregion of th e  manifold M  on which the theory  is em bedded. For 
a general excited s ta te  of any quantum  system , we will have [1]
S A ~  V ol(^). (1.0.4)
However, when the  H am iltonian is gapped, the  ground s ta te  of the  theory  will obey an  area 
law instead [2].
The Entanglem ent E ntropy enjoys several interesting properties. For example, it satisfies 
the triangle inequality \SA — S'#! <  =  S AB ■ T he m utual inform ation is I ( A , B )  >  0,
1
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where
I ( A , B )  = S a + S b - S a b . (1.0.5)
Also, whenever p describes a pure sta te , we have S a  =  S q -
T he definition of EE can m athem atically  be straightforwardly generalised to  quantum  field 
theories. However, there  are several com plications th a t now have to be considered. First and
up to  an infinite additive constan t Sdiv th a t independent of the dimensionality of 0~Ca - The 
leading order of the  UV cutoff A th e  divergence scales as [3, 4]
T hus it will often be more physically relevant to  study derivatives or differences of entropies 
instead.
W hile the E E  is very difficult to  calculate in most QFTs, it provides a tool set th a t differs 
greatly  from how they are norm ally studied. Hence it is no surprise th a t EE is used to prove 
several facts abou t Q FT  th a t are extrem ely difficult or impossible to study using other methods.
See, for example, the c-Theorem [5], The F-Theorem [6], and the a-Theorem[7]. Of course; EE 
has found m any other applications in different branches of Physics. We refer the reader to the 
papers [8- 12] for a further review of these applications and formalism.
T he split of the  H ilbert space does not necessarily have to be spatial. For example we can 
also study  the  E E  between different regions of m om entum  space[13]. W ith  this it can be shown 
th a t  the  W ilsonian effective action is com patible with a description in term s of a density m atrix. 
Though it should be noted th a t th is  com patibility is not a 1-to-l map. The W ilsonian action 
will always contain more inform ation as it is a functional of tim e-dependent field configurations. 
T he density m atrix  is composed only of tim e-independent configurations.
However, the  split can also be done in term s of degrees of freedom corresponding to  the 
different fields of an in teracting Q F T . W ith  this we can ask what the fundam ental entanglement 
is between these fields, which is presen t even in the vacuum or a 1 particle state. The study of 
th is  concept in relation to  the  pho ton  and the  electron field will be the subject of C hapter 3.
Entanglem ent Entropy has also been shown to  be very useful in the context of the G auge/G ravity  
Correspondence [14]. This duality, th a t is also commonly referred to as ’Holography’, enables 
us to  study nonperturbative effects of Q uantum  Field Theories and G ravity in new and revo­
lu tionary  ways. The original correspondence between Type IIB String Theory on AdSs  x S 5
foremost (1.0.3) is now generally UV divergent. Thus the entropy can usually only be defined
Sdiv ^ d - i ' ( 1.0 .6)
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and X  =  4 Super Yang Mills was conjectured by M aldacena 18 years ago in 1997. It describes 
a d ictionary th a t  relates quantities in bo th  theories to  one another. For exam ple th e  th e r­
m odynam ical partition  function on bo th  sides of the  correspondence are equal to  one another 
Zc f t (/3) =  -Zgrav(/3), fields in the  gravity  theory  correspond to  operators in the  C FT , and so 
on. T he duality  is often very complex. W eakly coupled quantities in the  gravity tend  to  be 
connected to  strongly coupled quantities in the  field theory and vice versa. B u t it is exactly 
because of th is th a t  the  G auge/G rav ity  Correspondence has proven to  provide new avenues of 
exploration in theoretical physics. T he C F T  is though t to  live on the  conformal boundary  of 
the spacetim e. T hus it is common parlance to  refer to  the  gravity side of the duality  as ’the 
bulk’ and to  the  C F T  as ’the  boundary’. B ut it should not be forgotten th a t this is technically 
inaccurate. Every calculation will be perform ed either in the  framework of one theory  or of 
another. Also the  field theory  is dual to  the  whole gravity theory, so in some sense it does live 
everywhere, too.
T he original duality  has since been generalised to  more realistic models w ith fewer symmetry. 
A particu lar such solution, produced by a  tw isted com pactification of D5 branes on a two-cycle 
of the resolved conifold is commonly referred to  as the Cham seddine-V olkov/M aldacena-N unez 
(CVMN) solution [15, 16]. I t and its generalisation exhibit m any interesting features and will 
play a central role in th is thesis. Thus we will provide a more thorough introduction  to  them  
in C hap ter 2.
The holographic prescription to calculate the  EE  was proposed by Ryu and Takayanagi 
[17, 18]. They noticed th a t the  origin of EE looks analogous to  black hole entropy. For once, 
EE can be understood to  be the  entropy for an observer who has only access to  region A  and 
cannot receive a signal from region B.  Furtherm ore, the  leading divergence of EE  is proportional 
to the  area of the subsystem  A, see (1.0.6). This lead them  to  generalise the  Bekenstein-Hawking
was the  Ryu-Takayanagi Form ula for Holographic E ntanglem ent Entropy for a  d dim ensional 
conformal field theory  dual to  an AdSd+ 2 background
Form ula [19, 20]
(1.0.7)
where E is the event horizon of th e  black hole, and G jv denotes N ew ton’s C onstant. The result
M i a ) (1.0.8)
where G d^ 2 is the generalised N ew ton’s C onstan t in d +  2 spacetim e dimensions and 7,4 is the
3
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p  — oo
minimal surface
F ig u r e  1 .1 : A rep resen ta tion  of th e  R yu-T akayanagi E quation . In o rder to  ca lcu la te  th e  e n ta n ­
g lem ent en tropy  of A,  we have to  find the  m inim al surface whose boundary  is th e  sam e as th a t  of 
region A.
extrem al bulk surface homologous to the boundary  region .4. Please refer to Figure 1.1 for a 
visual representation. This conjecture is valid for s ta tic  backgrounds at zero tem perature, where 
d A  is a sm ooth manifold. However, suitable extensions have been proposed for all these cases. 
M ost im portan tly  though, in general areas of the  param eter space, the gravity dual is given by 
string  theory, and quantum  corrections affect th is formula. The authors of [21] have shown th a t 
to  first order, these corrections are proportional to the entanglem ent entropy between the  two 
bulk regions separated by j a - However, in most cases discussed, such as the strong coupling 
lim its of the QFTs, these correction become negligible and we can trea t the  formula essentially 
as exact. In some cases, such as the (1 +  1) C FT  dual to  AdS^  x 5 ' ,  where entanglem ent entropy 
can be calculated from the field theory side, the formula can be shown to be exact. A nother 
exam ple would be massive quantum  field theories by perturbing two-dimensional conformal 
field theories by relevant perturbations. In some special cases, the formula has been derived 
directly from the  Holography dictionary Z c f t(A /)  =  -Zq.grav. ( d N  =  M )  [22].
Klebanov, K utasov and M urugan (KKM) [23] generalized the prescription of [17] to non- 
conformal field theories. We know have
w here pin(j is the induced string frame m etric on 7 . I11 particu lar they found th a t certain
backgrounds, which are holographically dual to  confining systems, adm it a first order phase
(1-0.9)
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transition  upon varying the  w idth of a strip  th a t sets the entangled regions. In th is thesis we 
further explore various aspects of the  holographic E E  of confining systems.
A special feature of the  holographic EE as a  diagnostic tool for confinement is the  fact 
th a t  it relates not only the  IR  behaviour of the  geometry, bu t also has im plications on the  UV 
behaviour of the  background *.
We study  the  calculation of the  E E  in non-local QFTs. We deal w ith this com plicated 
problem  by using holographic duals based on D5 or higher Dp branes (p > 5). Then, perform ing 
the  usual calculation we find th a t in spite of the  background in question having the IR-geom etry 
suitable to  be dual to  a confining Q FT  [24], the  phase transition  in the  E E  is absent. We will 
observe th a t  th is is an effect of the UV non-locality of th e  Q FT. We will propose a way to  fix th is 
situation , by introducing a hard UV cutoff and observing th a t new configurations appear th a t  
would not only recover the  phase transition  argued in [23], bu t also solve an stab ility  problem  
of th e  configurations th a t miss the  phase transition . Finally, since the  UV-cutoff m ay look like 
a ‘bad fix’ for the  problem , we will show (with two examples) how a suitable UV-completion 
to  give a local theory, plays a sim ilar role to  the UV-cutoff, a t least for the purposes of the  
transition .
This suggest th a t the  E E  is not only a quantity  useful to  diagnose confinement, bu t also to 
determ ine if the Q FT  in question is local in th e  far UV.
A nother aspect of the  G auge/G rav ity  Correspondence is its use in the  study  of non-local 
operators such as the  W ilson loop [25]. I t is accessible from the  string theory side, which 
is com putationally  significant and physically, it provides a basis for gauge invariant gluonic 
operators.
M ore im portantly , however, the  po ten tial of a quark-antiquark(g^) pair can be related  to  
the  VEV of a rectangular W ilson loop, whose sides are equal to  the qq separation and T  —> oo. 
In the  gauge theory  th e  W ilson loop W(Q)  along a curve C is defined as
W(G) = - ^ - T r { P [ e l $e (1.0.10)
where N c is the num ber of colors, P  represents the  p a th  ordering of the  exponential and A M 
are th e  gauge fields. In this thesis we will assum e th e  gauge fields to  be in the  fundam ental 
representation, however higher order representations are feasible [26]. On the string side of the
Here and below, we follow the com m on parlance according to  which the  large and sm all radial position  in 
the  string background are associated  w ith  th e  U V  and IR  of th e  dual Q F T
5
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correspondence we have [27, 28]
/  W (C )\ =  [  T>Fe~s \F\  (1.0 .11)
' '  JdF(G)
where F  is used to  denote all fields of the  string theory  and OF their boundary values along C.
We can approxim ate (1.0.11) using the  steepest descent m ethod. Here, the surface spanned 
by th e  strings ending on C and obeying the N am bu-G oto action S n g (F),  is minimised. Now, 
th a t  we have approxim ated the VEV of the W ilson loop and we know th a t we can relate the 
qq potential to  th is VEV by ( W (C )) ~  e~ ET we see th a t
E q,  «  (1 .0 .12)
Convinced of the im portance of W ilson loops, in C hapter 5 we will com pute its properties 
for backgrounds proposed in [29], deepening our understanding of those solutions.
We notice th a t the functional forms of th e  length of strip  associated with EE and of a 
W ilson line are similar and further so are the  EE  and the energy of the WL as a function 
of th e  length. We discuss the  sim ilarities and the differences of these forms for systems that 
adm it confinement. In an analogous m anner to  the  determ ination of sufficient conditions for 
an area law W L [24], we find th e  sufficient condition for a first order phase transition of the 
holographic EE. We apply these conditions to  several examples including the A d S 5 x S 5, Dp 
branes compactified on 5 1, the  hard  and soft wall models and the  Klebanov-Strassler (KS) 
model [30].
T he m aterial will be organised as follows. C hap ter 2 is further review. We will introduce 
the Cham seddine-Volkov/M aldacena-Nunez solutions and its various extensions in detail. In 
C hap ter 3 we will study  the  E ntanglem ent of th e  Photon  with the electron, first in a toy scalar 
theory, and then  in QED. This is based on [31]. In C hapter 4 we will discuss the holographic 
EE  of confining theories. This is based on [32]. In C hapter 5 we will study  the CVMN solutions 
and its generalisations using W ilson Loops. This is based on [33]. In C hapter 6 , based on 
[32], we will look a t the  sim ilarities of these two item s of the holographic toolkit and finally, in 




In th is thesis, confinement will play a central role. We study  th is property through the use 
of entanglem ent entropy and W ilson Loop calculations. Thus it is no surprise th a t our main 
focus will lie on backgrounds dual to  confining field theories. A particu lar class of backgrounds 
generated by D5  branes w rapped on S 2 has emerged th a t seems particu lar suitable to  this 
task. I t has a relatively simple analytical solution. At the  same tim e it can be generalised and 
transform ed in a m yriad of ways. Some of these ways lead to  ’problem s’, such as singularities or 
non-locality. However, we also have found trea tm en ts for m ost of these ailments. This richness 
will allow us to  separate  the  issues, features and scales of the  theory th a t will be responsible for 
the m any phenom ena th a t we will observe. This will enable us to  zoom in and really understand 
w hat role is played by each single com ponent. In order to  understand how the variations of 
th is background are related  to  each other, and thus ease the understanding of the  analysis in 
the  chapters to  follow, we will introduce these backgrounds in the following.
We will now discuss the  m ain background of in terest and its generalisations, see [29]. I t is 
generated from a type IIB string theory  th a t is trunca ted  so th a t it only includes gravity, a 
d ilaton <3> and R am ond-R am ond (RR) 3-form F^. In particular, it is produced by a stack of N c 
D5  branes w rapping an S 2 on the tip  of th e  conifold which is described by a T 1,1 and extending 
in the  Minkowski direction (i G {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 } . The field theory described contains a massless 
vector m ultip let as well as a Kaluza-K lein (KK) tower of massive chiral and vector m ultiplets. 
The gauge sym m etry of the  theory  is S U ( N c) while the  global sym m etries are
S U ( 2 ) l  x SU { 2)r  x U ( 1)R . (2 .0 .1)
More details abou t the  field theory side can be found in [34, 35].
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Now to  describe the  background produced by the above, lets us use the following 517(2) 
left-invariant one-forms
Coi =  cos ^  dQ -I- sin ijj sin 9 d(p, Cj2 = ~  sin ijj d9 +  cos sin 6 d(p , u)3 = dtp +  cos 9 d(p , (2.0.2)
and th e  vielbeins
E x i = e ^ d x \  E p =  e ^ +kd p , E d = e % +hd6 , E p = e%+hs i n 6 dip, (2.0.3) 
E 1 = ^ e % +9(Oi + a d d ) , E 2 = ^e~*+9(£o2 — a s i n d d p ) , E 3 = - e ^ +k(uj3 + cos 9 d<p).
T hen, in the  E instein frame, we have 
10
ds% = a 'g s ^ 2 ( E 1)2 ,
7^1 (2.0.4)
F3 = e~**  ( / i £ 123 +  f 2E 6tp3 +  / 3(E 023 +  £ ^ 13) +  f 4( E pie +  E w 2 )) , 
where we defined
E ijk..i = e * A E j /\ E k A ... A E l ,
h  =  - 2JVce - * - 2® , / 2 =  ^ c - ' [- 2'*(o2 - 2a() +  l ) ,  (2 .o.5)
/3  =  N ce ~ k~h~g{a - b ) ,  f 4 = ’A e - k- h- gb ' .
W ith  th e  foresight th a t we would like to  study  rectangular W ilson loops and entanglem ent 
entropy, we will move from the E instein frame to  the string frame in the  following. The m etric 
can be ob tained  by m ultiplying ds2E by . The m etric relevant for bo th  com putations becomes
10
d s \ lT = a 'g ,  E ( A 2 . (2 .0 .6)
i = 1
where th e  vielbeins are given by
&
ex' = — d x l , ep = e%+kdp,  ee = e%+hd6 , e * = e % +hsm 9 d p ,
a g s
1 <j> 1 <J> 1 <i>
e1 =  - e % +9(tui + a d d ) , e2 =  - e % +9(tU2 — a sin 9 d p ) , e3 =  - e ^ +k(Cj3 + c o s 9 d p ) .
To ease the  understanding we will now set a 'g s = 1 for the rest of the  chapter. There are 
6 functions in the  background (a, 6, <f>, g, h, k) which depend on the  radial coordinate p. The 
background is determ ined by solving the equations of motion for these functions. A system
of BPS equations can be derived[36-38].It is sometimes more efficient, to  ‘change the basis’ 
to  describe the  background and R R  fields from the  functions [a, h, g, k, $] to another set of 
functions [P, Q,  r , Y,  $>]. This is useful because in term s of the  second set, the  BPS equations 
decouple. I t is then  possible to solve the non-linear ordinary BPS equations, so th a t everything 
is left in term s of a function P( p) ,  th a t  satisfies a non-linear ordinary  second order differential 
equation. The change of basis is
4 e “  =  p f o s h T % '  <=2 9 = - P “ s h - - « -  e 2 k  =  4 Y ’ a = p cl 7 r - Q '  N J >  =  a ' ( 2 ° ' 7)
A fter having solved for [Y , Q,  r , <!>] and choosing integration constants to  avoid singularities, we 
have
P '  I P 2 — n2
e2k =  7T ’ &2h =  7-T>-----i /o  ---- Pi > e2g = P  coth(2p) -  Q  ,2 ’ 4 P co th (2 p ) — Q  ’
a =   :  e» - » 0  =  2 s in h (2^)' . (2 .0 .8 )
P c o sh (2p) — Q sinh(2p) ’ ( P 2 — Q 2) P'
These equations show th a t all background functions can be expressed in term s of Q ( p ) and 
P (p ), where
Q(p)  = (Q 0 +  N c) coth(2p -  2pA) +  N c (2pcoth(2p -  2pA) -  1), (2.0.9)
and P  is a solution to  the  following differential equation
p " + _  4 c o t h ( 2 p  _  2 p a ) ) =  ° -  ( 2 0 ' 1 0 )
This is sometimes called ‘m aster equation’ in th e  bibliography [37], as th is is the  only equation 
th a t needs to  be solved to  generate the  background. p \  and Q 0 are constants of integration. 
In order to  avoid a background th a t is singular in th e  IR, we are required to  set Q 0 = —N c.
Furtherm ore, we are free to  set p \  — 0. This sets the  dynam ical scale against which all other
param eters are m easured against, to  one. Different solutions to  the  m aster equation have been 
discussed and classified in [29, 37, 39].
One simple solution of this ‘m aste r’ equation for the  function P( p )  (2.0.10), leading to a 
sm ooth background, is known analytically and given by
P  = 2 N cp. (2.0.11)
It leads to  the  background discussed in [16]. One can check by replacing in eq .(2 .0 .8 ) th a t the
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dilaton behaves as e ~  T he background functions of this solution are
e 2g g2 k e 2h ^ 2
=  1, —— =  pco th  2p  :
N c N c ’ N c sinh2 2p 4 ’
- L 2p e4^ ~ 4<p0 = —  e_2/l sinh2 2p. (2 .0 .12)
s in h 2 p ’ 4
O ther solutions can be found semi-analytically. We can derive UV and IR  expansions, bu t are 
required to  find a sm ooth in terpolation between them  numerically. Nevertheless th is suffices 
to  be able to  show th a t a  generic solution to  the  m aster equation can be approxim ated by the 
following:
P (p ) ~  Pa =  sup | c 0,27Vcp ,c + e4p/3|  . (2.0.13)
c+,c0 > 0 are two constants of integration. Please note th a t the  real solutions to  the m aster 
equation are sm ooth Vp >  0. However several useful facts can already be seen, such as the  fact 
th a t  P  and P'  will always be m onotonically increasing and P  > Q.
In th is thesis we will only concentrate on solutions for which cq =  0. We then  have
, 4 p /3
e - 8 p / 3 N 2 /  1 3 X /  g
c+ + -----—------ U p  -  4p + —  j  + e p f c_ -  — p ) +
N * e -  16P/3 / 18567 2781 27 9 ,
+  ( —  +  —  p +  +  36/? )  +  0 ( « - ” ^ ) ]  (2.0.14)
as our UV expansion. c_ is a  constant related to  c q . I t tu rns ou t th a t if we tre a t c+ and c_ 
as com pletely independent, the background will in general be mildly singular, w ith a divergent 
K retschm ann Scalar K  = R abcd.Rabcd5 where R abcd is the  Riem ann curvature tensor, in the IR. 
Please also note, th a t our solutions are m ostly derived from supergravity. These solutions are 
only valid outside of singularities. Otherwise we would expect a'  near the singularities. We will 
avoid all this by setting c_ = 0*.
The IR  expansion can be w ritten  as [36]
p + ^ +^  - 3  - f f )p5+o(p7) - ( 2 - ° ' i 5 )
hi > 2N c is again a constant of integration. Naively it appears as if we now have two indepen­
dent constants to  consider, h\  and c+. However, the  requirem ent for bo th  expansions to  m atch 
leads to  the  fact th a t there  is a  dependency between the  two constants. Given the value of one
C -  —  0 follows au tom atica lly  from co =  0. For com pleteness, it should be m entioned th at less severe  
restrictions can be found th a t still circum vent th e  singularity
10
constants allows us in principle to  determ ine the  value of the  other, though it should be noted 
th a t a closed form relationship is generally not known.
We see th a t th e  small radius expansion is quite similar to  the  one of the  exact solution 
P  =  2N cp. Indeed, for th e  constant h i =  2 N C we recover the  exact solution. On the o ther 
hand, the  large radius expansion of the  solution for the  function P ( p ) is quite  different from 
the linear behaviour of th e  exact solution. These differences and sim ilarities suggest th a t the 
dynam ics of the Q F T  dual to  the  second solution is actually  afflicted by an irrelevant operator. 
In the paper [40], th is point was m ade precise (see also the  discussion in [29]). The operator 
can be seen to  be of dim ension eight. The situation  is not so different from th e  case of ‘keeping
r 4
the constant factor’ in the  w arp factor of the D3 branes solution h =  1 +  Indeed, it can be 
shown th a t the  factor T ’ makes the  background of N c D3 branes dual to N  — 4-SYM w ith a 
dimension eight operator inserted. In order to  UV-complete th is Q F T  one needs to  insert back 
the whole tower of string modes.
Such a completion is given by a U -duality as it is described in [41].This procedure has also 
been referred to  as a  ro tation . It is a  solution generating technique th a t schem atically unites the 
backgrounds, by taking a solution to  our m aster equation and m apping it to  ano ther background 
where new fluxes are tu rned  on. W hile neither the background functions, nor Q and P  change, 
the m etric does and new fluxes are tu rn ed  on. I t can be described by the following steps.
• Perform  a com pactification of the  spatia l Minkowski directions and perform  T-dualisation 
along them
• Uplift to  M -Theory and perform  the  following boost in the  t — plane, where x$ is the 
newly introduced direction :
t —> cosh fit — sinh /3x**, x^ —» — sinh /3£ +  cosh /fo11. (2.0.16)
• Downlift back to  String theory and T-dualise back along the  Minkowski directions.
This ro tation  changes the  m etric and tu rn s on ex tra  fluxes, bu t rem ains invariant. Also
the  relation between the background functions is unchanged, thus we can solve them  the exact 
same way using th e  same m aster equation. To describe the new m etric we can use the  S U ( 2)
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left-invariant one-forms defined in (2) and  th e  following vielbeins:
exJ = e * h  4 dx9, ep =  e 4 +kh 4 dp, ee = e * +hh 4 d6, — e ^ +hh 4 sinQd<p,
e1 — \ te~4+9h 4 (cDi +  add),  e2 — ]-e4+9h 4 (O2 — a s i n d  dp),
e3 =  4 +kh 4 (u>3 + cos 0 dip).
The full background is the  given by
(2.0.17)
F 3 =  - p -  
h*
=  - K -
h e 123 +  h e 9v3 +  /s (e 923 +  ev l3) +  / 4(epie +  epip2>
/ i e / 2ep l 2 / 3(e«o + e^iP) + / 4(ei «  + e103
C 4 =  dt  A fitei A d x 2 A d x 3 ,
h
,2$
Fy, — ne 4 h * d a re 0<pl23 _  gtano^iriP] (2.0.18)
We should note th a t there  is an additional B 2 defined by H 3 =  d B 2- h is th e  new warp factor 
and is defined by
h =  l - « 2e2*. (2.0.19)
k has to  be carefully chosen so th a t we remove the dimension 8 irrelevant operator and decouple 
the  Q FT  from gravity. T hen we UV com plete w ith the precise m atte r content such th a t the 
UV of the  resulting Q F T  is as healthy  as the  K lebanov-Strassler (KS) Q FT.
To explain be tte r w hat we mean by healthy, rem em ber th a t the  m odern, W ilsonian definition 
of a field theory  is a conformal UV fixed point and an RG flow. The study  of these RG flows 
through th e  G auge/G rav ity  Correspondence comes in different varieties of ’cleanliness’. N  =  4 
SYM flowing into N  =  1* Yang-Mills is an exam ple of a completely clean realization. Klebanov- 
Strassler, while still highly successful and non-trivial, has some downsides in the  realisation of 
the  field theory  group flow. It introduces a  deform ation in the string bulk th a t corresponds to  an 
im balance of the  ranks of the  gauge groups in the  field theory  side. However, th is deform ation 
does not switch itself off and the theory  never reaches a conformal fixed point in the  UV. 
Instead it follows a cascade of Seiberg dualities, each pushing the theory tow ards a new fixed 
point described by field theories whose rank  grows w ithout bound. Nevertheless, the  resulting 
system  shows behaviour th a t is closely resembling 4d field theories. T he D 5 on S 2 is another
12
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step below on this ladder. A weak coupling analysis of the dual theory  shows an infinite tower 
of equidistant modes. This leads to  m any headaches, like the operator coupling to  gravity. In 
the UV, the  theory  never reaches a fixed point. Naively, we should regard these theories as 
effective field theories. They have interesting and healthy low energy dynam ics bu t are broken 
in the UV. The U -duality fixes th a t. O n th e  field theory  side, this operation connects the 
IR  behaviour to  th e  UV of KS via a  Higgsing cascade. See the discussion in [40] for further 
explanation of this point.
If k =  e_<J>°°, where $00 is the  UV lim it of the  dilaton, we achieve our goal of asym ptoting  the 
KS UV dynam ics. T he warp factor of the  background asym ptotes to  zero and th is switches off 
the  dimension-eight irrelevant operator discussed above. These backgrounds form a continuous 
set of solutions param etrised  by h\.  T hey span the  whole baryonic branch of the dual field 
theory. Notice also th a t this expression for h implies th a t this U -duality or ro tation  of the 
S U  (3)-structure can only be perform ed in th e  case in which the dilaton is stabilised a t large 
radius, nam ely $ ( 00 ) is a  finite value. In o ther words, we cannot use th is for the analytical 
solution P  =  2N cp, th a t has linearly growing dilaton. Only the solutions described around 
eq.(2.0.14) and (2.0.15) can be used. B ut we can regard P  =  2N cp to  be a direct analytic 
continuation of the  set of baryonic branch solutions given by hi £ (2N c, 00 ). The hi  —» 00 limit 
yields the KS model [30].
2.1 Sources
The KS dual has a bulk geom etry given by A d S 5 x T 1,1, where T 1,1 is the base of the  conifold. It 
has k N c D 3 branes and N c fractional D 5 branes. On the  field theory  side we have a m inim ally 
supersym m etric Q F T  w ith two bifundam ental m atte r fields. It has a two-node quiver of gauge 
groups of equal rank, given by S U ( k N c) x S U ( k N c + N c). It lives on the  baryonic branch of 
the  m oduli space of the  theory.
However, the  above solutions can also be moved to  the  mesonic branch. In order to  do this, 
we need to  de-tune the ranks of the two gauge groups. The unbalance is achieved by adding 
m atte r th a t in the dual string theory  is represented by D5 branes w ith induced D3 brane charge. 
This will change the  gauge group to  S U ( k N c + n j )  x S U  ( k N c + N c + n j  + The N f -  D5 and
n /-D 3  branes are added as sources; nam ely the background is a solution to  the  equations of 
m otion of T ype IIB Supergravity plus th e  Born-Infeld W ess-Zumino action for the sources. The 
associated solutions were discussed in detail in [39], [29]. The formalism used in deriving these
13
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backgrounds runs parallel to  the  one described above, in the sense th a t a  ‘change of basis’ and a 
second order differential ‘m aste r’ equation can be w ritten  for a single function P (p) th a t in this 
case will contain the  effect of th e  { n j , N f )  D3-D5 sources. A ro tation  of th e  S U ( 3)-structure 
forms is used to  generate the solutions dual to  the  mesonic branch of the KS field theory. It 
now takes th e  following form
p - + ( j * + n s ) r  +z +Q2 N f + p l  ~p ++q 2 N /  -  4 c ° th{2p)
=  0 ,
27V -  Nr
Q{p) = — ^ -------(2p c o th (2p) -  1) .  (2 .1. r
O ur background functions now are dependent on P  and Q in the following way:
e2k = ----------   , e -  =  -
P'  + N f  2h 1 P 2 -  Q 2
4 P c o th ( 2p) — Q
, e2g = P  co th(2p) — Q ,
a = __________ E.__________ . c44. - 44.„ _  2 sinh(2p )2
P cosh(2p) — <5sinh(2p) ' ( P 2 — Q 2){P' + N f )
We require new IR  asym ptotes reflecting the  addition of N j  sources. The ones befitting our 
case are [39]
P (p ) =  h i p +  ^ - p l o g p -  ^ p l o g ( - l o g p )  +  0  +  0 (p 3 lo g p ) . (2.1.3)
As before, hi  can be tuned  to  a value h i c so th a t P  has linear behaviour in the UV. Then the 
d ilaton $  will grow w ithout bound. For all values hi > h i c, P  will have exponential asym ptotes 
and will have a finite value in the  UV. I t is for these solutions th a t we again can apply the 
ro ta tion  procedure to  UV com plete these new solutions.
U nfortunately, we have adopted an IR  singularity caused by the  high density stacking of 
the  source branes near p =  0 [42].
As described in [43], we can avoid this singularity  by d istributing the sources such th a t not 
all sources reach p =  0. Of im portance is th e  fact th a t the  density profile for the  sources has 
a M aclaurin series w ith leading term  a t least of order 0 (p 3). A profile th a t preserves the  same 
SUSY as th e  background and avoids all singularities, can be derived to  be [43],
S(p) = A / tanh (2p )4. (2.1.4)
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Note th a t its IR expansion is
SO ) =  Wp* - H p p 6 +  I f V  + 0 [pio, ( 2 1 5 )
3
as required. Also, this profile can be ‘tran s la ted ’ according to
S(p) =  N j  Q(p -  p*) ta n h (2p -  2p*)4 (2 .1 .6 )
and still preserve SUSY and avoid singularities everywhere.
Following [43], we now have the  m aster equation
(P "  +  N , S ' )  +  (P '  +  +  ~ p ++q2A,/S -  4 co th(2p)] = 0 . (2.1.7)
Q  =  coth(2p)
. 2* _  P ' +  N f S
d x 2 N c - N f S(x)
coth (2x
2
2 sinh(2p ) 2 
( P 2 - Q 2)(P'  + N f S)
Please note, com paring w ith the case w ithout source profile, it seems that the analysis was 
simply generalised by replacing N j  —> N fS (p )  everywhere. This is not quite true, seen for 





0 5 1 5I 0
F ig u r e  2 .1 : S(p)
In the papers [39], [29] a solution encoding the effect of the  sources was found. The large 
radius asym ptotics for the  warp factor h in eq.(2.0.19) is given in eq.(2.25) of the paper [29],
15
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using the radial coordinate r  =  e2py/3 we have,
(2 .1 .8 )
This deviates (by w hat seems to  be the  addition of an irrelevant operator of dimension-six) 
from the cascading behaviour of the  K lebanov-Strassler Q FT.
The field theoretic  logic is again, th a t the  num ber of D3 sources, n f ,  grows very fast — as 
was discussed in [29]
and this rapid growth of the gauge group ranks going to  higher energies (due to  Higgsing every
The asym ptotic form of the  warp factor in eq.(2.1.8), strongly indicates th a t the Q FT  is 
not behaving as a 4-d Q FT , in the  sense of ‘locality’ being lost. It was understood in [29] th a t 
this is due to  a very rapid grow th of degrees of freedom.
In backgrounds where the profile for the sources is 8 ~  tanh(2p)4, this is reflected by the 
fact th a t th e  flow to  the UV of the Q F T  is described by a superposition of Seiberg dualities 
— the logarithm ic term  in eq.(2.1.8) — and a Higgsing, represented by the  term  quadratic  in 
the  radial variable. A nother interplay between Higgsing and Seiberg cascade was previously 
observed in [44].
We would like th is mesonic branch solution of the KS field theory to  behave like a 4-d 
Q FT. In order to  do this, we will slow-down the growth of degrees of freedom, by proposing 
a phenomenological  profile for the  sources. This is phenomenological in the  sense th a t is not 
derived from first principles (as a kappa sym m etric embedding of sources w ith this profile). 
Nevertheless, the  profile we will propose has the following properties [29]:
• The background still satisfies BPS equations, suggesting SUSY preservation.
• The energy density of th e  sources Too is positive definite for profiles th a t decay a t most 
as fast as the  one we will propose.
• The central charge of the  dual Q F T  when calculated w ith th is profile is a  m onotonic and 
growing function.
As argued in [29], the  UV behaviour is improved by using a profile th a t decays like e ^ .  
This is due to  the fact th a t to  preserve th e  KS like UV asym ptotic behaviour, we need a profile 
th a t decays a t least th a t fast. T he presence of an exponentially increasing num ber of source
n j  ~  S(p)(sinh(4p) — 4p ) 1^ 3 ~  e4p^3, (2.1.9)
tim e a source D3 is crossed) implies th a t the  Q FT  looses the  4-d character of the KS system.
16
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branes, as is the case for a profile where 5  —> 1, behaves like the insertion of an irrelevant 
operator th a t deforms the UV dynamics. We also would not want a profile th a t decays faster 
to keep representing the  mass density of the sources, positive everywhere. To have
T ^ ces —> 0 exactly, a profile th a t decays like (sinh(4p) — 4p)~ 1//3 is needed. Thus the following 
two profiles will be of im portance. See [43, 45] for more details.
S(p) =  ta n h 4(2p)e^3£ , (2.1.10)
n/ \ ta n h 4(2p)
~  (sinh(4p) — 4/?)1/3 ’ <2 ' U I -
which look like
p
F ig u r e  2 .2 : S(p) is blue w hile S(p) is red
Note th a t 8 (0) =  W hile th is can be quite easily analytically  continued to  be S(0) =  0,
numerical calculations using th is profile have to  be dealt w ith carefully. The approach in this
thesis is based on the following idea. As the  IR expansion of th is profile is
S(p)  =  ei (V  -  i i V  +  0 [p7] ) , (2 .1.12)
5
we define S(p) =  ap3 +  bp5 for 0 <  p <  e. We then  solve for a and b by dem anding th a t S(p) 




Entanglem ent of the Photon
Before we move to  the  study of confinement using entanglem ent entropy and the  G auge/G ravity  
Correspondence, we would like to  present some findings using EE in Q FT  directly. Most often, 
th e  study of entanglem ent entropy in the lite ra tu re  is done through a regional split of degrees 
of freedom. As aforem entioned, we are free to  choose different splits, and th is has led to  some 
interesting results. See, for exam ple [13] for a study  of a split in m om entum  space. In  the 
following, we will try  an even different approach. We will split in field degrees of freedom. This 
will allow us to  study the  EE  associated between different types of interacting fields. We will 
see th is exists even in the vacuum  as well when we only have a s ta te  w ith a single particle. We 
will s ta r t w ith a derivation of th e  setup. We then  apply it to  a toy model scalar field theory 
w ith  two fields of differing masses. Finally we move on to  calculate the entanglem ent entropy 
of a single photon s ta te  in Q uantum  Electrodynam ics (QED).
3.1 D erivation  o f m ain  form ula
Consider a  system  H a  x  TCb w ith a H am iltonian H  =  H a  + H b  +  A ifj. The unpertu rbed  eigen­
sta tes are \ipia) =  \4>i) <8> |Xa)- We assume the eigenstates to  have a non-degenerate spectrum . 
The usual first order shift in the  s ta te  vector is
where we have assum ed th a t
(3.1.2)
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This means th a t the  first order shift term  does not include states |(pi) of A  or |y a) of B.
The reduced density m atrix  of A  to  order A2 is then
p = T rB |V 4) ($ .1  =  (1 -  A2 Y ^ A j j )  \<Pi) ( M  +  A2 £  \<h) A*  ( M  , (3-1.3)
3 jk
where
A = y -  ( M  Hr  l^jg) (V>ia | Hj \tpkb)
,k  Y  E ia -  E ]b E ia -  E kb ' { ’
Note th a t the  sum in (3.1.3) excludes term s w ith  j  =  i or k — i because of (3.1.2).
If £j are the eigenvalues of Ajk ,  then  the entanglem ent entropy to  order A2 is
S =  -  T r (p logp) =  -  (1 -  A2 £  fj.) log ( l  -  A2 £  -  £  A2^  log (A2fc)
j  3 3
= - A 2 log (A2) V y ,  . a- V ; , r  iog(&.)) +  0(A4)
j  3
=  -A 2 ^ l o g ( A 2e - 1^ ) ^ + 0 (A4) .
3
The leading order contribution  is a t order A2 log(A2),
5  =  -A 2 log (A2) T r A +  0(A2) . (3.1.5)
3.2 T he E n tan g lem en t o f  th e  Scalar P hoton  A
In this section we will discuss a Q FT  w ith two scalars, A  of mass m, and $  of mass M . We 
will set m  < M  . The scalar fields in teract w ith  each other via the interaction Hamiltonian 
Hint  =  f  <&2A.  We will refer to  the  light scalar A  as the photon and to the heavy scalar $  as 
th e  electron in th is section when needed. We will first be discussing the 1-particle sta te  with 
only one photon, then  discuss th e  vacuum, and finally have a look at the 1-electron state.
Let us denote the sta tes as |fc i,. . . ,  k n ; p 1, . . .  , p m) =  |fc i,. . . ,  k n) <g> \p1, . . .  , p m ), where n
and m  are the  particle num bers of the photon/electron  respectively. The initial sta te  is the
1-particle A  s ta te  |fc; vac) and the  non-trivial m atrix  elements of the interaction are
(vac; p 1, p 2l H i  |fc; vac) and (k, k ' ; p 1, p 2\H]  |fc; vac) . (3.2.1)
In the  la tte r case,
(k, k ' , p 1, p 2\ H i  |fc; vac) =  (fc/; p 1,p 2l Hj  |vac; vac) , (3.2.2)
2 0
3.2 The Entanglement of the Scalar Photon A
so is independent of th e  original 1-particle state. We will see th is is th e  vacuum  contribution 
to  th e  EE.
So in th is case,
T t A =  £
P l , P 2
(v ac ;p 1, p 2l H i  \k; vac)
+  E
fc';Pi,p2
( k ' ; p 1, p 2 \ H j  |vac; vac)
^ m  {k') +coM {Pi) + u m {p 2)
. (3.2.3)
u m (p) = \ / p 2 +  m 2. I t is clear th a t the second contribution is ju st the  contribution of the 
vacuum  to  the  entanglem ent entropy and so we can define
2
5 l-p a r t ic le  — S  *Svac — ^  lof? ^  ]
Pi 1P2
(vac ;p 1, p 2l H i  \k; vac)
wm (fc) -  u m {Pi ) -  u M { p2)
as well as
*Svac — ^  '
fc';Pi , p 2
( k ' ; p 1, p 2 \ H]  |vac; vac)
(3.2.4)
(3.2.5)
u m (k  ) + u)m (P\) + u m {p 2)
We will now study  the  contributions separately as they  both have inform ation of different 
physics.
3.2.1 Si. p artic le
T he contribution we want comes from A  coupling to  the 2-<f> state. The A  spatial m om entum  is 
fixed, and we may as well work in the rest frame k  = 0. To continue, we will now work towards 
calculating m atrix  elem ent (vac ;p 1, p 2 | H i \k] vac). We will first define the  theory to  be defined 
inside a cube of size L  w ith periodic boundary  conditions. After calculating the  m atrix  element, 
we take L —» 00 to  derive our final form ula for the entanglem ent entropy. However, we m ust 
be careful w ith factors of L  to  make sure th a t the  entanglem ent entropy will be intensive as we 
would expect. The canonical quantization  approach to  Q FT  lets us expand the  fields as
=  y r  E  +  4 eipx) .
A(X)  =  T  £  +  b[ e ' k• *) .
L 2 ^
(3.2.6)
From th a t we can calculate the  m atrix  elem ent to be
1
(v ac ;p 1, p 2| H i  \k\ vac) = 7Pi+p2- fc
23l 2L dl2 y/U)M (P l )o)M (p 2 )um (k) 
W hen we pu t A  on-shell in the  rest fram e k  =  0 then we have wm (0) =  m.
(3.2.7)
2 1
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The delta function enforces spatia l m om entum  conservation, and we will write Pj = p  + ~k 
and p 2 =  —p  +  \ k .  So we only have to  sum (in tegrate) over p.
We then take L  -* oo and make the replacem ents.
(3.2.8)
T here are factors L d for each integral p i and p 2 and L ~ d from the delta function. Finally 
(L - d / 2)2 from the  square of th e  m atrix  element. So the factors of L cancel.
The entanglem ent entropy of the  particle in its rest frame is therefore intensive rather than 
extensive as we require of a  single particle:
_  A2 log(A2) [  d d <5(p] + p 2)
“- ^l - part i c l e  — W q Q /  ® P 1 ® P 2
(27r)d23m  J  ujm( P i V a K p 2) ( ^ m ( P i )  +  w m ( p 2) ~  ™ ) 2
= [  dd _____________ 1_ = = = _____
(2n ) d23m  J  (p2 + M 2) ( 2 y / p 2 + M 2 -  m ) 2
where the m  comes from (1/ ^/u;m(0) )2 in the m atrix  element. The dimensions work out because 
the coupling A has dimensions L d/ 2- b/ 2 so S  is dimensionless.
The above equals
Sl-particle =  - 7^ 77^ Vol(SJ -> ) M d- 4Q ( m / 2M )  , (3.2.9)
where
Q{x)  =  r ------------P-   . (3.2.10)
Jo ( p 2 4 - 1) (vV +  1 ~  x ) 2
I t is clear th a t the entropy is UV safe for d < 4, i.e. D  =  d 4-1  < 5 .
One way to  proceed is to  use th e  su b stitu tion  p = sinh#  ,
Q^  = f i 6 c0J ) C m - x r  ( 3 ' 2 ' n )
We then  get the  solutions 
D  = 2 (i.e. d = 1)
(7r (x 2 — l)  — 2x) \ / l  — x 2 +  (4 — 8r 2) tan  1 ( y j = f  j +  (4 — 8x 2) tan  1 ( - J -  1
Qfa) = ---------------------------------------------------------------------*-- --------------------------------------- -
2 x 2 (1 -  x 2)
(3.2.12)
2 2
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D  =  3 (i.e. d = 2 )
Q(x) =
lo g ( l  -  x )
X — 1 (3.2.13)
D  =  4 (i.e. d = 3)
(2x +  tt) ( - V i  - X 2) + 4 ta n - 1 v
Q{x) =
2 x 2 \ / l  — x 2
(3.2.14)
It is in teresting th a t  as x —>• 1 the entanglem ent entropy diverges, see Figure 3.1. This 
corresponds to  m  —>• 2 4 / which is the  point at which A  becomes unstable to  decay to  (fxp,
D  = A: Q(x)
D  =  3 : Q(x)  -  
D = 2 : Q(x)  -
l




A nother curious fact is th a t for D = 2 and D = 4 we have limI ^ o Q (^ )  =  f ,  while for D  =  3 
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F ig u r e  3 .1 : Q(x) for th e  scalar Q F T  in various space dim ensions. Red represen ts d =  1, green 
d = 2 an d  blue d = 3.
3.2.2 Svac
Now let us focus on the vacuum  contribution  to the EE. In a very similar fashion we can 
calculate th a t  we have
^vac\Q')
L d
= -A log(A  ) M 2( d - l )n ( 2 0 d<i dr dp
f d —lpd—l
UJr XJpLu'r - { - p (u > r  T  (X p  T  X lx - j - p ) 2
(3.2.18)
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\Y e will use the rapidity  substitu tion  r  =  M sin h (# i)  and p =  A /sinh(#2)- We will refer to the 
integrand as s ( r i ,T 2,a ) .
In d — 1 we will have to  solve
Q(a) =  -L  r dM M fl, .®2,o) , (3.2.19)
J — oo
where
(sinh +  sinh 02 )2 +  a 2(cosh0i +  cosh 02 +  \ /  (sinh 0\ +  sinh 02)2 +  «2)2
(3.2.20)
and a =  j j .  M athem atica cannot integrate (3.2.19) symbolically, unfortunately. So we have to 
do it numerically. We found th a t an integration limit at 101 was most suitable. The results can 








F ig u re  3.2: T he in tegral as a function  of th e  m ass ra tio  a (left panel) and th e  sam e function 
p lo tted  very close to  th e  origin (right panel).
Indeed, on first sight it seems as if lima_>o S a — oo and lim ^ o o  SA =  0, but a closer look 
at our results begs more scrutiny. As we see on the right panel, when we look at S .4 very close
to  the origin, we see th a t S 4 changes i t ’s apparent behaviour and th a t 5,4 instead converges to
a finite value as a —» 0. Let us show th is analytically.
We find a Taylor expansion around the point (0i,92,a) = (x \ ,X2 ,0  V oc) of the form
OO
*(»,, 02, o) =  ^ / , ( « ! , fl2) a ',  (3.2.21)
i = 0
24
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where
OO




7 ( 0 i ) =  5 3 c' 9'i - (3-2 23>
i=0
where c? are constants.
We can then assume th a t
OO
S A(a ) = Y, (3.2.24)
z=0
where
/ OO f i ( e u e2) df>,d02 . (3.2.25)
-oo
As the radius of convergence should be oo th is approach is justified. C om putationally  we
of course have the lim itation th a t th a t we cannot com pute infinite term s, thus we should not
integrate to oo but only up to  some N  where the truncated  series approxim ation s ta rts  to deviate 
from the actual integral. To still make sure tha t we get fairly accurate results, the  integral m ust 
be carried by a finite region. However, th is is also required if we want the  im proper integral to 
be finite, so we should not expect to have any problem s here. We  then  have to find the centre 
of this region in order to determ ine th e  optim al value for x t .
So, let us plot s(9i , 62,a)'-
5  50
F igu re  3.3: s(G\, 62,(1)  plotted over the (61, 62) plane. We have chosen a — 0 (left panel) and 
a = 104 (right panel).
As we can see, for both  small and large a, the  integrand fits our criteria. We can also see th a t 
the best choice to expand around is given by (x i,X 2) =  (0,0) for both expansions. Following 
the  procedure outlined above and setting  M  =  1, we can come to  the conclusion th a t for small
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a we have:
S A = F o +  F 2a 2 +  0 ( a 4) , (3.2.26)
where F 2 is negative. Hence for sm all a, S a  should approach a constant quadratically from
below, in accordance w ith  our num erical integration.
In the  lim it a —> oo we get the expansion
Sa  = a ~3 +  0 ( a -4 ) . (3.2.27)
Note th a t  F 3 =  1 exactly. This confirms our suspicion th a t S a —» 0 and additionally shows us 
how rapidly  this happens.
Now for d > 1 we have
p O O
Q(a) — M 2d~6 /  d M 62s(9 i ,92,a) , (3.2.28)
Jo
where
s ff) n \ -  __________________________sinh^- 1 6>] sinhd~ ] 92_________________________
^ ( s in h ^ i  +  s in h #2)2 +  a 2(cosh^i +  cosh^2 +  -y/(sinh0] +  s in h ^2)2 +  a 2)2
(3.2.29)
We can analyse th e  behaviour of s  as we take 61, 02 —> 0 0 . The symmetries of the  function
guarantee us th a t we can take 62 =  n9 1, where 0 < n < 1 . Thus, ignoring factors we can
deduce
s a  e0A(d-i) (n+i) -3) (3.2.30)
for large 9\.
So we now th a t the  integral will converge whenever
d < 5 .  (3.2.31)
Thus it does not make much sense to  go beyond d — 2 . Numerically, not much changes in d =  2 
com pared to  d =  1 .
N ote th a t if n  >  1 we can instead  take d\  =  — 62 as th e  function is invariant under 8 1 82
26
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F ig u r e  3 .4 : S ( a ) for th e  vacuum
The asym ptotes for the vacuum  also have the same form for d =  2 as for d =  1. The only 
slight difference is th a t F:i 7^  1 any more for the  a —> 00 expansion of the  entanglem ent entropy.
3.2.3 T he  Heavy  Particle
We can also calculate the  entanglem ent entropy for the heavy particle. Since the vacuum  term  is 
equivalent to  last section, we ju st have to look at the  1-particle to  two particle term . I 11 this case,
the  two particle s ta te  has one heavy and one light particle: u m (0) =  M ,  ujm(p ) = \ / p 2 +  M 2 
and uJm (p) — \ f P 2 +  m 2. We find th a t
5  =
M d — 4 71 2
r ( f  + 1
where
Q (*),
A -  1
Q(x) d p-
\ f p 2 +  1 \ j p 2 +  X 2 ( \ / p 2 +  1 +  y j p 2 +  X 2 -  1 ) 2
In d = 2, this equation can be solved very sim ply analytically. We get
'3.2.32)
;3.2.33)
and x =  § .
Q=~+  l o g f ^ T
X  \  X  +  1
(3.2.34)
We can see th a t limx_>o Q{x) = y and liinx^oc Q(x)  = ^ 2 . In o ther dimensions, the  integral 
can in principle be solved analytically in term s of elliptical integrals. However, firstly, we have 
to do it separately in 4 pieces. One for each of the regions (0, 1), (1 ,1 .5), (1.5,2), (2, 00). These 
pieces can sm oothly pieced together to  give our function. Though the formula for each piece is
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horrendous. For example, in d = 1 we get for Q ( x ) in the region (0 ,1)
x 2 -  2 2 ta n h  2iy /x  -  \ x y j x 2 -  4 ( x2 -  2) E  ( ^ )  71 \ / 4- x 2
+
X2 {x2 -  4) x  (x 2 _  4)3/2 y ^ l x 2 (x2 -  4)3/2 (x2 -  2) x  (x 2 -  4)
2 ^—2 — Ia /x  — ~  4A  ( l  — x 2) (x2) 3^  +  4 x 2K  ( l  — x 2) — l \ / x 2 — 4
\ /x  — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
- 2  ( - y / ^ T V x 2 -  4 (x2 -  2) ~  l )  E  (1 -  x 2) )  2 2 ta n h ~ 1 ( v f e )
-y/x — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3^2 (x2 — 2) 4  — X 2 x  (x2 — 4)3^2
| ~ 2 ( - ^ y S ^ 4^ 2 -  4 F  ( l  -  2COS-1 i j g r i f )  -  x 4K  (1 -  x 2) f f V x 2 ~  4)
\ /x  — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
— 2 ( —3i y /x  — \ x 2y /x2 — 4A  (x2) — y/x — l x 4\ /x 2 — 4 K  ( l  — x 2) — 2y/x — l x \ / x 2 -  4K  ( l  — 4*-))
\ /x  — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3^2 (x2 — 2)
l - x 37 ^  ( x - l ) ( 2 i + x V ^ 4 )  ’ 2 y7 • i n  | (g+i)X + l  J  J  I ( x — 1 ) 2
+  4 '
\ /x  — l x 2 (x2 — 4 )3^2 (x2 — 2) 
x3n ( r-V ^ l+x'/r ? l \ ; I (^-Scos- 1\  (x — 1) ( — 2z~i~x\/x — 4 J 2 y \  V )  )  ' '
y/x — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
+2 (x 2 — 2) E  (x2) \ /£  -  1-y/a;2 — 4 +  i x 4K  (x2) vV  -  1 \ / x 2 -  4 + 2 i K  (x 2) \Jx -  \ \ J x 2 -  4
y/x — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3^2 (x2 — 2)
x 4K  (1 -  X2) y / x -  l y / x 2 - 4 ^ - ^ y ^  — 1 +  2z (x2 -  2) E  (x2) yV — 1 V x 2 — 4
y /x — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
2 x2K  ( l  — 2'2) \ /^  — l \ / x 2 — 4 4- x 3A  ( l  — ^2) y/x  — 1 y /x2 — 4 + i x 4K  (x 2) y/x  — l-y/x2 — 4
Vx — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
3iy /x  — 1 x 2y /x2 — 4K  (x 2) — y/x — l x 4y /x 2 — 4K  ( l  — X2) -  2y/x -  l x y / x 2 — 4K  ( l  -  ^ 2)
y/x  — l x 2 (x 2 — 4 'f'^2 (x2 — 2)
\ / W n  5 /  -  2COS-1 ( ^ 1 = 1 ) )  l { f 4 p )  +  2 i K  (z 2) Vx*  -  4
-  2
y /x  — l x 2 (x 2 — 4)3/ 2 (x2 — 2)
2:311 ( ( E i W S S ) ; 5 (w ~ 2cos~I (y/i^D) 1 ( £ t f )  \ / / /  + x3/f (x -  4 )  v/? TrTV*2 -  4 
+  2 v
+
V x — l x 2 (x2 — 4)3//2 (x2 — 2)
2 / - ± -  -  1 / " - 2n  (x+1)(2^ +xv/^ : i ) -sin" 1 (  1-2— -  l )  | (z+1^ ^
P + l  ^  y  ( i - l ) ( - 2 z + x V ' x 2 - 4 )  ’ \ V i + l  )  ' ( i - l )  J J
i -  ~  2)(x -  + 2) (^ 2 _  2)
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+ 2n ( x + l ) (  — 2 i + x \ / x 2 — 4)  . _ i— --------, „ —/  ; sm
( x — l ) ( 2 i + x \ / x 2 — 4j
2
x-f1
i x + i y  
(x 1 +  i x F  ( sin
2
x + 1 - 1
1 -  £ ( 1  -  2 )(x  -  l W j f r P  +  2 ) (x2 -  2 )
W here K ( z )  is the com plete elliptic integral of the  first kind, w ith K ( z )  =  F ( | | z )  and
t'z d t
F ( z \m )  =  /  —--  - (3.2.35)
y  1 — m sin2(t)
F ( 2 ) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, defined by £ '(2 ) =  £ ( :| | 2 ), and
£ ( 2 |m) =  f d t y j  1 — m  sin2(f). (3.2.36)
Jo
U(n: z \m)  is the incom plete elliptic integral of th e  th ird  kind, defined by
/ Z i i
—   ------------= .  (3.2.37)
0 (1 — n s \ n 2( t ) ) y j l  -  m s h r ( t )
Please note th a t while it m ight seem th a t this function is complex, all th e  im aginary parts  
cancel exactly to  give us a real answer in the  end.
Despite the increase in complexity, the general behaviour rem ains the same. We have a 
divergence as x  —> 0 and then  the function m onotonically decreases to  0. Again th e  divergence 
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F ig u r e  3 .5 : Q(x ) for th e  Heavy Partic le . Blue rep resen ts d = 1, orange d = 2 and  red d =  3.
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3.3  T he E n tan g lem en t o f th e  Q ED  P h o to n
In th e  last section we have developed tools th a t we can extend to  phenomenologically more 
relevant theories. Thus let us calculate the Entanglem ent of the P ho ton  w ith the  E lectron field 
in Q uantum  Electrodynam ics.
3.3 .1  ‘S'l-particle
Here, we need to  calculate the m atrix  element
(v ac ;p 1, p 2| H i  \k; vac) =  (e~ {p1)e+(p2) \ H in t \ j { k ) ) . (3.3.1)
In th is  case th e re ’s no rest frame so th is is a com plication because we have to deal w ith the 
p ho ton ’s m om entum .
M ost of the calculation nevertheless generalises trivially  to  this case. We get, however, an 
ex tra  ingredient from the  spinor factors
^ 2  \v{p')~ilu{jp)\2 , (3.3.2)
s p i ns
where p = (w i, p + ^ k )  and p'  =  (uj2, p  — \ k )  and the pho ton’s polarization is along the  direction 
i. T he e~ and e+ are on-shell,
u i ,2 = { p ^ \ k )2 + m 2 . (3.3.3)
According to the  usual rules, the  above equals
T r ( ( /  — + m ) Y )  =  4(2pnpl +  p  ■ p' — m 2) . (3.3.4)
If th e  photon is travelling along the  z-axis, k  =  (0,0, cj) and the polarization is along the  x  
direction, the factor is equal to
4cuiLc>2 +  4p\  — 4p\ — 4^3 + u!2 — 4m 2 =  — 2(uq — 0J2)2 + 8p2 +  2ui2 . (3.3.5)
The relevant integral is
f  j 3  4p i  +  u 2 -  { u i  -  uj2) 2Q{u) = /  d p  — — -----------C2 • (3-3.6)
J  UJi U!2{UJi +  0J2 ~  U)*
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In order to  deal w ith th is integral we do the following. Firstly, let us define p  = p  + \ k .  We 
then  change to  spherical coordinates d p 1d p 2d p 3 -> dpd#d0  so th a t we have
p 1 = pcos(9) sin(0 ) ,
p 2 =  psin(9)  sin (0 ) , (3.3.7)
p 3 =  cos(0 ) .
In these coordinates the Jacobian is psin($) and we have
2 2 , 2  uq =  p + m  ,
(3.3.8)
oo2 — p2 +  m 2 + oo2 — 2p co s(0 )u;.
We can in principle perform  the integrals over the angles analytically, however the  integral over 
0  gives such an overly com plicated expression, th a t it would take several dozen pages to  even 
w rite it down and hence, we choose to  do th is integral either num erically or a t points later in 
the analysis. Lastly note the  for the  rest of the  chapter we set m  =  1.
We can now write 
Q(u)  =
poo pir Airr2 sin (0) ( y j ( r 2 +  1) ( r 2 — 2rto cos((f)) +  oo2 +  1) +  r  cos(0)(cu — r cos(0)) — 1)
/ /  drdcj)-------------------- -^-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
0 0 y / (r 2 +  1) ( r2 — 2rui cos(0 ) +  w2 +  1) — 2ruo cos(0 ) +  w2 +  1 +  \A~2 +  1 —
(3.3.9)
Please Note th a t th is integral is divergent. In order to  illustra te  this, let us refer to  the  integrand 
as g(r, oo) =  Jq d0 g(r, w, 0). We will find an expansion a t r = oo for q(r , w, 0) and then  integrate 
each term  separately over 0  to  get an expansion for q(r,oo). We get
. . 4tyoo 4tt(oo2 - 2 )  2-koo (8a;2 -  25) /  / 1  \  3\
— + +  15r2 + ° ( ( r )  J'  (3'310)
As we can see, a quick and dirty  way to  get rid of the  m ain divergence is to  shift the inte­
grand downwards by However there  is a physically m ore elegant way. In the  context of 
Entanglem ent E ntropy in position space, it is well know n[23] th a t EE is in general divergent. 
The entropy can only be defined up to  a  scale independent infinite additive constan t. Thus, 
the  physical interesting quantities to  look a t are either derivatives of the  entropy or differences.
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W ith  th a t  in m ind let us study  lim ^^o Q(u) .  We can check th a t in th is case,
<3(0) =  f  d 3p 4
47rr4
/ d r ^ 7 T T ^  (3 3 -n )I o 3 ( r 2 +  l)
x (x*Ti + 2) _3tan 1(A))
In th e  lim it A —>■ oo this becomes
~ 47rA 9
Q =  —  - n 2. (3.3.12)
Here we explicitly see th e  infinite additive constant. So to proceed we will now redefine our EE 
to  be Q(co) —> Q(cu) =  Q(cj) — Q(0 ). We get
/»00 /»7T
Q(cu) — /  /  d rd 0  7r r 2 sin(</>)Jo Jo
/  4 ( r 2 +  l ) 3//2 ^\A~2 +  1 \A ’2 — 2ru; cos(</>) +  u;2 +  1 +  r  cos(4>)(oj — r  cos(0 )) — 1^
V ( r 2 + l )2 y / r 2 — 2ruj cos(0 ) +  a;2 +  1 ^-^/r2 — 2ro; cos(0 ) +  cj2 +  1 +  V r 2 +  1 — tj
r 2 sin2(0 )-v/ r 2 -  2ra ;cos(0 ) +  a;2 +  1 ( \ A 2 — 2ra; cos(0 ) +  cj2 +  1 +  V ^ + T  -  a;
( r 2 +  l )2 y / r 2 — 2rw cos(0 ) +  a;2 +  1 ^ \ / r 2 — 2ra; cos(</>) +  a;2 +  1 +  V r 2 +  1 -  cu'j J
(3.3.13)
By perform ing a similar analysis as above, we can show th a t
47xu) 4ttoj2 27t (8a;2 -  25) cj , 4N
= 7  +  +  !5 r3 + ° ( r  )■ ' 3-3' 14)
As we can see, we m anaged to  get rid of the m ain singularity. And even though lim ^ o o  q =  0, 
we see th a t  th is does not happen  fast enough and th a t a logarithm ic divergence remains. Thus 
we still have use a UV-cutoff A in order to  com pletely regularize our integral.
I t  should be noted th a t  in o ther areas in the  study  of entanglem ent entropy, similar structu res 
have been observed. It has been shown [1] th a t, for example, the  EE  of any C FT  between a 
region A  and  B  in even spacetim e dimension will have the form
SS FT =  bd- 2(— )d~ 2 +  6d_ 4( —  )d~ 4 +  • -  +  ( - l ) ^ S l o g  L l  +  0  {evv)  • (3.3.15)
CUV CUV CUV
L a  is the  diam eter of th e  region, e uv  is a UV-cutoff defined through a la ttice  spacing, and S
is th e  renorm alised entanglem ent entropy. W hile th e  analysis th a t lead to  th e  equation above
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is not trivially transferable to  the  cases discussed in this chapter, the sim ilarities nonetheless 
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F ig u r e  3 .6 : Q( uj) for th e  Q E D  P h o ton . We have chosen a  IJV cutoff at A =  106.
If we com pare Figure 3.6 w ith Figure 3.1, we can see tha t while both functions are m onoton- 
ically increasing, there are interesting differences. For once the  QED photon seems to  behave 
linearly for small co, while the scalar photon is constant in the small mass limit. This is not so 
surprising as in QED the constant factor tu rned  out to be infinite and we removed it in order 
to  regularise our integral. Furtherm ore the EE of the QED photon rem ains non-singular for all 
values of cj. This is more surprising and begs further analysis w hat part of QED is responsible 
from this departu re  in behaviour when com pared to the  scalar toy model.

Chapter 4
Holographic Entanglem ent 
Entropy
In this chapter we will study  Entanglem ent Entropy (EE) in holographic theories and see how 
it relates to  the confinement and the  locality of the  field theory. Let us s ta rt by discussing some 
ideas th a t m otivated the research presented in this chapter.
Consider a theory like QCD: it was argued th a t  th is theory has a Hagedorn density of states. 
For a mass M , the num ber of sta tes N ( M ) is
/  M  \  26 + M 
— )  e+ T ?.
Here T h  is some energy scale and b a num ber. The P artition  Function will roughly be,
Z ~  J  D M M 2be+^ ~ 0M.
We see th a t for a high enough tem peratu re, th is P artition  Function is divergent and not well- 
defined.
In the case of QCD, this is not an effect one would actually  m easure, because hadrons have 
a natu ral w idth and at energies high enough, they  would s ta rt decaying into each other, there 
would also be pair creation, etc. B ut in a ‘tru ly  confining’ Q FT, like for example Yang-Mills 
or m inim ally SUSY Yang-Mills, we would have — if we take the  large N c limit — infinite 
hadrons (glueballs) th a t will be very narrow and they  will present the  Hagedorn behaviour 
above (although generically, the  deconfinement occurs before the  Hagedorn transition). Just 
like it happens in a typical theory of strings.
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The au thors of [23], have argued th a t som ething similar happens to  the E E  of a confining 
theory. An intuitive reasoning lead them  to w rite the  EE as
J  D M  M 2be+I3HM- 2MLEE,
where they  used th a t for scalar non-interacting degrees of freedom — our ‘large iVc’ glueballs 
for exam ple — th e  EE  goes like e " 2M iEE, where L e e  is the separation between th e  entangled 
regions. So it was argued in [23], th a t ‘tru ly  confining’ QFTs should present a phase transition  in 
the EE, when 2L > (3h- This phase transition  is phenomenologically similar to  the  confinement- 
deconfinement one. So, it is expected th a t for a given LEE,crit the  EE behaves in a ‘constan t’ 
m anner —  th a t is N °  —  for L > LEE,crit ,  or grows very rapidly, like A 2, for for L <  L crit 
respectively. We will see th is in various examples below.
One m ay argue th a t in some QFTs the  reasoning above might fail, if for exam ple the density 
of sta tes grows differently or if the  behaviour of the EE for many scalars changes and hence 
the  argum ent breaks down. We will see th a t a way of having some analytic control over the 
problem is to  first introduce a cutoff at high energy, find the phase transition  exploring regions 
close to  th e  cutoff and then  take the  cutoff to  infinity. These limits need not commute. A 
similar s ituation  bu t in a different context was encountered in [46] and we will find this to be 
the case in theories w ith  non-local UV-behaviour. Similarly we will observe th a t a local and 
honest UV-com pletion of non-local theories plays the same role as the regularisation w ith a 
cutoff.
This chapter is organised as follows: F irst, we will summarise the results of [23]. Then 
we will look a t D5 on S'1 to  study  why some theories can show confinement bu t not show 
a phase transition  in th e  EE. We will argue th a t the naive calculation is missing some key 
configurations. We further m otivate the configurations through UV-cutoffs. We will then  make 
the analysis explicit on a 4d Q FT  w ith non-local UV, which also need the cutoff. We will then 
see how a suitable UV-completion removing th e  nonlocality also behaves like the  cutoff-QFT. 
This emphasises the  point th a t the  cutoff is capturing ’real physics’. We will classify key scales 
and features of the  backgrounds in question and how they relate to the entanglem ent entropy 
behaviour. Last bu t not least we will present o ther interesting m aterial th a t was observed 
during th e  s tudy  of the  m ain body of work.
Let us s ta rt w ith the  brief sum m ary of th e  results of Klebanov, K utasov and M urugan 
(KKM) [23], who studied the  E E  in gravity duals of confining large N c gauge theories. KKM
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have generalized th e  Ryu-Takayanagi conjecture to  non-conformal theories, and suggested th a t 
the EE in these cases is given by
N
where G ^  is the 10-dimensional Newton constant and G ^ d is the  induced string frame m etric 
on 7 . The EE is obtained by minimizing the action (4.0.1) over all surfaces th a t approach th e  
boundary  of the  entangling surface. KKM have considered, as the entangling surface, a strip  
of length L.  In this case, they  found th a t there  are two local m inim a of the  action (4.0.1) for 
a given L. The first is a disconnected surface, which consists of two cigars which are separated  
by a distance L.  The second is a connected surface, in which the two cigars are connected by 
a tube  whose w idth depends on L.  Please note th a t the disconnected solution should actually  
be regarded as a connected solution, w ith two cusps. It is only th a t the  connecting tube, given 
by the red do tted  line in Figure 4.3 has a length of 0 for th is solution. This is due to  the  fact 
th a t its length has a factor of the  in ternal volume which vanishes a t P a  for confining theories 
w ith a mass gap. The so called disconnected solution can be deduced as the  extrem al lim it 
of a continuous sequence of non-extrem al solutions param etrised by different p*, which is the 
m inim um  value of p the  surface reaches. The connected solution would be the  local m axim a 
of this sequence, then  the surface area of the  o ther curves would shrink as they approach the  
shape of the  disconnected solution, a  local m inim a of the  sequence.
The gravitational background in th e  string frame is of the form
ds 2 =  a (p ) [f3(p)dp2 +  d x^dx^ \  +  gijd9 ld9:’ , (4.0.2)
where rrM (pz =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  0?) param etrise [Rd+1, p is the holographic radial coordinate
P a  < p <  00 (4.0.3)
(Pa can be zero in some cases) and 9l (i = d + 2 , . . . ,  9) are the  8 — d in ternal directions. There 
is also a dilaton field th a t we denote w ith (p. Some R R  and NS fluxes com plete the  background, 
bu t they will not be relevant to  our analysis. T he volume of the internal manifold (described 
by the  9 coordinates) is Vint = f  d 9 d e t [ g l3]. We also define the quantity
H(p) = e - 4* V l ta d . (4.0.4)
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The functions H ( p ) and fi(p) will play an essential role in the following and all along the rest of 
this chapter. We will m ention few im portan t properties of these functions. KKM have argued 
th a t in confining backgrounds H( p)  is typically a monotonically increasing function while /5(p) 
is typically a  m onotonically decreasing function. Since H(p)  includes a factor of the volume 
of the in ternal manifold, it typically shrinks to  zero size a t p =  p&, in agreement with the 
vanishing of the  central charge a t zero energies. On the other hand, (3(p) is less restricted and 
it can either diverge or approach a finite value a t p = p\ .
Denoting the  m inim al value of p along the  connected surface in the bulk by po, its EE is 
given by
Sc{po)  =  7~nhT I dp ? « •  H .o ,)
H(p)
n i / n f ( 1 0 )  I ' \
J p  i) \
The length of the  line segment for the  connected solution as a function of po is
rOO
L( p0) =  2 /  dp
J Ofy \
^  ( a  n  r \
( 6)H(po) 1
On the o ther hand, the  EE of the disconnected solution does not depend on p0 and is given by
S D(po) = — ^ j  I  dpy /fd(p}H(p) . (4.0.7)
2 G N JpA
The EE is in general UV divergent, bu t the  difference between the EE of the connected and 
disconnected phases is finite
Q/M10) q/MIO) rO O
— ^ S ( p o )  = - r / ^ i S c  ~  S D) = f  dp t 
Vd- 1 Vd- 1 Jon
_  r  d p ^ l } ( p ) H ( p ) . (4.0.8)
1 H(p)  JpA
Depending on the value of L  (or a lternatively  of po) S  would either be positive or negative. 
In the  first case the true  solution will be a disconnected surface, while in the  later case the 
connected solution will be the  tru e  one. T he  phase transition  between the two solutions is a 
characteristic of confining theories, and is described in Figure 4.1.
The connected solution exists only in a  finite range of lengths 0 < L < T max. In this range 
there  are two possible values for the  connected solution, corresponding to the two branches in 
Figure 4.1. The upper branch is an unstab le solution. This double valuedness, which is called 
the “butterfly  shape”, corresponds to  the  double valuedness in the graph of L(po).  As a result 
of th e  double valuedness, th ere  is a  first order phase transition  at the point L = L c between the
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L
!.
F igu re  4.1: T he phase d iagram  for th e  en tang lem en t en tropy  in confining theories. On th e  left, 
the  leng th  of th e  connected  so lu tion  as a function  of th e  m inim al rad ial position  in th e  bulk L(po), 
which is a  non-m onotonic  function  in confining theories. On the  righ t, th e  entanglem ent entropy 
of th e  s tr ip  as a function  of its  length . T he solid blue line represent th e  connected solution while 
th e  dashed  red line is th e  d isconnected  solution. At th e  poin t L  — L c th e re  is a first o rder phase 
tran s itio n  betw een th e  two solutions. T his type of first-order phase tran s itio n  behaviour is called 
th e  ‘‘b u tte rfly  sh a p e ” in th e  bibliography.
connected and the disconnected solutions. The scale tha t sets the phase transition is governed 
by the sam e effect th a t governs the different confinement phases. From the gravity side it is 
given by p, the  point at which P{p),  the solution to the  m aster equation changes its behaviour 
outlined in (2.0.13). For this reason KKM have argued th a t a signal for a phase transition , 
and therefore also for confinement, is the non-monotonic.ity of the  function L(po). Indeed, as 
we will show later in different examples, every peak in L(po) corresponds to a possible phase 
transition  in the entanglem ent entropy S(L) .
4.1 V o lu m e  a n d  A re a  Laws, U V -cu to ffs  a n d  C o n f in e m en t
This section will aim  to  provide an exam ple as to why some confining theories might not present 
a phase transition  in the EE. We will briefly analyse the case of AdS^  x S ' \  then  quickly move 
into NS5 and D5 branes, where an im portan t role will be played by the non-locality of the 
associated field theory. The analogue to th e  confining W itten ’s model, bu t with D5 branes th a t 
w rap S l will close th e  analysis of this section.
Let us discuss the  well understood case of A d S 5 x 5 5, as it will be a basis for comparison 
for more com plicated cases. The m etric and other relevant functions for the case of AdS§  x S°
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are given by
d 2 2 d 4 /  o  2 \  2
+  tfd.nlM  H(p )  / ? y . (4.1.1)






F igu re  4.2: T h e  case of AdS$ x S 5 — Here we plot L(po) and S ( L )
Figure 4.2. We find th a t the  connected solution is always the minimal solution for the EE and 
is always preferred to  the disconnected solution for all values of L which has a higher EE. The 
connected solutions asym ptote the  disconnected ones from below for large L.  For a local field 
theory, the  EE follows what is called a “Heisenberg-like’’ relation, such th a t L(po)  ~  p ^ 1 for 
some region (typically for large po)  of the m inim al solution. This type of behaviour can be 
seen in Figure 4.3 by considering only the  navy blue lines (both solid and dashed). We should 




The AdSo  x 5 5 has the  usual Area Law for th e  EE when we analyse the divergent parts.
Introducing confinement in th is theory can be thought of as an effect on the IR region of the 
corresponding AdS$  x 5° plot. This effect can be modelled by a soft-wall solution as we will 
see in chapter 6 . We replace the IR region w ith the  usual L  ~  p^ ' behaviour for the  connected 
solution, w ith an unstable branch (c.f. the  green lines in Figure 4.3) *. This has the effect of 
moving the disconnected branch down such th a t it now meets the stable connected branch at
Notice th a t this solution does not satisfy the criteria for the concavity given in eq.(4.1.2).
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a finite value of L = L c (see the right panel of Figure 4.3). Thus w ithin backgrounds of this 
type we find th a t there  exists a critical value L c, such th a t for L > L c, th e  minimal solution 
is now the  disconnected branch, and for L < L c we still have the original AdS-Wke connected 
behaviour in the  UV (stable branch). The presence of the unstable branch will occur for all 
theories we will study th a t exhibit confinement (for zero tem pera tu re  a t least). Again these 




F ig u r e  4 .3 : Here are  cartoons of th e  change in L  and S  when we have a theory  w ith confinem ent. 
T he navy blue lines (solid and dashed) in bo th  plots represent th e  behaviour of th e  connected 
p a rt of conforrnal so lu tions like th a t  of AdS$  x S '  (i.e. L(po) ~  Po ') ,  th e  green line is th e  
unstable b ranch  in troduced  by confinem ent (like in th e  soft-w all m odel). T he d o tted  red and navy 
lines represen t th e  disconnected  solu tion . We can see th a t in th e  confining case th ere  is a  phase 
tran s itio n  a t th e  po in t L c.
Something peculiar occurs if we now consider the  case of D5/NS5 branes, as discussed in 
[49]. In this case, we find th a t th e  separation of the  connected branch is constant, given by 
L(po)  =  n R / 2  where R 2 =  a 'g sN c. Thus there is an infinite num ber of connected solutions 
which are param etrised by th e  depth  to which they probe bu t all have the sam e fixed value of 
L (as in the left panel of Figure 4.4).
The authors of [49] argued th a t the  solutions for smaller values of L < L c (using the 
approxim ation of a capped cylinder sim ilar to th e  one we will discuss shortly), are exactly those 
th a t m ust live near the UV-cutoff, w ith the contribution to the EE coming from the cap, which 
present a Volume-Law, once the divergent part of the EE is considered.
A nother interesting case occurs in the context of D5 branes w rapped on 5 1, which as ex­
plained, is a model of a confining 4 +  1-d Q FT. Here we find th a t the connected branch of the
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EE is similar to  th a t of the  IR  unstable branch of th e  soft-wall model, bu t th a t there  is no stable 
branch as we move into the  UV. This would be akin to  only keeping the green line in Figure 
4.3 (in th is specific case the connected branch asym ptotically approaches th a t of th e  NS5/D5, 
i.e. L  = 2y l) — see the  th ird  row in Figure 6 .1. T he example of D5 w rapped on S 1 then 
presents the IR  features of a  confining model (like a soft-wall model), bu t the  UV behaviour 
of a non-local Q FT  (like flat NS or D5 branes). It presents only an unstable branch and a 
disconnected one and the  absence of a phase transition  in spite of displaying a confining Wilson 
loop. We will appeal to  cutoff-effects to  solve this issue. Below, we will clarify the details of this 
example. Before th a t, we present a useful approxim ation to  some of the  quantities involved in 
the  calculations.
4.1.1 A Useful Q uantity
As an aside, we would like to  introduce a com bination of background functions th a t (we have 
checked) approxim ates very well the function L(po) in all the cases studied in this thesis. This 
is useful, because in the examples dealt w ith in the following sections, the  functions defining the 
background are only known num erically (or in sem i-analytic expansions). Hence the integrals 
defining L  and S  are very time-consum ing. Instead, the  quantity
H'(p)
(4.1.3)
can be seen to  approxim ate very precisely the com plicated integral in (4.0.6) th a t defines L(po). 
The analogue of this function also appeared in studies of W ilson loops and other probes [50], 
[51].
4.1.2 Study o f the D5 branes on S'1 System
Here, we will emphasize th a t th e  presence of a phase transition  for the entanglem ent entropy in 
confining theories is sensitive to  the UV behaviour of the field theory. We will make th is point 
by considering the  simplest confining field theory in 4 + 1  dimensions th a t one can construct by 
w rapping N c D5 branes on a circle and imposing periodic (anti-periodic) boundary conditions 
for the  bosons (fermions) of th is field theory. This is in analogy w ith the  exam ple introduced 
by W itten  in [52] by double-W ick ro ta ting  a black-brane solution.
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Indeed we will have th a t the  string frame m etric reads,
du2 +  RudQ  3 , R 2 =  gsa'  N c
where the  functions h(u)  and th e  dilaton are,
h{u) =  1 —
It is more convenient to  change from the  ‘energy’ variable u  to  th e  radial variable r  =  a'u.  The
background and relevant functions for our calculations are,
dr2 +  RrdQ.3, R 2 =  gsa'N<
(4.1.4)
Using th e  approxim ation discussed in eq.(4.1.3), one can com pute th a t th e  function L{tq) 
asym ptotes (from below) to  a constant value
hence preventing any form of double-valuedness and phase transition . See th e  th ird  row in 
Figure 6.1 for a plot of the  calculation done w ith the  background in eq.(4.1.4). Notice again, 
th a t the  connected solution has the wrong concavity, hence it is unstable. This would lead us to 
believe th a t the  disconnected solution would always be th e  m inim al EE solution for all values 
of L. W ith  th is case in m ind one can instead ask the question
• Question: Are there  o ther solutions which have sm aller EE  th a t we should consider ?
As we anticipated  above, the answer goes like this: in [49], th e  au thors discuss how non-locality 
affects EE calculations. They argue th a t one should add a UV-cutoff and also consider solutions 
which live close to  it (represented by B  in Figure 4.4). These solutions can minimise the EE 
in cases which exhibit non-locality. There is a difference between these solutions and the ones 
we have discussed so far, in th a t these solutions no longer follow the  standard  A rea Law but 
instead follow a “Volume Law” for the  divergent part of the  EE. This observation was also m ade
L{r0 —> 00) ~  y ( r  —> 00) — lim
r 0—>00
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in other contexts by [53 55]. From this insight we can try  to  understand in which cases these 
new Volume Law solutions may be relevant to  our question.
F ig u r e  4 .4 : Here are ca rtoons of the  types of solutions we shall be considering  in the  left panel 
and details of th e  approxim ation  in th e  right panel. In bo th , pv  represen ts th e  I 'V  boundary  
and pa is the  IR end of th e  space. In th e  left panel, the  red lines (including the  dashed line at 
P a )  represent th e  disconnected  solu tion  (D ), th e  green line represen ts a  generic connected solution 
(C) which probes down to  a  dep th  po and finally in blue are  th e  so lu tions which live close to  
th e  boundary  (B) and behave under th e  Volume Law for th e  EE. In th e  right panel, we outline 
th e  various sections of th e  approxim ation . T he purple solid lines m ap out the  approxim ation to 
th e  connected  dashed green solution, which we split into th ree  parts: two vertical con tribu tions 
labelled as A \  and a horizontal con tribu tion  labelled L. T he surface m apped out by th e  dashed 
purple lines, which is useful when we regularise our approxim ation , consists again of th ree  parts: 
th e  two vertical con tribu tions labelled A 2 and the  horizontal con tribu tion  labelled Lq.
We start by making clear w hat is m eant in each of the cases of Volume/Area-Law along
the lines of [49]. We consider a Q FT  in d-space dimensions. It is known th a t the structure of
divergences of the  HEE, when w ritten  in term s of some UV cutoff e, is given by
c n /i _  9d-i[dV]  | (jd-2[dV] , , 9i[dV] _ faT/ll | c  / a i ^
S[V] — j I 2 L H   bpog^U] loge +  S j in -lte , (4.1.6)
where gr\dV] are extensive functions of [dV]d~i which is the  boundary surface of V  and are 
homogeneous of degree i. W hen a Q FT is local we find
\dV\
S h e e  = N e f f —f—f  (4.1.7)
and this is known as an Area-Law as m entioned in the above. Further, th a t when a Q FT is 
non-local
S H E E = N tf f —j  , (4 . 1.8 )
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we find extensive behaviour or a Volume-Law, where in both expressions the N ef f  is the  effective 
num ber of degrees of freedom.
Furtherm ore, it is possible to  have a phase transition  between these two types of behaviour 
(Volume Law Area Law). We will find that, the  Volume Law behaviour is always linked 
w ith the non-local UV behaviour of our theories. So, we may wonder what this implies for 
the  case of the  D5 branes wuapped on S l ? In th is case, we are introducing a confinement 
scale and thus we will introduce an unstable branch, joining our disconnected solutions, which 
have a degenerate point a t one end of the confinement branch (point X  in the  right panel of 
F igure 4.5), to  our near UV solutions, which have a degenerate point at, the other end of the 
confinement branch (point Y  in the right panel of Figure 4.5). The practicalities of realising 
this UV branch of solutions will be discussed shortly.
L s
l , L
F ig u r e  4 .5 : Here are cartoons of th e  behav iour in a background like th a t  of the  D5 branes 
w rapped  on an S 1. T he dashed red line rep resen ts the  d isconnected solu tion , and  the  green th a t 
of the  confinem ent b ranch , which join a t th e  point X.  W ith  finite UV cutoff p u , we would find 
som eth ing  sim ilar to  th e  dashed  navy blue branch  in bo th  p lo ts for so lu tions near the  cutoff scale.
If we increase th e  UV cutoff (m eaning th e  po in t Y  moves to  larger po), we find th a t  the  g rad ien t 
of th e  UV branch  becom es steeper, such th a t  in th e  lim it th a t we rem ove th e  cutoff com pletely, it 
becom es th e  vertical solid navy b lue line and we reproduce exactly  th e  extensive solutions.
Note th a t in the cartoon in Figure 4.5, the introduction of solutions like B  (c.f. ‘short 
so lutions’ in Figure 4.4) mean th a t for the EE, there is now a phase transition  between the 
disconnected solutions and the extensive solutions a t the  point L c. In the cases we shall consider, 
we can argue th a t a transition  to  a region in th e  UV where an extensive behaviour of the EE is 
the minimal solution, is a sign of non-locality [49, 53, 54], but further to  th a t, a sign th a t one
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may want to  look to  UV complete these theories in a  non-trivial way, if they  are to  be correct 
duals to “nice” field theories. Let us now be more precise about the  ‘short solutions’.
4.1.3 Finding the ‘Short C onfigurations’
Now we would like to  m otivate the  existence of these new ‘short configurations’ explicitly and 
then  use them  as a com pletion for some specific E E  diagrams. To this end we will use a 
particular approximation.  We let our surface be rectangular in shape, such th a t th e  sides follow 
the same path  as the  disconnected surface from p =  pu  to  p =  po (we can take pu —> oo 
later). Then we connect the  two vertical surfaces A i  w ith the  horizontal surface L  a t constant 
po (depicted as the solid purple lines in the  right panel of Figure 4.4). Initially, we shall rewrite 
the  EE of the  disconnected solution S p ,  by splitting  it into two parts joined a t po,
S d  = 2(Ai +  A 2) +  Lq , (4.1.9)
where A\  is the contribution from pu  down to  po, while A 2 is the  contribution from po down to 
the  end of space p \ .  Note th a t Lq would be a contribution from the horizontal piece at the end 
of space which is vanishing in the cases we consider. From this, we can now write the surface 
area of our approxim ating surface as
Sapp =  2Ai  +  L.  (4.1.10)
It should be noted here th a t the approxim ate surfaces S app are not  extrem al surfaces as they 
are not proper solutions of the equations of m otion. Nevertheless, we note th a t for a fixed value 
of po, A \  and A 2 are strictly  constant, while L  oc L,  thus when L  —> 0 then  L  —» 0. This 
means that, no matter how small A 2 is, there exists small enough values of L  such that we 
have L  < 2A 2, and thus S app < Sp .  The existence of these configurations would indicate, th a t 
for small L  there  will exist solutions th a t have lower EE  th an  the  disconnected case, and th a t 
there  exists actual extrem al solutions also w ith lower EE  th an  the disconnected one.
Now let us derive the  precise formula for the  area of S app. S tarting  w ith L,  we notice th a t 
since the surface is volume filling in all bu t the  { x \ , p }  directions, we have
4.1 Volume and Area Laws, UV-cutoffs and Confinement
Using the  param etrisation  x p =  {p, u}, w ith u  E { —|f , § } , we can easily deduce th a t
L  a  Vinta i e ~2*\P, P0I  =  V H ( p o ) L . (4.1.12)
The two sides A \  are given by
rpu
2.4, = 2 /  d p ^ 0 ( p ) H ( p ) . (4.1.13)
J  PO
Note th a t A \  is divergent for pu  —» oo. Thus we renormalise using the  same approach as for 
the  extrem al solutions; we sub trac t the  disconnected surface area S o  =  2 d p ^  (3(p)H(p).
T hus overall we have*
2 d f Po
Sam (L) = - V inia i e - 2% „ L  -  2 /  dpy/0{p)H{p) .  (4.1.14)
^  J  P \
Notice th a t th is last formula is an approxim ation of the  expression in (6.0.4). We now study 
w hat happens in the examples discussed so far.
If we take po —» pa we will have th a t  Vinta d^2e~2^  —> 0 — as we observed, it happens in all
our models th a t H e e ( P a ) —> 0— see eq .(6.0.8). We then  recover the disconnected solutions and
due to  our renorm alisation scheme, it is easy to  see th a t th e  solution will always sit on top of 
the  L-axis of our S app(L ) plots. This is a feature of all backgrounds studied here. In the other 
lim it po —> pu  our surface becomes the  S app-axis of the S app( L ) plot, and we have a sm ooth 
in terpolation in between — see the top  left of Figure 4.6. Note th a t  these lines m ap out the 
actual connected solution and thus approxim ate th is case very well. A quan tity  th a t proves 
to  be very useful is the  point a t which the surfaces cross the  L-axis. We know th a t S app — 0 
whenever
7r ff° dpy//3(p)H(p)
L  = ^  ;  EE T ( p ) . (4.1.15)
Vinta 2 e - 2% 0
Thus in cases like th a t of AdSo  x S 5, T(p)  will be m onotonically decreasing function w ith T  
varying between (oo ,0] as po varies between [0 , oo).
If we now study  the soft-wall case (see the top-right panel of Figure 4.6), we can see th a t the 
solutions again near the UV look sim ilar to th a t of th e  AdS^  x S 5 case above, as expected. The 
difference lies in the  solutions near the  IR, where the  surfaces initially  begin to  move into the 
positive plane of the  S app plot, m eaning they have higher EE  th an  the  disconnected solution. 
A phase transition  appears as one would expect. This change can also be seen in th e  behaviour
Note tha t we have added the extra multiplicative factor to take care of the sharp edges of our surfaces tha t 
otherwise make the surface a worse approximation to the actual minimal solutions.
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of T(po) .  Indeed, now T  —» {0,0} as po —> {0, oo}. A dditionally T(po) is an increasing function 
for sm all po (below the  confinement scale) and a decreasing function above it.
Now let us discuss backgrounds which exhibit non-locality. F irst we look a t the  case of D5 
branes as studied in [49] and depicted in the bottom -left panel of Figure 4.6. We see th a t the 
surfaces all intercept the axis at L  — 7t /2  (as we have set R  =  1) w ith increasing gradient as 
we move tow ards th e  UV. Thus in the  lim it we would expect to  find a vertical line a t L  — 7t / 2 . 
This agrees with the  expectations of our discussion above.
Finally, we move to  th e  D5 w rapped on S 1 th a t m ostly occupied us in this section. The 
associated plot can be seen in the bottom -right panel of Figure 4.6. Here we find th a t the 
surfaces initially move up into the  positive plane of the S app plot and they then  asym ptote the 
same value as the flat D5 solution leading again to  a vertical line at L  =  7t /2  (choosing R  =  1) 
in th e  UV. T he two D5 cases discussed differ in a subtle point. W hile the phase transition  in 
the two cases is always between Area Volume Law behaviour, in the flat D5 case, all the 
connected solutions sit a t the  transition  point.
These ‘short configurations’ living a t the cutoff appear and play an im portan t role, every 
tim e we have a non-local Q FT. They are needed in order to  avoid having only a connected- 
unstable and the disconnected solutions. The short configurations imply the existence of a 
phase transition  between connected-stable and disconnected branches of the EE *.
In the next section, we will study  another example of this ‘cutoff effect’ when studying the 
behaviour of the E E  in one of the  ‘trad em ark ’ models of confining field theory (but w ith a 
non-local UV). We will also learn th a t a  similar job as the one done by the cutoff can be done 
by a  UV-completion of the  Q FT. This gives a well-behaved EE-phase transition , w ith an area 
law for the divergent part of the EE, etc.
4.2 T he A b sen ce o f P h a se  T ransitions in (som e) C onfin ing  
M od els
The reader m ight object th a t  the exam ple of D5 wrapped on S 1 discussed above is not such a 
good model for a  confining field theory. In principle theories in 4 +  1 dimensions have strongly 
coupled UV behaviour, the ir IR  tends to  be weakly coupled and w hat we observed is ju st an 
effect of these features, in contradiction w ith us imposing the model to  be confining. One may 
imagine th a t for duals to  field theories in 3 + 1  dimensions the phase transition  should reappear.
* N otice th a t we are tak in g  lim its in a given order; first po —> Pu  followed by p y  —> oo. T h is is very 
rem iniscent o f the treatm ent in [46]
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F ig u r e  4 .6 : In th e  above we have p lo tted  a  num ber of th e  surfaces Sapp{L). T he colour schem e 
is such th a t  purp le  lines are surfaces w ith po approaching  0 , and th e  red so lu tions which have po 
approaching  pu.  T he  top-left panel is th a t  of AdSs  x S'5 . then  in th e  top -righ t th e  Soft-W all, th e  
bo ttom -le ft is flat D5 branes and th e  b o tto m -rig h t is D5 branes w rapped  on S 1.
Below, we will analyse this claim, by first studying the case of a dual Q FT obtained by 
wrapping N c D5 branes on a two-cycle of the resolved conifold [16]. We will discover th a t the 
behaviour in th e  UV is not much different from the one of the flat-D5 brane ju s t analysed above. 
The reader may argue th a t th is is due to  the fact th a t a t energies high enough, the dual Q FT  
becomes higher dimensional, an infinite set of KK-modes coming from the compactificat.ion of 
the D5 branes on the two-cycle indicate the higher dimensional character of the Q FT. This is 
of course correct, but the  point is subtle. Indeed, as Andrews and Dorey [35] have shown (in 
the  pertu rbative  regime), the field theory  is com pletely equivalent to  four-dimensional AT =  1* 
Yang-Mills, expanded at a particu lar point of its Higgs branch, which is a well-defined 4-d Q FT. 
Also, the same sort of KK-modes appear if we com pactify a stack of D4 branes on S 1 and in 
th a t confining model the phase transition  is present, see [23] and Section 6 .2.2 . We will then
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carefully calculate the entanglem ent entropy for this Q FT based on w rapped D5 branes.
The details of th is background have been introduced in C hap ter 2 . The m etric is given 
by (2.0.6). T he functions needed to  calculate the entanglem ent entropy in this string-fram e 
background are,
eq.(4.1.4), considering the change in the radial variable between one description and the  other 
(th a t for large radius is p ~  lo g r), both are examples of 'linear d ilaton ' backgrounds.
Indeed, calculating the entanglem ent entropy -S^po), the separation between regions L(po) 
and then  p lo tting  param etrically  S ( L ), we find tha t there is no minimal solution present, only 
the disconnected and the unstable connected ones. The la tte r exists over a finite range for 
0 < L < j  y/gsa ' N c w ith Sc(0 ) =  0 and S c( ^ \Zgsa ' N c) = oo. Using the  approxim ation of 
l  s
P = a 'g se2k,
V 2nt = (27r)6 ( a 'p s )5e4/l+49+54>+2/c, H  = (2ir)6(a 'gs )5e4‘p+49+‘ih+2k.
(4.2.1)
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F ig u r e  4 .7 : T he system  of D5s on a  two-cycle H ere we plot L(po)  and S (L ) .
eq.(4.1.3), we find
l (p ) ~  y(p) =  V a '9s^~r2<P +  2 h ’ + 2 g' +  k'
(P2 -  Q2)
(4.2.2)
7Ty/a'gsP'
y/2 (2P 2 coth(2p) +  P P '  — QQ'  — 2Q 2 coth(2p))
W hich for the  exact solution
P  — 2 N cp, Q = 7Vc(2pcoth(2p) — 1),
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gives the  approxim ated asym ptotics for the  function L(po),
r t  . \ 7r V a 'g sN c 1 tt \Jol' qs N cL(po -> oo) ~  ------- ------- (1 -  — ), L(po -> 0 ) ~ -------   po-
Notice th a t the  Heisenberg-like relation L ~  Pq 1 is violated here. Also note th a t the entropy 
scales as
GioSc (a 'gs f N ’ .
Like in the  exam ple of the compactified Do branes on S 1 above, we see th a t the connected 
configuration is unstable not satisfying the  concavity condition of eq.(4.1.2). We do not see 
the possibility of a phase transition . But here is where the  ‘short configurations’ and the effects 





F ig u r e  4 .8 : T h e  system  of D5s on a  tw o-cycle — H ere we plo t T(po) and  S ( L ) again , b u t th is  
tim e in troducing  a UV cutoff. T he green line is th e  solu tion  w ith o u t UV cutoff, th e  dashed blue 
line is w ith th e  cutoff at pu  =  19, the  d o tte d  blue is w ith th e  cutoff a t pu  =  19.5, and finally th e  
dashed red line represen ts th e  d isconnected  so lu tion . N otice th a t  increasing the  value of pu  leads 
to  an increase in th e  g radient in th e  visible branch  in th e  S ( L ) plot in th e  right panel.
In Figure 4.8 we show the result of considering these short configurations a t the UV-cutoff. 
We see th a t these are the correct configurations to consider as they avoid th e  instability  issue. 
The phase transition  in S(L )  is recovered, as it corresponds to  a confining model.
*As an aside, it should be noted tha t the ‘finite size’ effect reflected in the non-zero value of L(po —> 0 0 ), 
was observed also for the Wilson loop when calculated in this sort of backgrounds in [36], [33], [43].
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4.2.1 More on Non-Locality
To make the point of the  ‘non-locality’ clearer, we will consider another solution describing 
D5 branes compactified on the  two-cycle of the  resolved conifold (the field theory  has different 
operators driving the dynam ics). Namely, the  solution connecting the UV expansion (2.0.14) 
w ith the IR  expansion (2.0.15). This second solution is well described in the papers [37, 39] — 
see Section 4 of the paper [29] for a good summary.
It was shown th a t th is type of solution th a t  has these two expansions, corresponds to  the 
addition of a an irrelevant operator which in tu rn  requires a UV completion of the  field theory.
The field theory  dual to  the  background obtained w ith the solution P  =  2N cp is afflicted 
by less severe non-localities th an  the  field theory  dual to  the  second sem i-analytical solution. 
W hat we mean by th is here is a subtle point ra th er than  some precise quantification of non­
locality severity. Its is known th a t the  baryonic branch is spanned by a one param eter family of 
solutions. See the  paragraph  ju s t before Section 2 .1 . We used hi  as the param eter as the actual 
calculations in these backgrounds make it a na tu ra l choice. B ut it could be characterised by 
equivalent bu t physically more relevant variables. For example, the  scale a t which the dilaton 
becomes constant, hi — 2N c is the  limit as the  scale becomes oo. Thus the  dilaton does not 
become constant a t a  finite scale and th is causes problem s as discussed previously, especially 
C hapter 2. So calculations of quantities in the  UV changes for the  background P  =  2N cp, bu t 
not as severe as for the  backgrounds discussed in th is section, where the d ilaton actually does 
change behaviour a t a finite scale, bu t adopts an unhealthy exponential behaviour instead.
We can see how the entanglem ent entropy reflects this. We recalculate the numerics for the 
entanglem ent entropy S(po)  and separation L(po)  (we do this for a sample numerical solution 
of the form given by eq.(2.0.14) and (2.0.15), where the irrelevant operator is inserted w ith 
a small coefficient hi  =  2N c +  e). The result is described in Figure 4.9, showing th a t L(po)  
deviates even more from th e  needed double valuedness. The saddle point solution does exist for 
all values of L  and there  is not any other connected solution. Note th a t whilst L(po)  vanishes 
linearly for small values of po , it grows exponentially in the  UV, L(po  —> oo) ~  e 2P o/3  Q f  
course, th is departs even more from the Heisenberg-like scaling L  ~  p ^ 1 characteristic of local 
field theories. All these results can be obtained  from eq.(4.2.2) w ith the solution in eq.(2.0.14) 
and are reflected by Figure 4.9.
As described above, even when the  string  dual shows a confining W ilson loop or area law 
behaviour *, the  system  is not showing a phase transition  in the entanglem ent entropy. All this
*A subtle point is th a t the Wilson loop cannot be strictly calculated with the semi-analytical solution. This
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F ig u r e  4 .9 : T he system  of D5s on a  tw o-cycle b u t w ith  exponential behav iour in P  (hi =  f§§Ac)
—  H ere we p lo t T(po) and  S(L).  T h e  grey line is th e  linear P  solution (h i = 2NC) for com parison.
relies on the  UV properties of the  field theory. The same phenom ena can be displayed in other 
system s w ith qualitative sim ilar field theoretic  high energy behaviour, see Section 4.6.
One m ay wonder if all hope for observing a phase transition  in the  entanglem ent entropy 
(w ithout appealing to  the  above discussed regulating cutoff and short solutions) is lost. In the 
next section, we will discuss a possible UV com pletion of the  field theory  on the  compactified 
D5 branes. This completion, in term s of an inverse Higgs mechanism is discussed in the  papers 
[39-41]. To th is we tu rn  now.
4.3 R ecovering  th e  P h a se  T ransition: T h e B aryon ic Branch
As we discussed above, the  non-local U V -properties of the  field theory dual to  a stack of N c 
D5 branes compactified on the two-cycle of the resolved conifold, needs of the  in troduction  of a 
UV-cutoff (and associated effects) for the  existence of a  phase transition  for the  entanglem ent 
entropy (even when the  W ilson loop displays an area law). A cleaner way of recovering the phase 
transition  th a t the K lebanov-Strassler system  displays [23], will be to  appeal to  the connection 
between bo th  systems. This connection is well understood and discussed in the  papers [39-41].
I t is given by the  U -duality described in C hapter 2. I t connects both  backgrounds and this 
constitu tes the  string /geom etric version of an inverse Higgs mechanism; see th e  discussion in 
the  paper [40].
is due to th e  boundary condition  for the strings at infinity, th a t cannot be satisfied . See [56]. We will return to  
th is point in C hapter 5
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The string fram e m etric is,
10
(4.3.1)
where the vielbeins are given by (2.0.17).
The quantities needed for the  calculation of the entanglem ent entropy are,
a  =  e*h  1/ 2, (3 = gsa ' e 2kh , r2int {27r)6(a'gs)5e4h+49+5*+2kh5/2,
H  = (2ir)6 (a'  gs)5 e44)+49+4h+2k h. (4.3.2)
We see th a t the difference to  eq.(4.2.1) is the  presence of the  factor h defined in eq .(2.0.19). 
This warp factor has a large radius asym ptotic given by — see Section 4 of [29],
(4.3.3)
and it is precisely th is decaying behaviour th a t  will bring back our phase transition . Indeed, 
we can calculate using eq.(4.1.4), th a t  the  small and large asym ptotics of the function L(po) 
vanish,
11
L{p)  ~  y(p)  = 27ry / a ' g s ----------------  (4.3.4)
(44>' +  4 g' +  4 h' +  2k') +
L( p0 -> 0) ~  po, L( p0 -> oo) ~  e_2po/3.
As anticipated, th e  IR  behaviour for L(po) is the same as the  one for the analytic solution 
P  =  2N cp or the  sem i-analytical one connecting (2.0.14) and (2.0.15); this is because the warp 
factor h is constan t for sm all radial coordinate. The UV behaviour instead, is quite different 
and driven by the  factors of h in eq .(4.3.2). Notice also, th a t in a convenient radial variable 
r = e2p//3, we have
This is a signal of ‘locality’ according to  [49]. The UV-completion provided by the baryonic 
branch field theory  has recovered locality. W h a t about the  phase transition  in the EE?
Calculating w ith  the expressions of eq .(4.3.2), the entanglem ent entropy associated w ith the 
Baryonic Branch of the  KS-field theory  gives the  result displayed in Figure 4.10.
As one can see, here we get the  nice phase transition  behaviour, also expected from the 
calculation in the  paper [23]. The intuitive description of w hat is going in term s of a Van der




4.3 R ecovering  th e  P h a s e  T rans it ion :  T h e  B aryon ic  B ran c h
F ig u r e  4 .1 0 : A typical solution on th e  B aryonic B ranch of K lebanov-S trassler (h\ = f§§-/Vc) -  
Here we plot L(po) and S(L).  T he grey line is th e  linear P  solution  (h\ = 2NC) for com parison.
W aals gas analogy is consistent w ith this result as well. Figure 4.11 serves as a good sum m ary 
of the  discussion in the previous and the present sections.
We have settled  the problem of recovering the phase transition . We would like now to  do 
a couple of calculations th a t will lead to  an improved understanding of the  K lebanov-Strassler 
system  (in nice agreem ent w ith the ideas presented in [57]). We will move our field theory 
to a mesonie branch. We will do this first in a way, th a t as was argued in [39], implies th a t 
tow ards high energies the evolution of the  Q FT  is described in term s of Seiberg dualities, but 
more im portan tly  successive Higgsings th a t change the m atter content very fast. This quick 
growth of the m atte r content is equivalent to  the  addition of another irrelevant operator (of 
dimension-six in this case, different from the  dimension-eight one we have discussed above). 
This was discussed in detail in [39] and [29] and presented in section 2.1.
As a consequence of the  insertion of th is new irrelevant operator, w ith the added non- 
localities to the  Q FT , we will loose the phase transition  achieved (in nice agreem ent w ith the 
discussion of the previous section). We will then explain how to  get the phase transition  back, 
w ith a precise way of switching off th a t irrelevant operator. We tu rn  to th a t now.
4.3.1 Losing our Phase  Transition: A dding Sources
As described above, we now study our K lebanov-Strassler Q FT in the mesonie branch.
We have seen in C hapter 2 th a t eq. (2 .1.8 ) implies the  insertion of a dimension 6 operator, 
making the Q FT  lose its 4 — d character.
* Please see Section 5.3 for more details.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 1 : T hese are various p lo ts of T(po) for com parison. T h e  grey g rap h  is th e  so lu tion  
P  =  2N cp w ith linear d ila ton . T h e  green and blue lines represent num erical so lu tions before and 
after th e  U -duality  respectively (solved for the  sam e value of h\ =  w ith asym pto tica lly
constan t d ila ton .
Aside from this, the calculation of the  W ilson loop in the solution m entioned above will 
produce an area-law behaviour, indicating confinement, see Section 5.2. Following the logic 
of the previous sections, we should expect th a t in spite of the confining behaviour, a phase 
transition  in the  entanglem ent entropy is wiped-off by the  irrelevant operato r (the presence of 
this irrelevant can also be associated w ith finite-size effects in com puting the  W ilson loop).
This is indeed the case as one can explicitly calculate. W hile the small radius asym ptotics 
for L(po —> 0 ) ~  po is unchanged, we obtain  th a t
3tt y j  a 'gsN f
L(p0 -> oo) =  y (p  -» oc)
8
Figure 4.12 illustrates this point, w ith p* =  0 , so no phase transition , unless of course a UV- 
cutoff is introduced and the  study  of ‘short configurations’ sorts out the  problem as in the  
examples above.
This brings us to the  conclusion th a t the field theory  may be in a mesonie branch w ith good 
IR properties, but th a t we should look to  som ew hat ‘localise’ the sources to  avoid th is ‘too-fast 
growth of degrees of freedom ’ expressed in eq.(2.1.9), if we wish to recover the high energy 
4-d behaviour the  baryonic branch was displaying (which is UV com pleting the system ). We 
discuss this in the  next section.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 2 : P lo ts of L(po)  an d  S ( L ) for a  so lu tion  w ith S —» N f  in th e  UV and N c =  4, N f  = 9. 
No phase tran s itio n  is p resen t. N ote th a t we have chosen a value of h\  such th a t we have hardly  
any linear behaviour in P.
4.4 G e t t i n g  B a c k  t h e  P h a s e  T ra n s i t io n (s ) :  S o u rces  w i th  a 
D e c a y in g  P ro f i le
In the solution with source profile S ~  tan h (2 p )4, the rate  of Higgsing becomes too fast at high 
energies, th e  UV of the field theory  does no t behave like a 4-d Q FT. This is reflected in the 
entanglem ent entropy, which does no t display the nice phase transition  achieved in Section 4.3. 
The profile we will adop t, following [29] is,
S(p) =  N f  ta n h (2p)4e~4p/3. (4.4.1)
Notice th a t now, one can find a new background solution, where the sources are som ewhat 
'localised'. T he dual Q FT  is in a mesonie branch as explained in [29], where the background 
solution was explicitly w ritten .
The relevant functions for the  calculation of the  entanglem ent entropy are those in eq.(4.3.2). 
The explicit expressions for the  asym ptotics (and numerical solutions) of all the  participating  
functions are described in Section 4 of [29]. In particular
h{p  -4 oo) ~  ^e_8p/3 \N c ( 8P -  ! )  +  2 c N f  ~  4 N cN f S c +  . . . .
"GO
Soo =  /  dp S  ta n h (2p) .
Jo
Com paring th is w ith eq .(4.3.3) we observe th a t the  functional decay of the  warp factor is the
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F ig u r e  4 .1 3 : P lo ts of L(po)  and  S (L )  for a  so lu tions w ith S —> 0 in the  UV and  N c =  4, N f  =  9. 
A single first o rder phase tran sitio n  is presen t. N ote th a t  we have chosen a  value of hi  such th a t  
we have hard ly  any linear behaviour in P.
same. The cascade of Seiberg dualities is still present (in this radial coordinate is represented 
by the term  N^ p ) .  The constan t term s represent the effects of the sources, th a t even when they 
are very suppressed a t large values of p  still contribute. Indeed, using the radial coordinate 
r  ~  e2p//'3, they  contribu te  to the warp factor as h ~  which was expected for a localised 
stack N f  ~  rif  D3 branes.
It is not hard to  believe th a t if we follow the full numerical calculation with the expressions 
of eq .(4.3.2), we will find a phase transition  in the  entanglem ent entropy. This is indeed the 
case, th e  plots of Figure 4.13, make th is point concrete.
The function L(po) is well approxim ated by the function )){po) and satisfies a Heisenberg- 
like relation, as shown in eq.(4.3.5), w ith the num erical differences of th e  case induced by the 
factors of N f  and in the  warp factor h, and in the  o ther background functions. Still, we 
have L(ro —> oo) ~  1 /ro , in agreem ent w ith the  ‘locality c rite ria’ proposed in [49].
An interesting observation is th a t since the  sources can be transla ted  a t a given point p* as 
discussed above
S (p)  = N f  0 ( p  -  p.) ta n h (2 , (4.4.2)
we can introduce another scale to the  system , represented by p*, the point where the  source 
become ‘ac tivated’. Numerical solutions (th a t are a bit more tim e-expensive to  find) can now 
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This is a phenom ena th a t probably was observed in other contexts, but we are unaware 
of them  in the bibliography. There might be gas, generalisation of Van der W aals’ one which 
includes two different interactions of similar streng th  between the particles composing the gas. 











F ig u r e  4 .1 4 : b lo ts  of L{ p o )  and S ( L ) for a so lu tions w ith § —> 0 in th e  UV and N c =  4, N j  =  9 
bu t P* =  f§- Two first o rder phase tran sitio n s are presen t. N ote th a t  we have chosen a value of 
h i such th a t we have hard ly  any linear behaviour in P .
our results for the entanglem ent entropy, L(po) and S(L) ,  when calculated in the  mesonie 
branch of the KS held theory  in the presence of a localised bunch of m a tte r represented by a 
D3-D5 bound state.
We wish to  close this section by emphasizing th a t our findings are clearly m aking th e  point 
of KKM [23]: a phase transition  in the EE is a sign of a confining Q FT. But. one should be 
careful about the UV behaviour of this field theory. If non-local, either cutoff effects or a UV 
completion will recover the  phase transition . We can also th ink  our findings for the EE as a 
diagnostic to decide if a Q FT  is showing or not the  high energy behaviour expected from a 
four-dimensional (or lower) Q FT, free of non-localities.
4.5 A T a x o n o m y  of  B e h a v io u r s  for S y s te m s  w i th  S o u rces
Adding sources to the  D5 w rapped on a two-cycle as discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4, creates 
a rich and complex family of backgrounds, w ith m any free param eters which influence the 
behaviour of the  Entanglem ent Entropy of the  dual Q FT. In this section we will system atically
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categorize the different cases th e  param eter space allows. The behaviour of the  Entanglem ent 
Entropy is m ost severely influenced by th e  following choices:
Rotation  - T he U -dua lity /ro ta tion  of the  S U ^ - s tru c tu re  described in C hapter 2, th a t we 
will refer to  as “ro ta tio n ” for brevity, will only be applicable to cases where the  solution to  the  
‘m aste r’ equation exhibits exponential behaviour in the  UV—see eq. (2.0.14). However, even 
after the  addition of sources, solutions th a t are linear in the UV can still be found. In w hat 
follows we will make a clear d istinction between the linear (and thus unrotated) and ro ta ted  
exponential behaviour of P ( p ) . Note th a t here we shall not study unro tated  exponentially 
growing solutions, representing QFTs coupled to  gravity and string modes, as they  are known 
to  require a non-trivial UV com pletion and in these cases the  Entanglem ent E ntropy S(L)  will 
always diverge as in Figure 4.9.
Profile - The second im portan t choice is the type of profile to be used. In w hat follows we 
will focus on two types of profile, those profiles in which limp^oo S(p) =  1, or those th a t  instead 
have limp-^oo S(p) =  0. T he first type are given by eq.(2.1.6) and we will refer to profiles of th is 
type as “sigm oid” profiles. The profiles we will adopt for the second case are given by eq .(4.4.1) 
and will be referred to  as “bum p-like” profiles.
Thus we will divide th is section into 4 subsections, each discussing one possible com bination 
of the  above choices. T he analysis in each subsection involves the study of the in terplay  of the  
th ree relevant scales in the  background:
• p* - The scale a t which the  source profile S(p) becomes non-zero
• p  - The scale a t which P  changes from having linear behaviour (when p < p) to  having 
exponential asym ptotic behaviour (when p >  P)]
• x  =  j f -  - the  ra tio  of source branes to  color branes present
In each subsection, the  discussion will usually s ta rt w ith the case where p* =  0, to  see 
w hat effect the  addition  of sources has. Once this case is understood, predicting th e  behaviour 
of the  system  w ith non-zero p* becomes trivial. For p < p*, the system will behave like the  
corresponding solution on the  Baryonic Branch, and then a t p* will sm oothly switch to  the  
associated behaviour of th e  sourced system.
It should be noted th a t we will focus here on the connected solution of the EE. In all cases, we chose a
renormalisation scheme such tha t the disconnected case will be a horizontal line at S  =  0 in the S ( L ) plots
^Note this only applies in cases with U V  asymptotes P  ~  e4p/ 3 but not in cases with P  ~  p
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Further, note th a t th e  scale p is only finite in the  ro ta ted  case. Thus, in a  sim ilar fashion 
to  th e  discussion in the  last paragraph, we know th a t for p < p the  system  will behave like 
its corresponding linear case (w ith or w ithout th e  addition of sources). Thus it makes sense to  
s tudy  th e  linear P  solutions w ith added sources first.
Finally, although we do not always discuss them  here directly, the  ‘short configurations’ play 
an im portan t role in the  exam ples below th a t exhibit non-locality in the  corresponding Q FT, 
in a sim ilar way to  the  cases presented in the m ain body of the  chapter.
4.5.1 Linear P  Sourced System s w ith  Sigmoid Profiles
All the  solutions of th is form are such th a t L  —> const 7  ^ 0 from below w ith no phase transition  in 
S ( L ) as we move tow ard the UV. T h a t said, there  exists an interesting dependence o m =  j / - ,  
w ith x  =  2 playing an im portan t role. For x  < 2 and setting a '  =  gs =  1 we have,
i ( P 0 ^ o o )  =  | v ^ ( l - ^ ) + 0 ( A ) ,  (4.5.1)
which is while for x  >  2 we get
L(po -> 00 ) =  |  y / N ,  -  N c ( l  -  - L )  +  0  Q j )  . (4.5.2)
For x  =  2 we get precisely
L(p 0 -> 00) =  -^y/Pc-  (4.5.3)
We see th a t for x  < 2, L  approaches ^ y/Nc (as in the  sourceless case), while for x  > 2, L  
approaches ^ y / N f  — N c. In the  case of x  = 2, the  UV expansion is exact, indicating th a t L
reaches its bound a t a  finite value of p. Taking into account the  analysis of this class of solutions
found in [45], th is behaviour can be explained through a Seiberg D uality picture, which involves 
taking th e  function Q —7 —Q  and N c —»■ N f  — N c, relating solutions below and above x  =  2. 
For x  =  2, we have an invariance under the  aforem entioned duality  transform ation, and this 
effectively freezes the  entanglem ent entropy in place (away from the IR), causing the  S(L)  plot 
of this solution (see Figure 4.15) to  stop at a finite value and not grow w ithout bound as S(L)  
for all o ther solutions of th is class.
If we now consider profiles w ith non-zero p*, for po < p*, the solution will follow the 
sourceless case, whose lim it is L  —>■ |  VNc ,  and thus smaller th an  or equal to  the  lim it of the 
equivalent solution w ith sources. This, and the fact th a t adding sources leads to  the  solution 
approaching its UV limit faster th an  the sourceless solution, guarantees th a t adding sources at
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p* will always cause an increase in L (as shown in Figure 4.15). Hence, it is not possible to  
produce a phase transition , due to the  addition of sources, for these kinds of solutions.
F ig u r e  4 .1 5 : V arious P lo ts of L(po) and S ( L )  in linear backgrounds w ith  sigmoid source profiles. 
C ontinuous lines represen t so lu tions for p* =  0, w hile dashed lines represent p , = 2 . T he  colouring 
is such th a t th e  so lu tions w ith x  =  {1 .2 ,3}  are  given by {purple, green, red} respectively. T he 
grey line represen ts th e  sourceless P  =  2 Ncp solution.
4.5.2 Linear P Sourced System s w ith  Bum p-like Profiles
The m ost im portan t difference between this and the previous subsection is th a t the source 
profile is suppressed in the UV. Thus we expect the deviation from the sourceless case to 
diminish for large p. Nevertheless, the profile still introduces an interesting dynam ic into the 
system , especially when we look a t non-zero p*. A lthough so far we have described this as the 
scale a t which the sources become ‘active’ (forcing the system to  deviate from the sourceless 
case), it now further dictates the  point at which the sources effectively become ‘inactive’, thus 
bringing the system  back in line w ith the corresponding sourceless case.
A simple check agrees w ith the above analysis: in all cases we have L  —>• |  \fN~c in the UV. as 
expected. As in the previous subsection, the behaviour has an interesting dependence on x. Fol­
low x , we see no phase transition , only a small deform ation on L  around p* is noticeable. But 
for large enough x, this deform ation becomes sharp enough such th a t a local m axim um  forms 
in L, and thus a we have a phase transition  in S(L) .  The critical value x c a t which a phase 
transition  forms is a m onotonically decreasing positive-definite function of p*. This is logical as 
a deform ation in L means a change in L ' . As we can see from Figure 4.7, L'  is a m onotonically 
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possible to  estim ate the value a t which a phase transition  is introduced. For p* =  0, the  critical 
value is x c ~  5.3, while for p* =  2, x c ~  2.3 already.
Further, it should be noted th a t while we are able to  form a phase transition  via the  addition 
of sources, the fact th a t L in the UV approaches a finite limit from below (which we term  L a v ) ,  
guarantees th a t for every first order phase transition , from the disconnected to  the connected 
solution, would be accompanied by a discontinuous jum p, from the continuous solution back 
to the  discontinuous solution. Thus, here we again require the in troduction of the branch of 
solutions living close to the  boundary (tha t we term ed ‘short configurations’), which will remove 
the problem, as it is the preferred branch for L < L a y .
s
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F ig u r e  4 .1 6 : V arious P lo ts of L(po) and  S ( L ) in linear P  backgrounds w ith  bum p-like source 
profiles. C ontinuous lines represent so lu tions for p» =  0. w hile dashed lines represent p» =  2. 
T he colouring is such th a t th e  solu tions w ith x  =  {5, 10 , 15} is given by {purple, green, red} 
respectively. T he grey line represen ts th e  sourceless P  =  2N cp  solution.
4.5.3 R otated  Sourced System s w ith  Sigm oid Profiles
All solutions of this class share the following UV asym ptotics for L:
L (P0-»  0 0 ) =  |  ( l  -  ( ^ > % o T 4* ' * )  +  0  ( e - W 3 )  . (4 .5 .4 )
From this we can im m ediately see th a t L  will always eventually approach ^ y / N f  from below. 
This means there are only the two possibilities (depicted in Figure 4.16): either we will have 
a phase transition  (connected - disconnected) coupled with a discontinuity, or there will be no 
phase transition  at all (disconnected always preferred). Again, bear in mind, th a t we would
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employ the branch of solutions near the boundary to  resolve any issues with the stability of the 
configuration and the above discontinuity, or lack of phase transition.
Let us s tudy  in detail which case occurs for different values in the param eter space. As 
expected from the van der W aals gas analogy we will never find a phase transition when the 
two scales p* and p are too close together. Thus we will assum e th a t there always is a large 
enough separation  between the two scales in the following.
F irst let us assume 0 <  p* < p. We know from our previous analysis th a t we cannot 
have a phase transit ion before p <  p. We also know th a t linip^oo L — { }  for 
{.r <  2 ,x  >  2} respectively and beyond p, L  tends to  ^ - y / N f . Thus we can see tha t L will 
(for alm ost all values of x)  first approach a larger value than  its UV limit, guaranteeing a phase 
transition. T he exception is the range ^  <  x  <  -y, for which a phase transition  does not occur, 
no m atter the separation between p* and p, making the region around x  = 2 quite special.
Let us study  the case 0 <  p <  p*. We know th a t before p* the  solution will behave like 
its corresponding (ro tated) sourceless solution. Thus the Entanglem ent Entropy will behave as 
depicted in Figure 4.10 in this region. Thus, as long as we push p, sufficiently far away to make 




F ig u r e  4 .1 7 : V arious P lo ts  of L(Po) in ro ta ted  backgrounds w ith sigmoid source profiles. The 
left-hand panel shows solu tions for p,  =  0. p =  4. In th e  righ t-hand  panel, continuous lines are 
for so lu tions w ith  p , =  4, p =  1, while dashed lines represent p» =  1, p = 4. T he colouring is such 
th a t the  so lu tions w ith x  =  {1 ,2 ,3}  is given by {purple, green, red} respectively. T he grey graphs 
represent th e  corresponding  ro ta ted  sourceless solutions.
Keep in mind tha t as mentioned, for p < p» the solution will follow its corresponding (rotated) sourceless 
case, and for p < p the solution will behave exactly as the solutions discussed so far in this appendix.
T Which we will explain in more detail in Section 5.3
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4.5.4 R otated Sourced System s w ith Bum p-like Profiles
For all ro ta ted  system s w ith bump-like profile we have L  —>■ 0 in the  UV. This guarantees th a t 
we have a t least one phase transition  in every case. It tu rns out, one can construct solutions 
w ith two phase transitions, one between the disconnected solution and the  connected, and one 
between two different branches of the connected solution.
As we know for p <  p the solution will behave exactly as in Subsection 4.5.2. Thus we know, 
th a t we can pick up a phase transition  for large x,  th a t is produced through the interplay of 
the  scales where the  sources become relevant and are suppressed. Further, now th a t we have 
a finite p, we effectively introduce a th ird  scale, and it is exactly th is scale th a t gives us the 
second phase transition . The phase transition  due to  p is always present.
Thus we know th a t we will always have two phase transitions for x  > x c. If we choose 
a non-zero p*, we additionally need the  condition |p — p*| »  0. However, there  is a th ird , 
more subtle condition. It follows from the fact, th a t  while the  above conditions are sufficient 
to  produce two phase transitions, it is possible for the  system  to  “overshoot”, leading to  one of 
the  phase transitions being in the  unphysical branches of the  Entanglem ent Entropy. A case 
like this is presented in Figure 4.18 in the  middle-left panel. I t is easy to  see, th a t the  physical 
branch of the  Entanglem ent Entropy will contain two phase transitions if the second maximum 
of L  is noticeably lower th an  the first m axim um . Arm ed w ith this knowledge we deduce th a t 
the  th ird  condition is:
• 0 < p* < p - x  m ust be very large. The critical value x cc above which we have two phase 
transition  is always larger th an  x c. Thus, here, this condition is always strictly  stronger 
th an  the  first one.
• p <  p* - x  increases the  size of the  second bum p, so we know th a t we will have two 
physical phase transitions only for a bounded range of values of x , namely x c < x  < x cc.
Last, bu t not least it should be noted, th a t we can increase th e  num ber of phase transitions by 
introducing additional scales. For example, we could use source profiles such as [33]:
kt \ -  / t a n h 4 (2 ( p - p * i ) ) e  4CP3P,l) +  ta n h 4 (2 (p -  p*2))e 4(V*2) if p >  p*2 
Mp) — \ a -4(p-p*i) (4.5.5)
[ ta n h  (2 (p — p*i))e 3 otherwise.
We will discuss these kinds of profiles also w ith regard to  the W ilson loop, see Section 5.4. Each 
tim e we let the sources become relevant again, we will introduce additional phase transitions 
th a t can be tuned  to  lie on the  physical branch.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 8 : In  all figures above: continuous graphs have p, =  0 and x =  10 and dashed ones 
have p,  = 5 and p =  2. For th e  continuous lines, th e  red line has p =  0. while th e  green line has 
p =  4. For th e  dashed lines, blue ind icates x  =  10 and purp le  x =  2. In all of th e  panels involving 
S ( L ), th e  d isconnected  solu tion  lies a t S  = 0. bu t is not shown. As we can see in the  top-right 
panel, th e  continuous red solu tion  has a  first order phase tran sition . T he left-hand panel in the  
m iddle row is an exam ple of overshooting - the  branch th a t is relevant in th e  dashed purple case 
betw een the  tran sitions , is above the  d isconnected so lution and is th u s  unphysical. T he right- 
hand figure in th e  m iddle row rep resen ts a  solution th a t has been tuned  to  have 2 physical phase 
transitions. T he graph  has been enhanced in the two panels in th e  b o tto m  row to  clearly show 
each of th e  phase transitions.
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4.6 Other M odels w ithout Phase Transitions
Notice th a t in th is thesis, we have used the word ‘source’ branes instead of ‘flavour’ branes. 
We m ade th is distinction because in m any cases studied here, the fluctuations on the branes 
(the ‘m esons’) are non-norm alisable, and hence non-dynam ical. The connection w ith  studies 
and ideas presented by the au thors in [58] is w orth pursuing and is left for future work.
4.6  O ther M od els w ith o u t P h a se  T ransitions
Here we will sum m arise the  situation  in o ther known confining models th a t do not produce a 
phase transition  in the  EE, unless of course, a  cutoff is introduced as explained in the  main 
body of th is chapter.
We will s ta rt off by discussing the  cases of D5 branes w rapped on a three-cycle and see how 
it is sim ilar to  th a t of the D5 branes w rapped on two-cycle. We shall then  go on to  look at 
th e  backgrounds discussed in KKM , but modified by changing the warp factor in such a way 
th a t can be thought of as adding a relevant operator th a t changes the UV, bu t leaves the  IR  
unaffected. We then finally go on to  discuss D 6 branes w rapped on three-cycle, discuss the 
sim ilarities, and make a com m ent abou t hard cut-offs.
We will notice, th a t making a more natu ra l choice of the  radial coordinate implies, th a t 
when linipQ^oo L(po) =  oo, L  diverges linearly. This is true  for m any of the  ‘d ivergent’ cases we 
have studied in this thesis. For example, in system s generated by D5 branes, a closer analysis 
reveals th a t a coordinate transform ation e = r  is needed to  properly com pare those cases 
to  the  ones presented below. It is easy to  check th a t this will recover th e  linear behaviour for 
L(po).
4.6.1 D5 on W rapped on a Three-Cycle
Here we look a t the  backgrounds presented in [59], and generalised in [60],[61]. We s ta r t by 
defining the  ansatz: there  are two sets of S U ( 2 ) left-invariant 1-forms, a 1 and w l (i =  1 ,2 ,3 ), 
which obey
da1 = - i eijka j  A a k , dwl =  ~ ^ e ijkwj  A w k. (4.6.1)
Each param etrises a three-sphere, and can be represented by three angles, (#,</?, ip),
a 1 =  cos 'ipdd + sin ijj sin dd<p, a 2 =  — sin ifjdO -I- cos ijj sin Qdip, a 3 =  d'lp +  cos Qdip, (4.6.2)
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and similarly, th ree angles (0,0,■0) for w , which take a similar explicit form*. O ur spheres will 
also be fibered w ith a one-form A \  The A 1 take the  form
A 1 =  i  (1 + w ) c r l , (4.6.3)
where w  is a function of the  radial coordinate. We can then  write down our Type IIB metric 
ansatz (in E instein Fram e), in term s of the  following vielbeins,
p f + h  p f + h  p f + h
E x' = e f d x l , E p = ef+9dp, E e = ^ - o \  E p = ^ - a 2, E ^  =  >
p f + 9  p f + 9  „ p f + 9
E 1 =  -  A 1), £ 2 =  — (u)2 - A 2), E 3 = —  ( w3 - A 3) ,  (4.6.4)
where x* represents th e  Minkowski m etric in 2 +  1 dimensions, p is th e  radial coordinate, and 
{ f , g ,  h} are only functions of p. This means we can w rite the  m etric com pactly as
d s l  =  £ ( £ ’)2 • (4.6.5)
i
The theory also contain a non-trivial dilaton <f>. There is also a RR three-form  F$ but we shall 
not require its expression here. From the  usual SUSY requirem ents we find <f> =  4 / .
There is a solution generating procedure [62] (similar to the one discussed in the  case of D5 
branes w rapped on a  two-cycle in the main tex t) which takes us from th is solution to one of
Type IIA (with ex tra  fluxes). Here we w rite the  relevant parts: we can write our metric in the
string frame using d s2 =  e ^ d s 2, then  use an S-duality. The S-duality takes
ds l  e~®ds2s — ds2str, Fs -+ H$, —> — <J>, (4.6.6)
leaving us in the  common Type II NS-sector. Then after applying the  dualities we generate the 
following Type IIA solution
ds2tr = h ~ l t 2d x 2 + d 1/,2d s2, e2^ =  h l^2e~2^ ,  h = -  \ — ( l  — ta n h 2 p e 2^ ~ ^ oc^\ ,
sir 1 7 cosh2 0  V y  J '
(4.6.7)
where ha tted  quantities denote the  new ro ta ted  solution and the u n ha tted  are the  original Type 
IIB functions. Again, we shall not require the  explicit forms of F4 and H 3 for w hat follows. We 
can recover the  original string fram e m etric by taking h —> 1 .
T he range o f the angles here is 0 <  6 , 6 <  tt, 0 <  ip, (p <  2ir and 0 <  <  Atx.
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We again read off th e  relevant quantities to  calculate the EE as
and making the  appropria te  substitu tions we find th a t
>jH{p) =  2tt2 X h X' 2 e^+3h+24>^ J q  =  ^ l / 2 e g (4.6.9)
We can now discuss the behaviour of the EE in each case. For the M aldacena-N astase (MNa) 
case, we find the  same as in the  D5 w rapped 011 a two-cycle (with linear P  =  2N cp), such tha t 
the separation L grows with po, and finds a m axim um  a t L ^  =  7t / 2 . The ‘u n ro ta ted ’ case 
initially follows the MNa behaviour in the IR, but then blows up, whereas the ‘ro ta ted ’ result 
(which again follows the MNa result up to  around the same scale as the  ‘u n ro ta ted ’), goes to 
zero for larger p<> This can all be seen in Figure 4.19.
If you have read this far, congratu lations and thank  you for showing interest. Email me 
saying I Know, and next tim e I see you I will buy you a beverage or send you a card if th a t is 
not possible. Have fun!
This m eans th a t for the EE. in both the MNa and unro tated  case, the  disconnected branch 
is always the lower than  the connected branch and thus we require the ‘short configurations’. 
This is not true  in the ro tated  case, where we find a behaviour like th a t of a first order phase 
transition  (thanks to the presence of the  function /;.), akin to  w hat happened with the D5 branes 
w rapped 011 a two-cycle, after com pleting the system  into the Baryonic: Branch solution. 
l s
F ig u r e  4 .1 9 : H ere we have p lo ts of th e  separa tion  L(po)  011 th e  left and th e  en tang lem en t entropy 
S (L )  on th e  righ t. T he M N a background is in grey (go =  1), th e  u n ro ta ted  in green and ro ta ted  
in blue (bo th  have go = 1 -I- 10- 2 ).
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4.6.2 Deform ed D4 on a 5 1, D3 on a S 1 and AdS^ x S'5
Initially, we s ta rt w ith the  deform ation of the  D4 branes on S'1, where we w rite the  m etric as
ds2 = h(p) 2 +  f { p) {d x4)2] +  h(p) 2
We then  get as usual
1 2 ,n 2T  p d\ l4
. / ( p )
,-40 _ /i(p ). (4.6.10)
a (p ) =  h(p) 1/2, /3(p) =  V-„t(p) =  3q7r/ ^ . 2 % )  V v 7 ( p ) -  (4.6.11)
/(P )  9%/P a
It is easy to  check th a t if we instead choose th e  w arp factor as (this choice emphasizes the 
’non-locality’ discussed in the  main body of the  thesis),
/  D \  3
h = l + l — J  (4.6.12)
we find
p3 + R 3 10247r6p2/?3 (p3 +  i?3) (p3 -  pA3)
=  ^ 3 ^ 3 ’ " W  =  ---------------------^ --------------------- • (4.6.13)
where Pa is the beginning of space. This leads to  the  behaviour presented in the  left-hand panel 
of Figure 4.20. Note th a t now, L  grows linearly in the  UV. This is easy to  see if we look a t L  
in the  UV as
2ttPo (pq +  R 3f /2 y/pp — Pa3 
8po +  5pi ( R 3 -  p a 3) -  2i?3pA3LdD4{pO -> 00) =  0 6 - 3  nr>3 - 3 ~  PO- (4.6.14)
Similarly for th e  deformed D3, w ith
ds 2 =  h(p) 2 +  /(p ) (d x 3)2] +  d(p )2 ^P2 . 2 j 2-)- p GUUg
J(P)
and a (p ) and j3(p) as in (4.6.11), bu t w ith the warp factor modified as
const, (4.6.15)
i T  4
Pa
and thus
h(p)  =  ! + (  — ) , (4.6.16)
Vint (p) =  (4-6.17)
« „ )  =  4 + 4 ,  g (p) =  (4 .6 .18)
P -  Pa Pa
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For deformed AdS$  x S’5, we simply neglected the standard  periodic association of the  23 
coordinate (be aware th a t this leaves a conical singularity at p \ ) .  As 23 is not com pact, it no 
longer is a part of Vint but of dx ^dx^ .  Note th a t the m etric is 110 longer of the form of (4.0.2). 
But th is can trivially  be dealt w ith by modifying the  equation of H(p)  to
H( p)  = (4.6.19)
We get
Vint(p) = 7r3/ r ( p ) V ,  H{p)  =  7r6p2 (p4 +  i?4) (p4 -  pA4) . (4.6.20)
The results are qualitatively equal to  what we found for the  deformed D4 on S l . Choosing the 
warp factor as we did, causes L  to  grow linearly in the UV,  preventing the phase transition . 
The UV expansion for L yield the following
LdD3(po —> 00 )  =  -
^Po V (po +  Ft4Y Po -  PA4
.4 . 45pi  -  2i?4 (pA4 -  2pg) -  3p^pA - Po,
(4.6.21,
UdAdS (PO OOt
77 p0 Po +  /?4)3 (Po -  P a4'
Po- (4.6.22)
bpo +  3po (/?4 -  PA4) -  i?4PA4 
The right-hand panel of Figure 4.20 shows the deformed D3 result and the  deformed A d S 5 x S  





F ig u r e  4 .2 0 : In th e  left p an e l we have L(po)  for th e  d e fo rm ed  D4 on S ] a n d  in th e  r ig h t p an e l 
we h av e  L(po)  for th e  d e fo rm e d  D3 011 S 1. T h e  b lu e  lines re p re se n te d  th e  u n d e fo rm e d  so lu tio n s  






4. HOLOGRAPHIC ENTANGLEM ENT ENTROPY
4.6.3 D6 W rapped on a Three-Cycle
Here we look a t the behaviour of the solutions recently discussed in [63]. The full m etric and 
dilaton are given by [64],
dsliA.st  = N e W 3 NT1 +  d r 2 +  b2(dd2 + sin2 9dg>2) +
a 2{Co1 + gdd)2 +  a2(uj2 +  g sin 9dip)2 + h2(uj3 — cos 9dip)' (4.6.23)
n ~  / 2+ c 2( i+ g 3)2 ’
4 / 3 0  _  C2/ 2
e  — 4 N h 2 '
The background functions a, b, c, / ,  g and g$ are determ ined through the BPS equations
c a5f 2 ■ c a 2(a2 — 3c2) / 2
2a 864c3 ’ 2b 8b3c3
c2 c2 3 a 2/ 2 • a4/ 3
C =  _ 1  +  2^  +  262 “  “ 864“ ’ f  = ~ 4 b ^ ’ ( ^
as well as the relations
^  ^  » P3(r) = - 1 + 2 ^ ( r ) 2. (4.6.25)
2o(r)c(r)
The forms of the  functions required for th e  calculation of the Entanglem ent Entropy are given 
by
Vi„t =  j  d8 dyy det[$jj] =  (4ir)3b2a2h(a 'gsN ) 5/2e5(t>/3,
a  = fie2d>/ 3, (3 =  — —— , ,d  =  3, (4.6.26)
H  = e~4<^ V 2nta d =  (47r)6 y,3b4 a4 h2 (a'gsN ) 5e4^ / 3, 
ds\  =  /t[dx2 3 +  d r2], k3 = H  .
The solutions in which th e  dilaton stabilises are interesting because the associated backgrounds 
do not need an M -theory completion, so we will focus on them . We will re-express the  expansion 
param eters used in [63] as follows*,
Qo = ’ Rq = \ + c . (4.6.27)
4 +  c 2
keeping qoRo  = 0  fixes the  normalisation of  the  dilaton in the IR.
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So the param eter space is then  defined through c thus we choose to  explore the following values 
for c:
Q Q Q Q Q
(4.6.28)
3 3 r 3 , 3  o 3
C =  _  _  +  1CT5, -  +  K T 1, -  +  103, -  +  10" 
2 2 2 2 ' 2
It appears th a t c =  |  is a lim iting case and th e  dilaton diverges, while for c >  |  it eventually 








F ig u r e  4 .2 1 : H ere we have p lo ts of th e  d ila ton  in th e  left panel and th e  sep ara tio n  L (po) in th e  
right panel in th e  backgrounds based on th e  D 6 b ranes w rapped on a three-cycle. T he range of c 
is given in th e  tex t, w ith c =  |  in purp le  and  larger values c in th e  range of colours to  up to  red.
15000
bound for large po- This agrees w ith th e  UV expansion of L which is given by
L(p0 -> oo) =  ^po  -  ^ { n q i R i )  +  0  ( — \  . (4.6.29)
5 5 \ p o J
In these solutions we find initially th a t L  will shoot off a t different gradients depending on c, but
eventually curves down to  approach a line w ith the same gradient, but shifted by a constant.
4 .6 .3 .1 I l lu s t r a t in g  th e  D e p e n d e n c e  o n  th e  U V  C u to f f
The equations (4.6.24) also have a known analytical solution [65], th a t reads
a(r) = ~ ( l - 4 V b(r ) =3 V r 3 J  ’ 2 V 5 ’
f ( r )  = (4.6.30)
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1(H) 140
F igu re  4.22: T hese are  various p lo ts of T(po) in th e  D6 w rapped  on a  three-cycle  solu tion  w ith  
rj\ = 10. T he linear g raph  is th e  solu tion  w ithou t cutoff, while th e  o th e r th ree  are num erical 
so lu tions w ith cutoff 50, 100,150 respectively.
From this form, one can work out the relevant functions and find th a t
Note th a t here L  also grows linearly into the UV. In the main body of the  chapter we discuss 
the need for additional solutions, especially in backgrounds th a t have some form of non-locality. 
We found th a t these solutions are given by ‘short configurations’ th a t never go far from the 
boundary. In Section 4.1.2, we explicitly m ention that one can find these solution by studying 
the behaviour of the system close to  the UV cutoff.
In the cases discussed where L diverges, if we look at the  ‘short configurations’, we find th a t 
they change as we vary the UV cutoff. Thus, we may want to th ink  of this as viewing a system  
w ith strong IR /U V  mixing, which causes the divergence, as discussed in [53],[54] (see to  Figure
One could easily conclude th a t this solution has a phase transition , a t a particu lar separation 
L, for a particu lar value of the cutoff, when in fact it is entirely cutoff dependent. A nother case 





4.7 Hints at Invariances of the Entanglement Entropy
4 .7  H in ts at Invariances o f  th e  E n tan g lem en t E n trop y
W hen calculating the Holographic E ntanglem ent E ntropy  Density, we always seem to  be able 
to  reduce the problem to  a one-dim ensional system  such th a t
vd-} dpCl p,  p ) . (4.7.1)
For backgrounds of the form given in eq.(4.0.2) th is is a triv ial observation. However, as we will 
show in th e  two examples examples, th is rem ains true  even for more com plicated backgrounds, 
w ith warp factors depending on the coordinates of the  in ternal space and various fibrations.
4.7.1 The D4-D8 System
Let us look a t the system  presented by B randhuber and Oz in [67], the  D4-D8 system . Here the 
ten  dimensional space is a fibration of A cISq over S'4. Let us study  if this causes com plications 
w ith the entanglem ent entropy calculation. T he m etric can be w ritten  as
d£ t r  =
o o 9 Q d U 2 9
U d x l A +  —  +  QdO .4 (4.7.2)
where
-  1/ 2
47T
C(  8 — N f )  sincu
- 1 / 3
dfi.4 =  duj2 + cos2 id ^ 3 , (4.7.3)
and the d ilaton has a profile given by
e* =  g - ]/ 4c —  C(  8 — N f )  sinw
47T
- 5 / 6
(4.7.4)
Choosing the appropriate 8-dim ensional surface Es =  {cj, ^1, ^2, ^3, ^ 2, ^ 4 , cr} and  allowing
the radial coordinate to  be U =  U{x\)  and for fixed t we find th a t the  induced m etric takes the 
form





+  Q (d u 2 +  cos2 id dQ2)
We can then w rite
\ J det gg = sin2 61 sin 02 M(td )4 cos3 idU4 ^1  -I- ^
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From here it is easy to  see th a t we can perform  the  integrals in the  action for the  entanglem ent 
entropy and th e  result will be of the  form
/ \ 4 l c ( 8 - N f ) 1/3 <21/2 9 / \  rr4 L , 9Q (U’Y
1C 2 20 /  V 4 U 4
x —  /  d a U \  l  + (4.7.7)
where the last p a rt which is now in the usual form (the factor of ^  comes from the u  integral) 
and is the  stan d ard  result for A d S 6- Thus the D4-D8 system can be solved using the m ethod 
we have employed previously.
4.7.2 A Background w ith a Cyclic RG Flow
We now tu rn  our a tten tion  to  the setup described by B alasubram anian in [68]. In th is paper they  
construct non-singular solutions of a  six dim ensional theory  which is a warped product of AdS$  
and a circle. These solutions have very non-trivial w arp factors which break the sym m etries of 
AdS$  to  discrete scale invariance and also break the translational sym m etry along the circle. 
Let us study  if these causes troubles in our calculation of the  entanglem ent entropy of a strip. 
The m etric takes the form
d s 2 =  e 2C[u,,0] \ e 2 u / L ( _ d t 2 + d x 2 j  +  ^ 1  +  +  ) ( 4 - 7 . 8 )
where the  functions B , C  and  A  are non-trivial functions of the  Jacobi E lliptic functions sn, cn 
and hn, th a t are defined in Appendix A of [68]. Their exact form will not be im portan t in w hat 
follows. We are interested in w hether the  mixing in the  m etric due to  the  fibration represented 
by A  causes any issue in the  calculation of the  EE. If we calculate the  form of the  corresponding 
pullback of the  m etric onto the now 4-dimensional surface £4  =  {X2, £ 3, £ 1, 9}, and setting the 
radial coordinate u  = uj(xi)  we find th a t when we take the determ inant it gives
y / d e t g 4 =  eB[w>*]+3c M + t  ^ i  + e - ^  ( a /)2. (4.7.9)
From this we see th a t there are no term s involving the function A  and th a t this again falls into 




So far we have used entanglem ent entropy in the  study  of confinement in holographic field 
theories. A nother im portan t operator in the  study  of confinement is the  W ilson Loop [25]. It 
has first been introduced to  help w ith the study  of confinement in QCD. I t has been known — 
see [69] — th a t if the  W ilson loop shows an ’’A rea Law” behaviour, we have confinement. In 
the  setup of the  rectangular W ilson loop, see Figure 5.1, we expect E ( L )  ~  L  for large L  in a 
confining theory. We will com pute the W ilson loop for the  family of backgrounds introduced 
in C hapter 2. We will confirm the confining natu re  of the  dual field theories, as discussed in 
C hap ter 4. We will also com m ent on the ’sicknesses’ of certain  solutions and  how they  are 
affecting the  W ilson Loop. Finally, we will notice the  existence of first order phase transitions 
and discuss why they  are occurring. We will use th is knowledge to  construct m ultiple phase 
transitions, which gives evidence to  th e  validity of our in terp retation  and opens up possible 
avenues into future research.
5.1 G eneral T h eory
Here, I will discuss how to  com pute W ilson loops, as well as the po ten tial energy of the gg-pair 
using the ideas from above for holographic theories. The following is based on [24]. Consider a 
lOd spacetim e of the  form:
ds2 = - g pp{p){dx^)2 +  gPp{p){dp)2 +  gep(p)dxdd x 'p, (5.1.1)
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F ig u r e  5 .1 : A rep resen ta tion  of th e  square  W ilson Loop. It involves a quark  and an an tiquark  a 
d is tance  L a p a rt from  each o ther. We chose a  fram e such th a t  th e  separa tion  is along th e  X\  =  x  
d irection  of spacetim e. Since we have to  tak e  t —> oo th e  rectangle, which is com prised of the  
pa th  of th e  qq pair and  th e ir separa tion , th e  rectangle  will look like a strip . In th e  G au g e /G rav ity  
correspondence, th e  W ilson is ca lcu la ted  by th e  s tring  a ttached  to  th e  qq pair. T his s trin g  will 
explore th e  bulk b u t we re s tr ic t it to  no t explore th e  com pactified in ternal dim ensions. T he shape 
of th e  s tring  is de term ined  by th e  ex trem al to  th e  N am bu-G oto  action  w ith  ap p ro p ria te  boundary  
conditions. T he worldsheet. of th e  s trin g  will c rea te  a surface. T he a rea  of th is surface gives th e  
value of th e  W ilson loops, and  th u s  the  p o ten tia l of th e  qq pair.
as well as the  N am bu-G oto Action
S n g  =  I  dadr  \Jdet[dax^ld3x u()fll/\. (5.1.2)
Now, since we will be talking abo u t s ta tic  configuration, we will choose a reference frame that 
is sometimes referred to  as the ’string gauge’ [69]
r  =  t , a = x. (5.1.3)
Using this and disallowing the string  to  explore then internal space, we can transform  (5.1.2) 
to
S Ng  = T  J  d x y / f 2(p(x)) + g2{p(x))(dx p)2 . (5.1.4)
W here
f  '2(p(x)) = gudxx , g2(p{x)) = guPpp • (5.1.5)
Now, one can either solve the  Euler-Lagrange equations of this system or transfer to the Hamil­
tonian p icture and  note th a t the  H am iltonian in the x  direction is a constant of m otion as the 
Lagrangian is independent of t. E ither way, one will derive the following equation of motion
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for the  string:
dp = ± f { p )  V f 2(p) ~  / 2(po)
d x  g ( p) f ( po ) (5.1.6)
From here one can calculate th a t the  length L  of th e  sta tic  string configuration connecting two 
quarks is
L(p0) = f dx  = 2 f 9 ^
J J O n
d p . (5.1.7)
•po f ( p )  \ / f 2{P) ~ f 2M  
Now th a t we have all the  ingredients we need, we can use equation (1 .0 .12) to  obtain  E( L ) ,  
the  potential energy of the  quark-antiquark  pair as a function of the ir separation. This result 
is generally divergent, as we have to  assume infinite quark  masses in order to  make the qq-pair 
sta tic , which in tu rn  allows us to  obtain  th e  rectangular W ilson loops needed. The infinite 
potential energy can be renorm alized by sub tracting  the  mass of the  quarks m q =  J0°° g(p)dp.  
The renorm alized result is
E(po)  = f ( p o W p o )  + 2 / “  j ^ ( V f 2(p) ~  f 2(po) ~ f ( p ) ) d p ~  2 j *  g(p)  d p . (5.1.8)
Please note th a t we can make contact w ith the formalism of C hapter 4 if we define
g(p) =  a{p)yJJ (p ) , f ( p )  = a(p) . (5.1.9)
Following this formalism we can follow the  same analysis leading to
g{p) a 2(p)
E w l (po) =  2 f
J  On a(p) 1 - <*2 (Po)a 2 (p)
-  2 dpg(p). (5.1.10)
P a
T he authors of [24] found th a t the  background adm its linear confinement if one of th e  following 
conditions is satisfied;
1 . q. (p) has a minim um
(5.1.11)
2 . g (p) diverges
and the corresponding string tension is £*(pa) ^  0 , where p^  is either the  point where a  
minimizes or where g diverges.
Now th a t we have introduced the formalism, we will apply to the  confining field theories 
dual to D 5 on S 2. We will s ta r t w ith the  analytic solution given by P  =  2 N cp and then 
study  its generalisation, closely following C hapter 2. At every stage we will evaluate equa­
tions (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) to  illustrate th e  behaviour of W ilson loops discussed. A fterw ards we 
will construct cases, where the change of E(L) to  linear behaviour is s ta rted  off by a phase
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transition . T his is then  generalised to  ob tain  solutions th a t  produce several phase transitions.
5.2 W rap p ed -D 5
We study  th e  rectangular W ilson loop for (2.0.11), as well as for rotated* and un ro ta ted  num er­
ical solutions connecting (2.0.15) w ith (2.0.14). In the numerical case, we first solve the m aster 
equation using (2.0.15) and  its derivative as in itial conditions to  generate the  background. We 
then  ob tain  th e  background functions using the relations (2.0.8). We then  solve the  Nambu- 
G oto Action, as outlined in Section 5.1 to  ob tain  L(po) and E(po ) given by (5.1.7) and (5.1.8). 
These two functions can be combined to  give us E(L) .  This leads to  the  p lots of Figure 5.2.
For the analytical solution P  — 2N cp we can see th a t there is a  m inim um  separation  length 
beyond which the  quarks cannot be forced closer to  each other. E ( L )  asym ptotes the  vertical 
line L =  7r for small L.  In fact, we can easily calculate th a t
L (p0 -» oo) =  7T lim =  7r. (5.2.1)
P 0 - + O O  d p o f ( p o )
This seems to  indicate th a t  the  quarks are not point-like objects, bu t have a finite size. This is 
not very surprising as it is well known th a t  the  analytical solution is not dual to  a Field Theory, 
bu t ra ther a  L ittle  String Theory [35]. This is one way to  make sense of the  nonlocalities th a t 
occur. If the fundam ental particles of the  theories are now strings and not dots, the  nonlocality 
is due to  the  fact if som ething happens to  one p a rt of the string, the  whole string  knows about 
it instantly.
The dynam ics of th e  num erical solutions m irror P  =  2N cp in the IR. This is expected, as 
P  is always linear below th e  confinement scale. Thus for large L, E ( L )  ~  L  and all cases are 
dual to  confining theories. For the  num erical solutions it then  changes its behaviour to  become 
exponential, in the order to  m atch the  UV expansions (2.0.14). At this point L(po)  s ta rts  to 
increase exponentially for the  un ro ta ted  case. This is due to  th e  aforem entioned irrelevant 
dimension 8 operator, coupling to  gravity and thus causing the unphysical behaviour observed 
in the UV, where E ( L )  gets a second solution for large L  which grows exponentially. The 
’Coulomb like’ behaviour th a t  E ( L )  displays in a healthy theory  below th e  confinement scale is 
completely absent. A fter a  UV com pletion given by the  ro tation , we see th a t  L(po)  —> 0 when 
Po  —y oo and we recover th e  Coulomb like behaviour th a t  describes E ( L )  all th e  way down to 
L  =  0 .




The analysis in this subsection has been very similar to  [40]. However, in th a t paper, 
solutions to  the  m aster equation (2 .0 .10) were studied, for which it was assum ed th a t P  Q. 
This leads to  an IR  behaviour of P  th a t is constant to  first order and not linear [70]*. This has 
led to  some interesting effects like phase transitions, which for our IR  expansion (2.0.15) we have 
not been able to  find. However, their W ilson Loops feature cusps in the string configuration in 
some regimes of the  param eter space th a t would break down the  steepest descent approxim ation. 
This is not present in our backgrounds.
Now let us study  the background given by equation (2.1.1). T he result are given by Figure 
5.3. We see th a t this background is unphysical. As described in C hap ter 2, the  high density 
stacking of source branes a t p — 0 cause the  IR  of the  field theory  to  be singular. The Wilson 
loop does not even want to  explore this region, E ( L )  has no solutions for large L  due to  this 
singularity. Interestingly, E ( L ) gets a  butterfly  shape as we have observed for the  entanglem ent 
entropy for confining theories.
We now have a visual indication of the fact th a t the way we introduced sources gives us 
problems. The solution is provided distribu ting  the density of sources according to  a profile 
S(p) so th a t not all source branes can reach 0. Using the  nom enclature of Section 4.5, we know 
of one profile proven to  be allowed by kappa-sym m etry, the Sigmoid profile of eq. (2.1.4). The 
result of the W ilson loop calculations in th is background is displayed in Figure 5.4
As one can see, E (L )  is defined and linear again for large L. From the  perspective of the 
Wilson Loop, the profile successfully fulfilled its purpose of curing the  IR  of the field theory. Let 
us define h \ c to  be the value of h\  for which P  rem ains linear in the UV. Note th a t h\  ~  h \ c here, 
thus P  rem ains linear for quite some tim e, resulting in L(po) plateauing before approaching 
0. Nevertheless, for large po we have L(po)  —> 0. In fact using th e  UV asym ptotics listed in 
C hapter 4 of [29] we can calculate th a t  L  ~  . Thus the W ilson Loop seems to  be oblivious
to  the UV nonlocalities, unlike the EE.
We move on to  our phenomenological bump-profiles th a t make the theory local again. We 
have observed th a t the results obtained from using the  profiles (2 .1.10) and (2 .1 .11) are v irtually  
the same. However, using the profile of (2 .1.11) is far more taxing for the  numerics. Thus, we 
will concentrate on (2.1.10) for the  rest of the  chapter. We observe th a t we get a very similar 
picture to  the  previous analysis, see Figure 5.5.
As we can see, the behaviour of the  W ilson loop is as expected for a confining theory, and 
no area of concern can be found due to  the  study of this observable in th is background. Note 
Recall from Chapter 2 tha t we focus on solutions for which c q  =  0. Their limit requires co > 0
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th a t, as described in [29] and Section 2.1, all profiles nsed in this paper lack a rigorous proof 
of existence, as the profiles are not derived from a kappa-sym m etric embedding. However, 
the healthy behaviour of the backgrounds found in this and other works on these backgrounds 











- 5  
- 10
F ig u r e  5 .2 : P u rp le  represen ts P  =  2 N cp. while green and blue are u n ro ta te d /ro ta te d  num erical 
so lu tions respectively. For the  co n stan ts  we chose N c - 1, <f>o =  0 and hi — 2 +  10 0
-4
-6
F ig u r e  5 .3 : <Fo =  0, N c =  1 , N f  =  1 and hi  =  4
F ig u r e  5 .4 : <3?o =  0, N c =  5, N f  =  2 and hi =  11
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F ig u r e  5 .5 : 4>o =  0, N c =  1, N j  = 1 and h\  =  3.12932
5.3 P h a s e  T ra n s i t io n
An interesting observable phenom enon th a t can be found is a phase transition . This was first 
observed for SQCD-like field theories in [71]. The in terpretation  of such a phenom ena is similar 
to  the phase transition  of a boiling Van-der-W aals gas. Several o ther papers have found such a
phenom ena in similar cases since. See for exam ple [43, 56, 72 74]
In order to  find them  for the  theory  discussed here, the param eter space of varying h\ was 
explored. We rem ind again th a t not all values of /?i are valid. There always exists a critical 
value for h\ ,  for which P  grows linearly. For h\  > h \c, P  grows exponentially in the  UV and
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F ig u r e  5 .6 : T h e  green line represen ts P  for h\c, red h\c +  e and blue h\c — t
O ur requirem ent for d> to be bounded only allows exponentially growing solutions like the 
red curve. Thus a shooting procedure was used to  find h \ c, which was used as starting  value 
for our exploration into ever increasing values of h\.  Exploring th is param eter space did not
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yield any phase transitions for the three profiles (2.1.4), (2.1.10) and (2.1.11) m entioned above.
To see how to  proceed from here, let us analyse th a t Van-der-W aals gas analogy from the 
beginning of the section more closely. Such a gas follows an equation of s ta te  of the  form
P  =
N E T N  a
V -  bN  V7










F ig u r e  5 .7 : T he pressure P  as a  function of th e  volum e V’ (left panel) and th e  G ibbs free energy 
G  as a function of t he pressu re  P (r ig h t panel) for th e  sam e iso therm  curve.
Clearly this analogy works by linking L(po) to  P ( V ) as well as E(L)  to  G(P) ,  such th a t 
L  <-> P. po V  and E  G. On the VdW  side, it is clear that a phase transition  will be 
observed, if P ( V )  has a local maxim um . This can be achieved by tuning two scales, dictated  
by th e  constants a and b. representing the interaction between the VdW gas particles and their 
non-zero size respectively. We have so far only explored a 1-dimensional param eter space. We 
will need to  find another scale to  adjust.
One thing one can try  is to  let the source branes not quite reach 0 but only s ta rt at some 
point p*. This is easily achieved by m ultiplying the profile w ith a step function 0 (p — p*) 
and performing the coordinate transform ation p —» p — p*. So, for example, our bum p profile 
becomes S(p) =  0 (p  — p*) tanh(2p  — 2p*)4e_4(p_p*)'/U This shift still preserves SUSY.
Numerically, one can sim ply solve the unflavoured system  between 0 and p* and then connect 
the  system by using PUnf\(p*) =  E{p*) and P'inf\{p*) =  E'(p*)  as initial conditions for the 
flavoured system . As shown in [43] this is justified if S'(p») =  S”(p») =  0 which is true  in our 
cases.
The authors of [56] graciously allowed the use of these figures in this work.
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Here, a phase transition  can be found regardless of which profile has been used. W hen we 
studied the param eter space in detail, we found th a t as we increased h l5 L(po) began to flatten 
in the  region ju st below p* until a peak appeared th a t kept getting  more pronounced. See 
Figure 5.10. This behaviour was so typical th a t  we conjecture th a t given any acceptable profile 












F ig u r e  5 .8 : Here, S(p) =   tanh {2(-p p -1*------^  <j>0 =  0, N c =  1, N /  =  1, hi  =  27 and p,  =  2.
( s i n h ( 4 ( p - p . ) ) - 4 ( p - p . ) ) 3
The position of the phase transition  is not random  and has a nice physical in terpretation . 
Before the phase transition  the string explores only the sourceful region, while afterw ards a 
m ajority  of the string is located in the  sourceless region p < p*. Thus the phase transition  
appears as more and more of the  string  enters the  sourceless part. W ith  an analogy to  the 
Van-der-W aals phase transition , which occurs because first energy has to  be exerted to  break 
the interm olecular bonds of the  liquid, before heating can continue, now ’energy’ has to  be 
exerted to  push more and more of the string into the sourceful region, before the string can 
continue exploring the space below. This changes the geom etry of the string. Please see Figure
5.9. It is exactly this change in geom etry th a t causes the phase transition . Please note th a t  all 
phase transition  discovered in this chapter are first order phase transitions.
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F igu re  5.9: T he d iag ram s shows th e  s trin g  for th e  exact system  described in F igure 5.8. T he left 
d iagram  shows th e  geom etries before th e  confinem ent scale as dashed lines. T he geom etry  after th e  
confinem ent scale is given by solid lines. We chose colours such th a t  when we increase th e  w idth 
L  of th e  qq pa ir, we will follow th e  colour wheel. We s ta r t w ith th e  red string , move over yellow 
to  green. T he green configuration  lies a t th e  phase tran sition . T he dashed green configuration 
transfo rm s in to  th e  solid green one. If we sepera te  the  quarks fu rther we observe configuration 
blue th en  purple. Two gray graphs show configurations in the superheated  /supercoo led  branches 
of th e  tran sitio n . O n th e  right we see configuration th a t lie on th e  unphysical b ranch  of th e  phase 
tran sitio n  (E  —» L of F igure 5.7). W hile these configurations are  not realised in p ractise , they  can 
serve as an illu s tra tio n  of th e  change in geom etry  happening at the  tran s itio n  poin t.
For a given p», the  value of h\ th a t produces a phase transition  is only bound below. This 
also has a nice physical picture associated to  it. h\ is directly related to c+ , the expansion 
param eter of the  UV asym ptotes of P  (2.0.14). c+  in tu rn  is related to the scale at which P  
stops being linear and s ta rts  growing exponential. Please note th a t in C hap ter 4 this scale was 
referred to  as p. This in tu rn  effects the gradient of E(L)  and thus the ’’speed1' w ith which 
the string hits the  sourceless region. For a more pictorial description, the reader may imagine 
a light ray getting refracted on a block of glass due to the fact th a t it is slowed down by the 
medium. The higher h\ ,  the sooner P  becomes exponential, and the ’’faster” the string hits the 
sourceless region. Above a certain threshold, which we will refer to  as hit ,  we observe phase 
transitions.
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L
F ig u r e  5 .10 : L(po) for th e  exact sam e system  for h\  =  h \ c + 5 a t th e  bo ttom , till hi  =  h ic +  45 
in increm ents of 10  and then  a t th e  to p  for hi  — h \ c -f 1 0 0 .
As the gradient of T(po) grows to oo as po —> 0, it is clear th a t the  threshold for producing 
phase transitions, h \ t , also grows to  oo as p* —> 0. This relationship between and h u
exists as hi represents how much L (p*) is lifted compared to close by points, and a steeper 
gradient requires more lift. See the Figure 5.10. For large po, L is already quite flat, so even 
small values of h\ will cause a bum p to appear. For small po, L is quite steep, so the initial 
increase in h\ only flattens the profile. This is why we have not observed phase transitions just 
varying h\ and effectively leaving p* = 0. Of course o ther param eters in the theory  will also 
influence the development of phase transitions.
We would also like to  point out th a t the au thors of [24] believed th a t in confining back­
grounds L(po) is a monotonically decreasing function. The existence of phase transitions in such 
backgrounds shows th a t this assum ption is ou tdated  and th a t even in confining backgrounds, 
L(po) is allowed to have local maxima.
5.4 D o u b le  p h a s e  t r a n s i t io n
In the last section we have described several ways to  achieve phase transitions. This can be 
best understood through the variation of two scales, d icta ted  by h i, giving the "speed” of the 
increase of the potential w ith respect to  separation length, and p*, the  scale a t which the N f  
sources kick in. In particular, a general characteristic of profiles has been identified th a t is key 
in producing phase transitions. We need a region where the source density rapidly changes to 
be able to observe them . This appears to  be a universal requirem ent. O ur in terp re ta tion  of 
the reason for the occurrence of the  phase transitions actually enables us to  provide a testab le 
prediction, th a t can be exploited to produce new phenom ena.
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T he possibility for double phase transition  might have been mentioned in the literature [75], 
but has never been explicitly shown. W ith  the knowledge gained in the previous section, we
know have the possibility to  find solutions with more than  one phase transition. Below we list
several types of profiles th a t allow us to  generate these.
In this chapter, we will restrict ourselves to profiles producing two phase transitions as proof 
of concept . In general though, these procedures seem to  be able to  produce an arbitrarily  large 
am ount of phase transitions if one so wishes.
5.4.1 D ouble  B um p and Tumbling profiles
The first idea is to add several profiles of the form of eq. (2.1.4) or (2.1.10). This leads to
SC :>) = {  ! ( tanh l (2(^ ~  P*i)) +  ta n h 4(2(p -  p*2))) 
P U t a n h 4(2 ( p - p +1))
a / v _  J ta n h 4(2 ( p -  p*i))e ’'V * 1' +  tan h 4(2 (p -  p*2))e " 3‘
\P) S , 4 /^/ \\ ~4 (P - . l )
[ ta n h  (2 (p -  pml))e 3
giving us the  following source profiles:
if p >  p* 2 
otherwise,
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F ig u r e  5 .1 1 : T he left panel show s S(p), while th e  right panel gives S(p). For bo th  graphs we 
chose p» i =  1.8 and p„2 =  5.
We shall refer in th is subsection to S(p) as the Tumbling case and to the background with 
S(p) as the Double Bump. Both of these profiles will also serve to refine our understanding 
of the phase transition . The double bum p lets us confirm th a t the phase transition  actually 
has som ething to  do with the source density and not some underlying hidden occurrences. The 
Tumbling profile lets us study  w hether it really is the change in source density th a t is responsible 
for the  source density. It m ight be th a t the phase transition  is triggered by the source density 
crossing some threshold instead.
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F ig u r e  5 .1 2 : T he T um bling case is p resen ted  in th e  top  row, while th e  D ouble B um p is th e  
b o tto m  row. In bo th  cases h\  =  47.
\ \  e see, th a t it really is the change in source density th a t causes the phase transition . Each 
bum p in the source profile is a region of high source density and each high density region leads 
to  a phase transition . The Tumbling profile shows th a t the  phase transition  is independent of 
the  actual value of the  source density. It is only the difference in density th a t counts.
Also the Tumbling profile in particu lar can be very interesting for Holographic Technicolor 
theories w ith Higgsing cascades. Here, each of the steps in the  profile would correspond to a 
particu lar generation of quarks. Thus cases like [76] might profit from the use of such profiles.
5.4.2 P lateau  profiles
So far all the  phase transitions observed come from the string moving from regions of high 
source density to  regions of lower density. It would be interesting to  see if th is also works if we 
move from low to  high density. Thus we would like to  engineer profiles th a t quickly rise from 
0 to  1, stay at 1 for some tim e before quickly decreasing back to  0. It is a m ajor challenge to 
find such functions and so far none have been found th a t have a continuous first derivative. We 
have made sure th a t the discontinuity is well away from the regions of interest at the  m iddle of 
the plateau.
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The easiest way to  obtain  profiles as described, is to  use a profile th a t behaves like S(p)
from eq. 2.1.4 and then m irror it around the axis p =  c, where S(c) ~  1 and then forcing S to
be 0 after it reached th a t value again. As an example we used
f 0 if p >  p* +  4
H p ) =  S ta n h 4(2(p -  p* -  4)) if p * + 4 > p > p * + 2




F ig u r e  5 .1 3 : Here, p, =  1.8.
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F ig u r e  5 .14 : L(po) and E(L)  at both phase transitions. N j = Nc = 1 and h\ = 47.
Thus we have strong evidence th a t phase transitions also occur when entering region of 
higher source density. This leads us to  believe, tha t every bum p profile could actually produce 
two phase transitions per bum p. However we believe th a t they merge into another through an
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effect th a t is analogous to the effect th a t lim its the angular resolution of lenses. Both bum ps 
in L(po)  or E(po)  of, for exam ple, figure 5.8 are so close together th a t there  is only one local 
maxim um .
We again would like to  point out th a t already the bum p profile was a phenomenological 
profile. W ith  the  com plications added to  the profiles in this section we move further away 
from analyticity. However, we still believe the reason why we we believe the  bum p profile to 
be physically relevant, see Section 2.1, to  still hold. For example, encouragingly, the  central 
charge of the solutions of all profiles in th is section, including plateau profiles of Section 5.4.2 
are m onotonically increasing and thus show no sign of unphysical behaviour. We know from 
[29], th a t the central charge in th e  backgrounds discussed is given by
L 2 2 $ > + 2 h + 2 g + 4 k
c(p) =  -= . (5.4.3)
8 (dp lo g [v fie2<|,+2h+23+ A:])3
This leads to graphs of the following shape:
4
2
0 2 3 4
F ig u r e  5 .1 5 : T h is is a  p lot of c(p) for th e  various cases; th e  D ouble B um p is purp le , th e  T um bling 
case is tea l, and th e  cen tra l charge for so lu tion  genera ted  th rough  th e  p la teau  profiles is depicted  
in red.
5.5 P o w e rs  o f  T a n h  a n d  x
Of course o ther variables do also have an effect on the W ilson loop and the  associated phase 
transition .
For exam ple, we can generalise the tan h  component in the profiles discussed above from, 
ta n h 4 (2p) to  ta n h 2n (2p) where n  >  2 is an integer. This has the  conceptual imperfection
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though, th a t it pushes the  flavour correction in the  IR expansion of P  to  higher orders of p and 
thus effectively diminishes the effect of the flavour branes on the system more and more.
N  rAlso x  = being a variable th a t affects m any aspects of this system , also plays a role for 











F ig u r e  5 .1 6 : On the  left n =  5, in the  m iddle x  = 5 and on the  right x  =  4
Please note, th a t we can also find phase transitions for x  < 1 but higher values of hi have to  
be used. As we can see the higher x  the  easier it is to  find a phase transition . By this we mean 
th a t hit  will be closer to h \ c. The greater the  power of tan h  in the profile, the harder it is to 
find a phase transition , as expected. However, we m ust note th a t the  effect of n  is very subtle, 
much less pronounced than  one would expect from the expansion argum ent given above.
5.5.1 Different profiles
The problem of finding a source profile with the right UV asym ptotes rem ains an open problem. 
So far we have taken the simplest analytic solution known, eq. (2.1.4), and forced it to have the 
right asym ptotes. It would be helpful if one could simply take a whole o ther class of analytic 
profiles and repeat this process, while getting the same results. For example, we could start 
w ith
cosh (4P,n  )+ co sh  (4pv ) _  j j £ - 4 p
 ^ 3




 ^ (cosh (4pqx) —cosh (4py ) ) y /'cosh (4p) — l 
2  (cosh (4p) — cosh (4p ,,)) 2 —(cosh (4p) — cosh (4p,n  )) ■
 ^ (cosh (4pf l l ) —cosh (4pq))y A o s h  (4p) —1
based on the F lat M easure described in [43]. pqx is related to  pq via
pqx =  -arcosh((i +  cosh(4pg) ) .
4
if P >  4 
if P < Pq, 
otherwise,
[5.5.1'
Here, analytical conditions are found, th a t the profile must fulfil, to  produce desirable back 
reactions. These are then solved in a lengthy but logical procedure whose details are mentioned
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in the paper cited. If one wishes to  have a decaying profile one could use S(p) =  S(p)e *p.
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F ig u r e  5 .1 7 : §(p)  is b lu e  w hile  S(p) is red .
Both profiles lead to a phase transition:
















F ig u r e  5 .18 : T he background generated  w ith S(p) is in the  to p  row. We used N c = N j  =  1 and 
h i =  3.9581. On th e  b o ttom  row we have th e  S(p) case w ith N c = N f  = 1 and h\ = 3.25291.
As 8 decreases, the w idth of the  brane d istribution becomes smaller, The mass of the  heaviest 
quark decreases and phase transitions are produced. Despite the large am ount of control such 
types of profiles offer, one should be aware, th a t their realization is not completely clean, in 
the sense th a t S'  is not continuous everywhere. Also note, th a t while now we did not have to 
introduce p* to  produce phase transitions, th is profile already uses the two scales 8 and q to 
produce th e  dynam ics described above.
— 4
We see th a t also in this case, adding a factor e^~p did not produce any unphysicalities.
5.5.2 Curiosities
To finish this chapter, we will present some odd findings th a t have been discovered during the 
analysis of the W ilson loops of the various CVMN solutions.
Firstly, it might be worth mentioning th a t, after the addition of flavor sources w ithout a 
source profile as done in Section 5.2 during the  analysis leading to Figure 5.3, we can produce
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N f 1
a phase transition  like behaviour in the lower, physical branch of E (L )  plot when x  =  <  —
and h\  h lc:
6.0 6.5 7.0
F ig u r e  5 .1 9 : To =  0, N c = 5, N j  =  2 and h\ =  29.
A nother quite surprising fact th a t was discovered during the search for phase transitions 
is th a t while most profiles require h\ h \ c to  show a transition , profiles of the  type S(p) =  
ta n h 4(2(p — p*)) do not. For h\  ~  h \ c, P(p)  will stay linear for quite some tim e before 
exhibiting exponential behaviour. This can be seen in Figure 5.6. In such cases, L{p$) will not 
im m ediately approach 0 , bu t first approach a non-zero value a  before, and /3 after the transition  
of P's  behaviour. Depending on several factors, such as the  power of tanh , we can force 0 > a , 
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F ig u r e  5 .20 : Here, S(p) =  ta n h 4( 2 ( p -  p*)), iVc =  Nj  = 1, h\ =  , p* =  2.
Please note th a t beside the phase transition  the overall shape of E ( L ) is equivalent to  the  
expected, bu t one would have to plot it approxim ately between —10' and 10 to  see it. The 
unnatu ra l curvature at the end of the linear confining branch of E(L)  is due to a num erical error 
in the in terpolation during the numerical calculation as we zoomed in too far in the  rightm ost 




Entanglem ent Entropy and 
W ilson Loops
So far we have discussed entanglem ent entropy and the  W ilson loop in confining backgrounds
separately. A priori , these two quantities are not related to  each other, and indeed, they show 
very different behaviours - the  first presents a phase transition  in the form of a  “bu tterfly” shape, 
while the  later is monotonic, a t least when it comes tow ards identifying confinement. However, 
the fact th a t bo th  are probes of confinement suggests th a t there  maybe some deeper relation 
between them . Moreover, as we will discuss below, th e  functional form of b o th  quantities is 
very similar.
T he length of the  entangling strip  (4.0.6) and the length of the  W ilson loop (5.1.7) can both 
be w ritten  in the  form
where M{p)  is different for the two cases and is given by
(6 .0 .1)
M e e (p ) = H(p) ,  
M Wl {p ) =  Oi2(p).
(6 .0 .2)
(6.0.3)
The entropy of the  strip  (4.0.8) and the  energy of the  W ilson loop (5.1.8) can also be w ritten  
in a similar way as
j °° d p y /m w )
i  i v T /T C  J  P AV
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The expression (6.0.4) can also be w ritten  in the following form
K(po)  =  /  dpy//3(p)M(p) -  I  <W/?(p) (M (p) -  M ( p o ) ) . (6 .0 .6 )
The form (6.0.5) em phasizes th e  linear n a tu re  of E w l  at long distances. In both  cases, M{p)  is 
a  m onotonically increasing function. Therefore, the functional form of the EE and the Wilson 
loop is very similar. Of course, these m athem atical similarities in equations (6.0.1) and (6.0.4) 
are based on th e  fact th a t  bo th  observables are solutions to  a m inim ization problem.
The question arises as to  w hat is the  difference between them . We claim th a t the qualitative 
difference between these two observables (at least in the case of confining QFTs) is due to  the 
behaviour of th e  function M (p )  close to  the  origin. For bo th  cases M (p )  is a m onotonically 
increasing function, bu t the  behaviour close to  the origin is different. W hile in m ost of the 
thesis we were free to set the  origin a t 0, for generality we now let it be a t p =  p^.  For the 
entanglem ent entropy M ( p )  — H(p )  shrinks to  zero close to p \ ,  since H{p)  includes a factor of 
the internal volume — see (4.0.4) — which always goes to zero a t the end of the geometry*. On 
the o ther hand, for the  W ilson loop in confining backgrounds M { p \ )  =  a 2(p \ )  ^  0 since this 
quantity  is related to  th e  confining-string tension. Therefore M { p \ ) behaves very differently 
for the  two observables, when calculated in a generic confining background. This is the source 
for the qualitative difference between these two quantities.
To be concrete, let us focus on Dp branes compactified on a  circle. These backgrounds are 
dual to  confining field theories in p  space-tim e dimension. T he background m etric and dilaton 
are a generalisation of those w ritten  by W itten , as a dual to  a Yang-Mills-like four dimensional




d p 2c +
3
R 2d n l _ r ,
(6.0.7)
T he vanishing of th e  internal volum e is in agreem ent with th e  vanishing of th e  central charge at zero 
energies. T h is is characteristic o f confining field theories.
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which implies th a t,
M e e ( p )  =  (S7-,, x  2w R c)2R 7^ p 9^ h ( p ) ,  M WL(p) =  ( | ) 7" '’ . (6.0.8)
R c is th e  radius of the  com pact cycle (see for exam ple [78]),
7 ~ p
2 (  _/? \  2
R c =  -----  I —  ) pA (6.0.9)
7 ~ P  \ P a J
2tt2
and 5 n_ i =  — r- is the  surface area of th e  n-sphere. Therefore M w l ( P a ) ~  P a  7  ^ 0, 
^  ("2 )
while M e e ( p a ) = 0 . This difference of behaviour in the  function M (p), creates a  ’’bu tterfly”
shape (and a phase transition) in S (L ), whereas it gives place to  a m onotonic behaviour and a
long-separation linear law in E w l { L w l )-
6.1 Sufficient C on d ition s for P h a se  T ransitions
T he conditions a background m ust satisfy so th a t  the W ilson loop shows a confining behaviour
(5.1.11), were derived in [24]. T he difference in behaviour, of the  W ilson loop and  the E n tan ­
glement Entropy as probes of the phenom enon of confinement, leads to the  following question:
• Question:  W hat are the conditions on th e  background to present a phase transition  in 
the  EE?
Using a  sim ilar logic to  th a t of [24], in th e  following we will derive sufficient conditions on the 
background to  present a phase transition  in the  E ntanglem ent Entropy. More explicitly, we will 
derive the  conditions on the background such th a t T(po) (the length of the  entangled strip  as 
a function of the m inim al radial position) will increase for po close to  pa (the IR  of the  dual 
Q FT) and decrease for asym ptotically  large value of po (the UV of the dual Q FT ). Hence, the 
quantity  L  will present (a t least) a m axim um  and the required double valuedness needed for a 
phase transition .
We s ta r t by deriving the conditions on the  background such th a t T(po) is an increasing 
function close to  po — pa- Let us assum e th a t  the  functions H(p)  and /?(p) have the  following 
expansions around po =  P a
H{p)  =  hr {p -  p a ) t +  0 (p -  pA)r+1, (3{p) = (3t { p - P a ) ~ 1 + 0 ( p - p A)~t+1, (6 .1 .1)
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w ith r , t  > 0. Then, the  integrand corresponding to  L  in (4.0.6) is divergent close to  p = p a , 
and therefore the  integral gets m ost of its contribution from this region. T h a t allows us to  
approxim ate th e  integrand using eq.(6 .1 .1),
lim L(po) = 2 ^ / 3 t \  dp(p -  pA) 2
P o—^ Pa 'Po
2 VWt rc°
P -  Pa 
Po — Pa
(6 . 1.2 )
, /  , / - . x - I  -  t + 2 r - 2  j _  t 2 V 7 r ^ r
= ( P o ~ P a )  2 -------  /  d z ( z - l )  2 z  2. = ( p o - p Ay  ■»
r T ( ^ )
We have changed variables to  2 =  ( p^-p^ )  • th a t L(po) is m onotonically increasing
when
t <  2. (6.1.3)
This m eans th a t /3(p) should not diverge faster th an  close to  p\-
Next, we derive the  conditions on the  background such th a t L(po) is a decreasing function 
a t asym ptotically  large value of p. Close to  the  boundary p — oo we can expand
H(p)  =  h kpk + 0 ( / - ‘ ), 0  (p) = P i p - 1 + 0  (p'>+1). (6.1.4)
Plugging these expansions in (4.0.6) we find,
L(po) — 2 y /  (3j dpp — I -  1
Po
(6.1.5)
Changing variables to  2 e  ^  we find the asym ptotic behaviour of L(po)  near the boundary
L ( p o )  =  2 ^ / J j P o 1 2
2  2p o o
/  dz- ______
'1 V  z k — 1
Po 1 - 1
We see th a t for
3 > 2
(6 .1 .6 )
(6.1.7)
the length L  will go to  zero as po —>• 00 . There is a m axim um  somewhere in the  middle, hence 
a double valuedness for po(L)  and the  possibility of a phase transition  in the quantity  5(po[£])- 
On th e  o ther hand, for j  < 2 , the  quan tity  L  will either diverge, or sa tu ra te  a t a constant value, 
in the  same lim it and in th is case we do not expect to have a phase tran sitio n .lt should be 
noted however, th a t th e  above condition do lead to  phase transitions, we do know of examples 
where th e  above conditions do not hold while we still have phase transitions. A part from short
1 0 0
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configurations, Section 4.5 has m any o ther curious examples. We have docum ented background,
For now, let us present some examples of absence or presence of phase transitions in the  
EE, in agreem ent w ith the  criteria of th is section.
6.2  E xam p les o f  th e  C riteria  for P h a se  T ransitions
As anticipated , we will s tudy  here different non-confining and confining models to  illustra te
As a first exam ple we discuss the  EE  o( N  = 4 Super-Yang-Mills, to  dem onstrate th a t  it does 
not present a  phase transition . The m etric is given by (4.1.1). Notice th a t in th is case t = 4 
and the  condition (6.1.3) is not a tta ined . T he calculations of the  EE where previously shown 
in Figure 4.2. We see th a t  L(po) is a m onotonically decreasing function which diverges a t the  
origin and goes to zero a t the boundary. The EE shows two possible phases: in the  first, it 
m onotonically grows w ith L  while in the  second (the disconnected phase) it is constant. The 
second phase is not favoured, since th e  EE in this phase is always larger th an  the E E  in the 
‘connected’ phase. Therefore there  is no phase transition , as appropria te  for a  conformal field 
theory. Incidentally, also notice th a t the  concavity of the  S( L)  is such th a t the correct condition, 
see eq.(4.1.2), is achieved.
6.2.2 Dp brane on a Circle
N ext we consider the  background generated by Dp brane compactified on a circle described in 
eq.(6.0.7). The functions a{p)  and /3(p) are,
where L  will either diverge or approach a non-zero constan t in the  UV and still has a m axim um .
our criteria above. AdS$  x S'5, Dp branes compactified on a circle, hard  and soft walls and the  
K lebanov-Strassler model [30] will serve as confirm ation of our treatm en t.
6.2.1 AdSb x S5
(6 .2 . 1)
Close to  the  horizon p =  pa, we can expand
(6 .2 .2 )
where ” . . .  ” stands for subleading (finite) term s.
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Com paring w ith (6.1.1) we find th a t  in th is case t =  1. This means th a t for th is background, 
and for any value of p, the condition (6.1.3) will be satisfied and L(po) will always go to  zero 
a t th e  horizon. Close to  the  boundary  /3(po) ~  Po_ 7^~p  ^ and therefore in th is case, comparing 
w ith eq.(6.1.4), we have j  = 7 — p. Hence, for p  < 4 ,  the condition (6.1.7) will be satisfied and 
L(po) will decrease to  zero close to  th e  boundary. However, for p  =  5, L(po) will sa tu ra te  to  a
finite value and for p > 6 it will increase tow ards the boundary.
We conclude th a t for p  <  4 there  will be a phase transition  since L(p 0) is a non-m onotonic 
function, bu t for p > 4 T(po) is m onotonic and  there will be no phase transition . In Figure 6.1 
we draw  the  functions T(po) and S( L )  for th e  cases p  =  3,4, 5,6. We observe a crossing (and 
hence a  phase transition) between the  connected and  disconnected solutions for the  EE, in the 
case p < 5. We also see th a t the  concavity of S  is the correct one for p < 4, bu t does not satisfy 
eq.(4.1.2) for p > 4.
6.2.3 Hard and Soft W alls
The H ard Wall model was proposed in [79] as a  holographic description of low-energy properties 
of QCD. It is described by the  A d S  m etric w ith  the radial coordinate cut a t some value p =  p \ .  
The results for the entanglem ent entropy are shown in Figure 6.2.
T he au thors of [80] have improved the  H ard Wall model by cutting  of the  A d S  space 
smoothly, instead of a hard-wall cutoff in the IR. T he m etric of the Soft Wall model is the 
same as the  A d S  m etric bu t there  is a  non-trivial dilaton
=  ep1 . (6.2.3)
Then we have
m  = y ,  (6-2.4)
H(p)  =  ( ^ )  f l V V T ' .  (6.2.5)
The results are shown in Figure 6.2. We see th a t  the soft wall model adm its a similar behaviour 
to  the D3 and D4 branes w ith a phase transition .
We cannot check the  conditions for confinement in these examples. The H ard Wall back­
ground is ju s t a  cut AdS .  The Soft Wall background does not adm it the expansion (6 .1 .1) for 
the function H{p)  in the  IR  since it includes an exponential factor. Therefore, even though
1 0 2
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F ig u r e  6 . 1 : T he  function  L(po)  and S (L )  in th e  near ex trem al Dp brane backgrounds for p =  
3 ,4 , 5, 6 m oving down th e  page. T he location of th e  horizon was set to  p \  =  1 in the  figures. 
T he dashed  red line is th e  d isconnected  solu tion . T h e  D3 and D4 branes shows a phase tran s itio n  
behaviour while in th e  D5 and D 6 b ranes th e re  is no phase tran sitio n .
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/3(p) diverges strongly, we still have a phase transition since the exponential decay of H ( p ) 
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F ig u r e  6 .2 : T h e  function  L(po)  and  S (L )  in the  Hard (top row) and Soft W all (b o ttom  row) 
m odels. T he location  of th e  hard  wall was set to p \  -- 1 in the figures. T he dashed  red line is th e  
d isconnected  solu tion  and th e  dashed blue line represents the  con tinuation  of th e  A d S  so lu tion  
beyond th e  h ard  wall.
6.2.4 Klebanov-Strassler
T he entanglem ent entropy of the  background dual to a cascading supersym m etric gauge theory, 
th e  deformed conifold [30], was analysed in details in [23], The authors of [23] have shown th a t 
in th is case there  is a phase transition  of the same form as in the  D3 and D4 branes, as expected 
in a confining theory. We would like to  dem onstrate how this background follows the conditions 
for phase transition , which we derived above.
The supergravity  solution of the  deformed conifold is of the following form [30, 81]
d s 2 =  h~% (r) dx \  3 + (r) d s \  , (6.2.6)
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where dsg is the  m etric of the  deformed conifold
e4/ 3 /  1
^  = - r M i iT O d r 2 +  (g5) 2 + cosh2 ( 0  (g3) 2 +  (y4)
+  sinh ( - )  [(5 1) 2 + ( 5 2) 2] ) -  (6-2.7)
e is the  energy scale and the functions h (r)  and K  ( r )  are given by
h ( t ) =  (gsM a ' f  22/ 3e_8/37 ( r ) , (6 .2 .8)
fc
-) = L
rp Vi qr — 1 i
I  (r) = I d x  — (sinh2x  -  2x) 5 ,
K ( r )
sinh x  
(sinh (2 t )  — 2r )  ■
(6.2.9)
(6 .2 .10)
2 s s in h r
where r  is a dimensionless radial coordinate running from zero to  infinity on the boundary. 
T hen we have,
/ i ( r ) e 4/ 3
h 2 ( r ) ,  (3(t )
6 K 2(r)  ’
47T3
7 1
Vint = ^ ^ / i 5/ 4e10/ 3Jfs:(r) sinh2(r) ,
, a 3  =  - — e 2 0 ^ 3 h ( T ) K 2 ( r )  sinh4(t) .
3
(6 .2 .11)
(6 .2 .12 )
(6.2.13)
The function /5(r) approaches a finite value in the  far IR  r  =  0, and therefore we have in 
th is case t  =  0, corresponding to  a m onotonically increasing L{tq)  in the  IR, in accordance w ith 
(6.1.3). Near the  boundary, i.e. a t large t , the  h  (r)  and  K  ( r)  function takes th e  form
H ( t  <C 1) =  €4(gsM a ' ) 2n 6Te2T ,
/3(t ) = e~%{gsM a ' ) 22~%Te
(6.2.14)
(6.2.15)
In this region the functions does no t adm it th e  power expansion we have assum ed in (6.1.4) 
and therefore we cannot directly check the  conditions we have found, bu t a direct com putation 
[23] shows th a t  L{tq) indeed goes to  zero close to  th e  boundary  and therefore there is a phase 
transition . The in tuition is th a t (3(r) decays exponentially fast close to  the  boundary, and 
therefore meets the  requirem ent for sufficiently strong decay (j > 2) of eq. (6.1.7).
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F ig u r e  6 .3 : T h e  fu n c tio n  /5 (r) in th e  K le b an o v -S tra ss le r  b ack g ro u n d . 0 ( t ) s a tu r a te s  to  a  fin ite  
va lu e  a t  th e  o rig in  t  — 0 an d  th e re fo re  m ee ts  th e  co n d itio n  for a  p h ase  tra n s it io n .
We are now in a position to com pare the  conditions for confinement on the Wilson loop, see eq.
(5.1.11) or the derivation in [24] and the conditions for a phase transition in the entanglem ent 
entropy as were suggested in [23] and further developed in the previous subsection. On phys­
ical grounds, since both observables are probes of confinement, we expect both  conditions to  
coincide. We will not be able to  prove the last statem ent, but we will give a flavour of why it 
should be true  in some examples. On the other hand, we will emphasise a puzzle which arises 
in o ther cases. The solution for th is puzzle was partly  the aim of C hapter 4.
Let us s ta rt w ith the  conditions in the IR. The conditions on the W ilson loop, eq. (5.1.11) 
are really a sta tem ent abou t the  IR and therefore we will compare them  to the condition we 
derived for the entanglem ent entropy in the IR. see eq.(6.1.3). The condition of eq.(6.1.3) 
means th a t /3(p) should diverge slower than  ( ^  p in order to observe a phase transition in
the EE. Using eq. (5.1.9) we relate the  divergence of /? to the divergence of g. which is one 
of the  conditions for linear confinement in the Wilson loop, see eq. (5.1.11) (remember tha t 
since c*(pa) is the string tension it m ust be finite, and therefore does not play a role in the 
discussion about divergences). If we take the case of the Dp brane on S l -  see eq.(6.0.7) 
as an example, we see th a t close to  p — p \
where “. . .  ” stand  for sub-leading finite corrections. This divergence is in agreement with
6.3 C o n f in e m e n t  a n d  P h a s e  T ra n s i t io n s
(6.3.1)
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the  condition on j3 in eq. (6.1.3), for any value of p. A possible violation of (6.1.3) would 
correspond to  a stronger divergence of g. We are not aware of such examples. Based on the 
in tu ition  of backgrounds w ith com pact circles, such a case would correspond to  a situation w ith 
two com pact circles w ith a topology of a cigar, where the tip  of bo th  cigars located in the same 
radial position. It would be in teresting to  try  to  rule out th a t  case (or alternatively find one 
such exam ple), bu t we leave this for future work. W hen approaches a finite value a t p =  p \ ,  
the  corresponding confinem ent-condition on the  W ilson loop is the first among the two in eq.
(5.1.11), which is th a t a  has a m inim um  a t p =  p a - In this case it seems th a t the  m aximum of 
(3(p) a t p =  pa (as in Figure 6.3) corresponds to  the  minim um  of a(p),  via the relation /3 ~  
see eq. (5.1.9).
W hile we have presented an in tu ition  (bu t not a  proof) of the  equivalence between the 
conditions on the EE and the  W ilson loop in the  IR, there  is a puzzle concerning the UV. 
F irst, we note th a t there are no UV conditions on the Wilson loop to  obey confinement. As far 
as the W ilson loop is concerned, the  only condition we dem and is linearity a t long distances 
(IR). On the o ther hand, in order to  observe a phase transition  in the  EE, the  background 
also has to  satisfy the  condition in the  UV, eq.(6.1.7). This last condition is not satisfied in 
certain  confining backgrounds — Dp branes on S l w ith p > 4 — as discussed in the  previous 
subsection. The question th a t arises is
• Question: W hy do certain  cases show linear confinement in the  W ilson loop bu t do not 
show a phase transition  in th e  entanglem ent entropy?
T he answer is provided in detail by the  analysis in the  first half of C hap ter 4. Non-localities 
present in the  Q FT  can mask the  phase transition  in the EE. These theories will have short 
configurations w ith a Volume Law divergence. A naive analysis will not lead to  the discovery of 
them . One ra th er has to  refer to  the  right ordering of the  lim its to  produce them . Alternatively, 
the  non-localities telltale the  need for a  suitable UV-com pletion th a t will make the Q FT  local 
for all energies, bo th  the short configurations and the UV-completion will lead to  a recovery of 
the phase transition . Since th e  short configurations defy the  usual m inim isation analysis, the 
conditions for confinement via EE will not cap ture  them , and thus the  conditions are incomplete. 
However, for fully local holographic field theories we conjecture them  to  be be both necessary 
and sufficient.
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6. ENTANGLEM ENT EN TR O PY A N D  WILSON LOOPS
6.4  W ilson  L oop -E n tan glem en t E ntropy R ela tio n  - A n  E x­
ercise
T he sim ilarities between the  EE and the W ilson loop, sum m arised in equations (6.0.1), (6.0.4) 
suggest an interesting small exercise. We can ask w hat are the conditions on a given background, 
so th a t the  EE and the  W ilson loop have the sam e L  dependence. In order to  solve th is exercise, 
we will consider situations in which the E E  behaves, for large separations, as S  ~  L ~ p , where p  is 
some positive num ber. For example, in the  case of conformal field theories in d + 1 dimensions, 
one finds th a t p  =  d — 1. This is referred to  as an ‘Area law ’ for the  EE. In some other 
exam ples-characteristically  in non-local (d+ l)-d im ensional theories — one finds p = d, in which 
case th e  nam e of ‘Volume law’ is used. We will first study, based on the sim ilarities alluded to 
above and sum m arised by equations (6.0.1), (6.0.4) the characteristics th a t a background m ust 
have such th a t the  W ilson loop behaves like the  EE, namely E w l  ~  ^ w L- Let us s ta rt w ith 
an  IR  analysis.
6.4.1 Small Radius Expansion of the W ilson Loop
T he functions a(p ) ,g (p ) characterising the W ilson loop com putations, can be expanded around 
p =  pa as follows
a(p) = a{pA) + akpk +  0(pfc+1), 
g{p) =  bj pj + 0{pi+1).
If a( pA ) 7^  0 th e  W ilson loop exhibits linear confinement w ith a (p A) the string tension. We 
are not interested in a linear law E w l  ~  f { p h ) L w L  and therefore assume a (p A) =  0. Further 
assum ing k  >  0 , j  > — 1 and a few other reasonable assum ptions on the  functions a(p) ,g(p) ,  
the  au thors of [24] found th a t
for large L  and for the case k > j  + 1 (the case k < j  + 1 will not result in a negative power of 
* ) •
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6.4 W ilson Loop-Entanglement Entropy Relation - An Exercise
6.4.2 Large Radius Expansion of the W ilson Loop
On the  o ther hand, the  functions a(p) ,g (p ) can be expanded around th e  boundary  p =  oo as 
follows
a(p) = cn pn + 0 ( p n ~ l ),
g(p) = g{ oo) +  dmp ~m +  0 (p“ m+1),
w ith n, m  >  0. In the  region close to  the  boundary, i.e. small distances, the  W ilson loop then
behaves as [78]
E ~ L ~ ^ .  (6.4.1)
The U V-behaviour of the  W ilson loop will take the  same functional form as the E E  (for the
case of a  d + 1 Q FT  w ith Area law) S  ~  L 1~d, when
d
n  =
d -  1
For the Dp brane we then  have n  =  The U V-behaviour of the W ilson loop in the
p-dim ensional Q FT, coincides w ith the functional dependence of the EE, calculated for a strip  






We sta rted  by calculating the entanglem ent entropy of the  photon w ith the electron. After 
detailing the m athem atical machinery, we first applied to a toy model. This was a scalar field 
theory w ith a light and a  heavy scalar. We calculated various vacuum and 1-particle entropies. 
We discovered divergences in the  E E  in regimes where the  in teraction vertex had an instability. 
We also detailed the differences th a t arise in different spacetim e dimensions. W ith the insight 
th a t we have gained, we then went on to  a phenomenologically very interesting case, QED. 
We discovered th a t in this case th e  entanglem ent entropy is divergent. We handled this the 
usual way, and looked a t differences in EE. Now it is much better behaved, bu t a logarithm ic 
divergence remains. U nderstanding or tam ing th is divergence is an interesting avenue for future 
work. Furtherm ore it would be interesting to  see the vacuum  and the 1-electron entanglem ent 
entropies.
C hapter 4 sta rted  off by trying to  answer the question: ‘W hy the  relation between Confine­
m ent and the existence of a phase transition  in the Entanglem ent Entropy breaks down, for 
models based on D (p >  4) branes ? ’
Section 4.1 answered this question, after a detour into non-local QFTs, Q FT  w ith a cutoff 
and the realisation th a t, when calculating w ith  string duals to non-local QFTs, we are poten­
tially missing a set of configurations th a t are very im portan t in the calculation of th e  E n tan­
glement Entropy. These configurations th a t become apparent when considering the non-local 
Q FT  w ith a cutoff, solve the Physics problem  of having only a disconnected and an unstable 
solution. This is the  m aterial discussed in Section 4.1, together w ith the  explicit solution for a 
simple confining model — D 5’s on S 1 — where the  problem originally appears.
I l l
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It may be unpleasant to  some physicists th a t we need a UV-cutoff to  resolve the problem 
of stability  and to  regain the  phase transition  argued to be present in confining models in [23]. 
Nevertheless, we w ant to  point out th a t this UV cutoff is actually capturing the behaviour 
th a t the Q FT , once UV-completed, will display. Indeed, this is the point m ade in Section 
4.2. We studied a tradem ark  model of confinement in four dimensions, the  string background 
corresponding to  D5 branes w rapping a two-cycle of the resolved conifold. We explained how 
this model would not display a phase transition  if taken at face value. B ut upon the introduction 
of the  cutoff a t high energies, we observed the  phase transition  and the  whole behaviour of a 
four dimensional confining field theory  w ith a Hagedorn density of glueball-states. The effect of 
this cutoff is the  same as the  one found in the UV-completed Q FT  on the D5 branes. Indeed, 
an inverse Higgs mechanism takes place completing the non-local Q FT  into the Klebanov- 
Strassler field theory (in a generic point of its Baryonic Branch). This point is made clear, 
w ith calculations and plots of the  S(L)  phase transition in Section 4.3. Further to  this, in 
Section 4.3, we also pointed out th a t some backgrounds describing the Mesonic Branch of the 
K lebanov-Strassler field theory (these backgrounds include a large num ber of D5-D3 sources) 
are also afflicted by a non-locality, unless the sources are introduced w ith a particular profile 
proposed (using completely different argum ents) in [29].
This completes a  very pleasant p icture advocated in Section 4.4, linking confining, non-local 
QFTs and their local UV-completed counterparts. Further a link between the  Entanglem ent 
Entropy and its phase transition , th a t act as a measure of both  locality and confinement. 
Num erous further calculations complement the  presentation, and study a wide variety of other 
examples, to  further illustrate our ideas above.
Lastly, another in terpreta tion  of our results could be th a t entanglem ent entropy associated 
w ith a region in spacetim e is not well-defined in the UV phase of non-local theories. After all, 
the  entanglem ent entropy seems to  be unbounded below there, which looks very non-physical 
and one has to  be careful how to  define the  degrees of freedom of such a theory in the first 
place. We, however believe different. F irst of all, note th a t like many other values in quantum  
field theory, th e  entanglem ent entropy is actually infinite. In order to  make physical sense of 
these quantities we have to  choose some scheme of renorm alization, where we subtract out the 
infinite b it and only keep the finite bit. Unlike for local theories, where the  phase transition is 
due to  a change in this finite bit of th e  entanglem ent entropy, in non-local theories we have a 
change in the  divergent p a rt, where the leading order behaviour changes from an ’’Area Law” to 
a ’’Volume Law”. Thus if we choose a scheme th a t successfully removes the  divergent term s on
1 1 2
one side will necessarily fail to  remove th e  divergent term s on the  other. T h a t th e  entanglem ent 
entropy seems unbounded below is an artefact of this. If we go one step further, we should 
note, th a t the  divergent b it in th e  entanglem ent entropy comes from the  following fact. W hen 
we define th e  entanglem ent entropy across two com plem entary regions A  and A,  there  is an 
infinity of higher and higher energy modes, closer and closer to  the  boundary  dA.  Thus it makes 
in tu itive sense th a t the  divergent p a rt follows an area law, i.e. scales w ith dA.  However for 
non-local theories where A  is the  size of non-local effects or smaller, these high energy modes 
are free to  entangle and in teract w ith modes all over A.  So it also makes sense th a t in this 
regime the  divergence follows a volume law, i.e. it scales w ith A.  From this perspective, we 
believe our results to  be in line w ith w hat is expected and presents non-trivial evidence th a t 
Ryu-Takayanagi also holds for non-local holographic theories.
Now, let us first sum m arise the  contents and ideas explained in the  chapter about Wilson 
Loops.
The basic idea of the  study  of the  W ilson loops was to  study  the  details of W ilson loops of 
a novel class of solutions [29], th a t generalise the  KS [30] and baryonic branch [82] solutions, 
th a t, by the addition of sources, move th e  Q FT  to the mesonic branch..
This was done constructively, by starting  from a relatively plain w rapped branes model and 
slowly adding all the  necessary features, keeping track of the properties of the W ilson loops of 
the  theory a t each stage.
A fterw ards we discussed the possibility of creating a phase transition  by tuning two scales 
d icta ted  by h\  and p*. This construction of phase transitions has been very successful and 
yielded a positive outcom e in every case. We also explained why these transitions occur.
Lastly, to  illustrate th e  reason behind the phase transitions, the  possibility to  create several 
phase transitions has been discussed. We identified which features a profile S(p) needs to 
produce these. We then  constructed new source profiles exemplifying the ideas. Each new 
profile yielded a double phase transition  in each case. Notably, a profile th a t m ight become 
useful for some extended holographic technicolor theories has been described, it in particular 
could be of interest for further study.
The procedures should also be applicable to  the  2+1 d equivalent th a t has been discussed 
in [73].
We finished by observing the  obvious analogy between the holographic calculation of W il­
son loops and Entanglem ent Entropy. Indeed, being both  m inim isation problems for two- and 
eight-surfaces, they display very sim ilar general solutions. In spite of the  analogous formulas
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derived when m inimising surfaces, the  two observables are such th a t when evaluated on par­
ticu lar backgrounds the results are quite different. For example, in confining backgrounds (the 
topic th a t m ostly occupied us in th is thesis) the Wilson loop holographic calculation gives a 
linear dependence between the  quark-an tiquark ’s Energy and separation E q q  ~  & L q q  (for 
large L q q ), while for the E ntanglem ent Entropy, we observe a very different behaviour, in­
cluding a first order phase transition . Aside from these observations, either obvious or made 
previously in th e  bibliography, th e  first contribution of C hapter 6 was to  develop a simple and 
operative criteria  to  tes t under which conditions the Entanglem ent Entropy would display a 
phase transition . Aside from th e  criteria  for phase transitions, some examples were given and 
an interesting exercise was perform ed, calculating w hether it is possible to find backgrounds 
where the EE will behave exactly like the W ilson Loop.
Let us describe a couple of ideas th a t th is work suggests as possible extensions of w hat we 
have learnt here.
F irst of all, since we found th a t  confining models typically imply a phase transition for the 
EE, it would be interesting to  ask w hat happens to  the EE when one considers a confining model 
th a t presents also a phase transition  for the Wilson loop. Indeed, models w ith various scales 
have shown th is behaviour —  see for example [71], [40]. It may be, as we argued in Section 4.4, 
a  m ulti-phase transition  is present for the  EE  in these cases. It is also worth analysing if the 
confining behaviour implies th a t H( p ^ )  — 0 , since the argum ent we gave involving the central 
charge of the  field theory may be evaded. In  this same line, the  criteria for phase transitions 
in the  EE, discussed in Section 6.1, may lead to interesting extensions. One could try  to find 
out if confinement is actually needed for the EE to  present a phase transition. Studying the 
invariances of the  EE  under different dualities seems like another small and nice project. We 
already know th a t S-duality and non-A belian T -duality [83], [63], are invariances of the EE.
O n more general grounds, an observation th a t this work suggests is the following: we know 
th a t black holes for Dp branes (w ith p  >  4) tu rn  out to  have negative specific heat. We also 
know th a t the holographic renorm alisation program  can be successfully applied to backgrounds 
based on Dp branes w ith p <  5 [84]. We found th a t the connection between non-locality of 
the  Q F T  and the  absence of the  phase transition  in the  EE, is there for solutions based on 
Dp branes w ith p >  4, and this signals th a t probably, as it happens with the EE, one may 
find a way to  ‘fix’ the  density of sta tes  of th e  finite Tem perature Q FT  and also, w ith a UV- 
cutoff, or b e tte r w ith a suitable UV-com pletion, one may be able to  implement the program  of
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holographic renorm alisation. Sorting out which observables tu rn  out to  behave sim ilarly w ith 
the  cutoff, or the  UV-completion, seems another interesting problem.
Last bu t not least, com paring the  results of C hapter 3 w ith C hapter 4 raises the  interesting 
question. ’M ight the  Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) form ula (1.0.8) be w rong?’ This is m eant in the 
following sense. An assum ption of the  eq. (1.0.8) is th a t, when there are several extrem al sur­
faces, the  sm allest of them  is to  be preferred. In C hapter 3 we found legitim ate examples where 
the  Entropy is an increasing unbounded function. For Holographic theories, the  disconnected 
surface will always be a solution to  RT. Thus w ith RT we could never have a solution th a t is 
unbounded and always increasing, as the  value of the  disconnected surface will always provide 
an upper bound. Thus, in some cases, the  o ther non-m inim al extrem al surfaces m ight have 
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